CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Janua r y 14 , 1988
I.

CAL L TO ORDER
President Mullins called the meeti n g to order at 3:35 p . m.

Mullins stated Vice-Provost Jerry Reel would review Cente nnia:
Activities at the next meeting of Faculty Senate . Today' s
meeting, originally set for January 1 2, was postpon ed due to th e
snow storm. Reel had a preexisting meeting on his sc h edule which
conflicted with the rescheduled Faculty Senate meet ing.
II.

APPROVAL OF FACULTY MANUAL CHANGES.
President Mullins turned the meeting over to Arlene

Privette, Ch airman of the Committee on t h e Facul t y Man ua l .
Mullins commended Privette for excellent work with a mo s t
difficult task .

He called attention to the Errata Sheet

(Attachment A) and stated the Senate would proceed through t he
c h anges page by page.

Privette stated the changes mus t be

approved today to be in time to submit to the Board of Trust e e s ·
meeting January 30 .
Privette p resented n eeded chan ges to update the Facu lt y
Manual as mandated by v arious offices in the Uni v ersity ; i.e. ,
Development Off i ce , Printing, Personnel , et c.
Senator Nowacz y k moved that wording on Page II : 24 , Paragraph
2, be changed to read, "the Provost may suspend processing of on e
petition ... " to avoid sexist language.
and passed unanimously.
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The motion was seconded
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At Page I I:31, I te m 5, Senator Reichenbach moved that the
sentence read, "~ach party to the petition shall be permitted to
have the assistance of an advisor of his or her choice at all
proceedings at which the petitioner is present."

The motion was

seconded and passed unanimously .
Senator Nowaczyk moved that on Page II:31, Item 4, " h e" as
refers to the Provost be changed to "he / she."

The motion was

seconded and passed unanimously.
Regarding the Grievance Board, Privette pointed out there
are time limitations set with all of the processes throughout,
except when the matter must go to the Board of Trustees.

The

Senate might want to set a time interval as to the when the Board
of Trustees needs to have its decision.

Privette also pointed

out that composition of the Grievance Board has to be voted on at
the General Faculty meeting before it can be included in the
Constitution.

President Mullins is working with the Provost to

.have this presented at the next General Faculty Meeting.

Delay

in the implementation of the changing composition does not af fect
the process.
Privette stated that changes on Page V:3, Section B , must b e
made by the Board of Trustees before the faculty can update its
manual.

Changes in V:4, Sections C & D came from the President

and the Provost.
Regarding the section on the President's Counc il (VI:12,
Section C), there are ma ny changes which began being implemented
the first of J anuary, but the mate rial needs to go t hrough n ow as
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stated because i n the nex t se v eral months many of the commissions
and committees wi l l be c h anged.

Th ere are sufficient changes i~

the Faculty Manual to revise it now and incorporate these
additional changes in the next revision.
Privette praised the Faculty Senate for major changes under
Admissions and Continuing Enrollment.

She pointed out that t he

Athletic Council changed focus last year and was completel y
reorganized.

She fu r ther stated t h at the Facil i ties Planning

Committee is a new committee.
Senator Derr moved that the wording on Page VIII :6, line 3,
be corrected to read, " ... consists of twenty-three (including
four indoor) Layhold courts.''

The motion was seconded and passed

unanimously .
Senator Tesolowski raised a question regarding the
deductible for Blue Cross in-patient hospital charges (semi
pri vat e room) of $ 150 on Page IV : 3 .

He stated that when the

change was made from fiscal year to calendar year, this amount
was for 18 months instead of 12 months.
figure should revert to $100.

Tesolowski asked i f this

Senator Privette will check t hi s

and make correction i f needed.
President Mullins called for a motion to a9prov e the e ntire
set of changes with amendments for the Faculty Manua l. Teso l owski
so moved . The motion was seconded and passed una~imously.
III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES.

Senator Birrenkott pointed out an omission in the minutes
for December 8 in the discussion of the reso lution on summer
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teaching.

Birrenkott stated, "Senator Baron commented that he

was proposing 4.2% because he knows that was really more than he
hoped we would get."

President Mullins stated this will be an

addition to the minutes and does not require a motion.
The minutes of December 8, 1987, with the addition were
approved as corrected.
IV .
A.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Policy Committee.

Senator Bryan stated there was no

report.
B.

Research Committee.

Senator Birrenkott stated the

committee had not met, but he brought forth two items of
information, both dealing with CURF.

The Greenville News was in

error when it stated the Board of Trustees was planni ng to give
President Lennon a salary supplement from CURF.

The Board is

talking about giving President Lennon a salary supplement out of
the Clemson University Foundation.
Birrenkott further stated that CURF is trying to buy some
property in Pendleton and the Research Committee of the Faculty
Senate will be meet i ng with Stan Nicholas probably in earl y
February to talk about how this is going through t h e CHE.

The

Committee will also disc u s s some of the concess ions which the
Un iversity might be making as we attempt to bring in some large
scale grants and contracts.

c.

Scholastic Policies Committee.

there was no report.

Senator Hedden stated
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D.

Welfare Committee.

Senator ~alfacre reported that the

Committee has a resolut i on which wi l l be presented under new
business.

Halfacre further stated that he and Mullins will be

meeting with Vice President Larson to gather information on
fringe benefits and to get a comparative study on other ACC
schools.
E.

University Commissions and Committees

There were no reports.
F.

Ad Hoc Committees.

There were no reports .
V.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

President Mullins called attention the President's Repo rt
(Attachment B).

He stated that with regard to the operation o f

the Summer School (Item 1), he and Senator Bryan had a v er y
informative meeting with Jerry Reel and Mullins felt there was
now a better mutual understanding of problems relating to the
summer school.

Ways were discussed in which the faculty might

help the Provost and in which the Provost might help the facu lty.
We would like to increase salaries.
it wou l d be difficult.

There are possibilit ies, but

President Mullins stated that he a nd

Senator Bryan would discuss this at the next Advisory Committee
meeting and perhaps come forth with some suggestions.

He also

called attent ion to the report o f the Committee on Early
Retirement (Item 4) and Earl y Out / Retirement Incentive Program
(Attachment Q.) .

If members of the Senate have any input they

wish to make , President Mull i ns suggested two mechan isms :
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(1) Contact the Welfare Committee , Senator Halfacre, Chairman ; or
(2) Contact Deans or Dep artment Heads prior to the meeting of the
Dean's Council on Monday, January 18.
Under the Academic Council item (Item 6), President Mull !ns
stated that at the last meeting of the Advisory Commit t ee t wo
motions were made:

(1) Not to add the Student Body President to

the Academic Council .

(2) To add the Chairman of the Sc h olastic

Policy Committee and the Chairman of the Research Committee .

The

Provost agreed with (1), but not with (2).
President Mullins stated that a recent Letter to the Editor
in the Greenville News, discussing several aspects of salar i es

and priorities within a university, attributed to him was also
authored by Gordon Halfacre.
VI.

OLD BUSINESS

Senator Halfacre presented the resolution on Child-Car e
Facility (Attachment'J:>).
Senator Kosinski asked how many children and what ages t he
facility is expected to accommodate.

President Mullins reported

this would be dependent upon demand. Senator McGuire stated the
facility would include infants.

President Mullins pointed out

the convenience for mothers and fathers who work on campus to
drop off and pick up children where they work.
Senator Nowaczyk asked if the colleges whi ch wou l d be
impacted (Nursing, Education, etc. ) have been involved in
deve l opment of the project.

Senator Derr stated that the College

of Education had a representative on the Committee.

She furt h er
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stated that one of the reasons the College of Education would
like the facility is to use it as a laboratory and for child care
for graduate students who have children and find it difficult to
come to our courses because of their work and school hours.
President Mullins noted that the Dean of Nursing strongly
supports the project.
Senator Murr stated that, during the Advisory Committee
discussions of this matter, there was a comment regarding the
first WHEREAS and also the RESOLVED.

His faculty does not feel

the child-care facility would benefit the majority of the faculty
and staff.

Murr moved to delete the first WHEREAS and in the

RESOLVED to delete "to provide a service to its employees and.
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The motion was seconded by Senator Hedden.
Senator Bryan stated it is a common fringe benefit in
industry to provide child care to employees with positive results
and that the University would be doing what other employers do in
providing child care.

This would benefit the students and

students should be included.

He would suggest adding "students''

in the first WHEREAS and after employees in the RESOLVED.
Senator Sparks stated that Senator Baron had pointed out we
are treating this as a fringe benefit.

In fact it is not a

fringe benefit, but it is a convenience. Sparks further stated
the child-care facility as proposed is not a fringe benefit in
comparison to the way in which industry operates.
provide supported child care, not at market rates.

Industry will
The only

advantage with our facility as proposed would be convenience.
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Senator Derr spoke in favor of retaining the first WH~R~AS.
She added this could not be considered a fringe benefit any more
than the on-campus dry cleaning, restaurant, etc.
Senator Kosinski spoke against the amendment to the first
WHEREAS.

Speaking with female staff memb ers in the Biology

Department, he does not get the sense that it would serve only a
small minority of the faculty and staff.
Senator Brannock pointed out because of federal legislation
it would be discriminatory to exclude the public in matters of
education.

Mullins stated in the original plan the first

priority was to be given to faculty, staff and students.

If

there were any additional openings, they would be given to the
public.
Senator Gardner stated that when the child-care facility
first came up, it was proposed there would be a reduced rate for
University employees and in that respect it would be a fringe
benefit .

Gardner further stated there was opposition by a number

of members on the Welfare Committee because many employees do not
benefit simply because they do not have young children.
Murr pointed out that the RESOLVED says" . .. to provide a
service to its employees ... "

This implies not a conve:1ie:1ce b:.it

a benefit.
The question to strike the first WHEREAS and in the RESOLVED
to strike "to provide a service to its employees and ... " was
defeated on a 17-9 vote.
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Senator Bryan moved t ha t the word " s tuder:.-ts" be i r:s ertec:
after "faculty" in the first WHEREAS; thus reading, "WHEREAS
Faculty, students, and staff of Clemson University could benef it
from the convenience of an on-campus child-care center"; and also
to insert the words "and students" in the RESOLVED to read, "B ~
IT THEREFORE RESOLVED That Clemson Uni v ersity establish an on
campus child-care center to provide a service to its employees
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and students and to provide a useful teaching and r esearch
faci li ty for its students and faculty."
The motion was seconded by Senator Coulter.
The point was made that if this would service the publ ic as
well, perhaps the word "public" should be added to t h e
resolution.

Senator Bryan stated that the main thrust o f t h e

proposal is to serve faculty, students, and staff.

President

Mullins stated there was uncertain ty as to h ow the public wou:d
be included.
The amended resolution(FS 1-88-1) passed with one vote in
opposition .
VII. NEW BUSINESS
Senator McGuire presented the resolution on merit raises
(Attachment Et), stating the resolution comes from a committee and
needs no second .
Senator Kosinski s tated t~at depar tment h eads in his co~~ege
were against the resolution and other faculty members were
equally divided.

Those opposed feel th at '' i t rea:ly does no~

pr o vide too mu c h for us ."

Percentage inc rease gi v en for me :-it

:o
pay is sometimes tied between several faculty members.

T~ ~s

makes the job of the department head difficult and has the
potential for creating animosity when people have to be rank ed
for merit pay.
Senator Bryan pointed out the department heads are requ ire d,
at the present time, to make the rankings of evaluat i ons
available to individuals.

This would be a check and balanc e to

see that these evaluations are consistent w~th the ran ks in pay
raise.

The resolution does not require that they be the same ; it

required only disclosure to the faculty member.
Senator Hedden stated the resolution would help the
department heads to better explain how they go about making some
decisions.
The resolution (FS 1-88-2) was passed without dissent.
B.

The resolution from the Welfare Committee on societ y

dues was presented by Senator Halfacre (Attachment f;)
Kosinski stated there was no faculty member in the Biology
Department in favor of the resolution because monies for payment
of socie t y dues would come from departmental budgets, but that
funds would not be increased to support this .
funds for travel and other discretionary funds .

This would deplete
It would be

better to allow faculty members discretion in these funds, rather
than to have University policy mandating the disposition of the
funds.
Senator Bryan stated that under present tax law, dues p a i d
to societies are no longer tax deductible unless they are i n
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excess of 2% of adjusted gross income.

You would have to have

$150 in earnings in order to pay $100 after-tax expense . A
faculty member who pays $200 in professional society dues may be
willing to take that muc h in a pay cut to provide the benef i t.
Bryan would urge the University to pay these professional society
dues, even at the expense of cutting pay by the same number of
dollars.
He further suggested that, instead of limiting the
individual to one professional society, to place a dollar li mit
on the University support, providing a choice between one
expensive society and several that are less expensive .
Senator King spoke in favor of the resolution , pointing out
that membership in societies is part of the evaluation procedure .
In that we are no longer able to deduct this, we are being asked
to take a pay cut in order to do what we are supposed to be doing
anyway .
Senator Reichenbach moved that the resolution be amended by
replacing the content of the third WHEREAS with "Faculty who are
organizational members ge t reduced registration charges when
attend ing various professional meetings. This resul ts in a savin~
to the University."

Add "in professional societies at a :"ate of

one membership or memberships not exceeding $200, per year p e ::'.'
faculty member, whichever is greater," after the words "support
membership" in the final RESOLVED , and also delete the words
"departmental budgets" from the RESOLVED. The amendment wa s
seconded by Senator Murr.
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Senator Halfacre stated the Welfare Committee looked at th i s
as being an in-house fringe benefit.
The amendment passed unanimously.

The amended resolution

(FS 1-88-3) passed unanimously.
In additional new business, Senator Nowaczyk requested that
President Mullins address the Cabinet about the snow s i tuation.
Nowaczyk stated that on Thursday, January 7, indications were
that school should have been closed. before classes started and
that the snow removal plan while improved still has a long way to
go .
Mullins stated that the snow plan had been discussed at the
Cabinet meeting prior to the event.

President Lennon takes the

position that he would like to see classes held i f at all
possible. Three Vice-Presidents were on campus at 6:30 a.m. when
there was 1/2 inch of snow on the ground.
decision was made to open.

At that time the

By 8:30 a.m. President Mullins had

spoken to Vice-President Lomax and Provost Maxwell .

The Cabinet

met at 10 a.m. and the decision was made to close at noon.

O~

Monday Vice-President Larson provided parking around Stadium Road
with shuttle busses to transport student s .

Problems arose wh e n

t~ose persons closing off p a rki n g lots did not notify commuting
students where the parking places were . At the last Cabinet
meeting President Lennon asked that anyone who had advice on
improvement should give that to Vice-President Larson.
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Senator McGuire requests that President Mullins suggest to
the Cabinet that i f there is not safe parking, the camp~s s h o u l d
not open.
Halfacre pointed out the big problem is a shortage of
equipment.

Larson has some of his staff meeting today to

establish priorities on what they can do and discussing
justification of spending money on snow removal equipment when
there are many pressing needs.
Senator Coulter reminded the Senate this was, after all, the
second worse snow storm in the history of the state and many
things that happened will probably not happen again.
VIII.

ADJOURNMENT.

There being no further new business, the meeting was
adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

MaryAnn B. Reichenbach, Secretary
Senators Absent:
G. Carter, J. Mulholland, S. Brown, L. Bryan ,
R. Meiners, W. Baron (Sparks Attended), L. Gaddis, A. Madison , E.
Stillwell.
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ERRATA SHEET
For Faculty Manual Revisions
~ age V:3--- B. The Board of Trustees"
Paragraph 2, line 4---Delete "appoints the
life members of the Board"
11

Add pages IV: 6, IV :10, IV:19, and C:1-3
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Conditions of Award . The University community as a whole has a
vested and vital interest in the academic contributions of holders of
endowed chairs and titled professorships.
Consequently, while
appointments to such chairs and professorships shall be for an indefi
nite period, and while the performance of the holders of such appoint
ments shall be subject to the normal reviews of performance to which
all faculty members are subject, a special review of the professional
performance of these particular faculty members may be conducted, but
only if conditions stated at the time of award so stipulate. Such a
review may be initiated by the dean of the college if requested by
both the departmental faculty Advisory Committee and the department
head.
The conditions of awarding an endowed chair may provide for
reviews at periodic intervals i f mutually agreed upon in writing at
the time of award .
For any such review the Provost shall ensure that a committee
(composed in the same manner as the search-and-screening committee
that made the initial selection of the holder) calculates the perfor
mance of the holder of the chair or titled professorshi p . Recommenda
tions for removal by this Cammi ttee shall follow the same route as
those of the initial search-and-screening committ~e.
Should these
recommendations result in a decision by the President to remove the
incumbent from the chair or titled professorship, such a decision
shall not affect the incumbent's tenure status and professorial rank .
Endowed chairs and titled professorships
professorships) are listed in Appendix C.

(including

alumni ]

The Alumni Master Teaching Award. Presented annually to a member
of the Faculty, this award recognizes outstanding classroom teaching .
Nominations for the award may be made by any member of the Clemson
University Student Body, Faculty, or Administration. Selection of the
recipient is made by the Student Alumni Council.
The Alumni Award for Outstanding Research. Jointly administered
by the Clemson University chapters of Sigma Xi and Phi Kappa Phi (see
VIII. B), this award annually recognizes outstanding contributions to
research by Clemson faculty.
The Alumni Award for Distinguished Public Service. This award is
presented annually and recognizes distinguished service to the citi
zenry of South Carolina by Clemson specialists, extension workers and
county agents.
G.

Procedures for Faculty Appointments

Candidates for appointment to the regular faculty shall be re
cruited and evaluated by a search-and-screening committee composed of
members of the regular faculty.
Such committees are selected in
accordance with departmental bylaws or, in the absence of relevant
bylaws, · by the departmental faculty Advisory COllllittee. The credenII:9
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from Social Security disability, Worker's Compensation, State Retirement disability, and/or University sick leave benefits, and is subject
l I
to a maximum of $800 per month.~
- O. at:'t-"'t: c:'1
Disability benefits are also available through the South Carolina
Retirement System after five years of creditable service. These bene
fits include a special supplement by the state in addition to contri
butions of record at the onset of disability. Disability
payments are based on the average of the three highest consecutive
fiscal years of salary, the attained age of the faculty member, and
the number of years of creditable service.
Applications for disability benefits must be on file for thirty
days prior to becoming effective, and should be filed with, the Uni
versity Personnel Division as early as a disability is suspected.
The South Carol i na Retirement Svstem. Membership in this system
is required by law for all Clemson University faculty aooointed prior)~h ~~ . ~ ~ ~
.to July 1, 1967. rFaculty appointed after July 1, 1987 , may elect G. ~ c( . w, I,
membership in an optional retirement plan.
For further information
{, +.c "1
contact the ·· Personnel Division (656-2456). I Persons in temporary
positions of less than six months' duration':' in part-time positions
paying less than $100 per month, retired employees receiving S. C.
Retirement System retirement benefits, and certain employees covered
by Federal Retirement may not participate in retirement plans
described above.

I
\
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Faculty requests for retirement are initiated at the level of
the department or equivalent academic unit. Such requests should be
made with notice sufficient to allow for the expeditious review of
departmental staffing needs and for processing such requests through
University channels.
Faculty contemplating retirement may contact
University Personnel Division for s'pecific benefit estimates and coun
seling .

\

As members of the South Carolina Retirement System, faculty may
retire with full benefits at age sixty-five, or at any age after
thirty or more years of creditable service . Early retirement at age
six~y with less than thirty years creditable service is permissible,
regardless of length of service, with a five percent r~duction in ben
efits for each year under age sixty-five .
In accordance with state
law, faculty must retire at age seventy, with certain exceptions: l)
with the approval of the University the faculty member may be contin
ued in service until the end of the fiscal year following the date on
which the age of seventy has been attained; 2) with the approval of
the S . C. Budget and Control Board (through the University Personnel
Division) the faculty member may be continued in service for a period
of one year following each such request for extension until he/she has

IV:6
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other invasion of occupancy rights; discrimination (including admis
sions and employment:); violat:ion of civil rights or ot:her Cons..:itu
t ional rights; humiliation; alleged faculty negligence or inadequate
instruction and/or curriculum; liability arising from the use of Uni
versity mobile non-highway equipment; errors · and omissions; and
second-part:y liability (excluding bodily injury). Information on cur
rent coverage levels and a complete copy of the insuring agreement are
available from the University Risk Manager (Auxiliary Services ) .
Personal Prooertv. Faculty should be aware that their personal
proper1:y is n£f covered by University insurance, even though that
propert:y is used and housed in University buildings. Faculty desiring
coverage for such propert:y should cont:act their personal insurance
companies.
C. Ootional Grouo Insurance Programs
The University makes several types of group insurance policies
available to faculty and st:aff on an optional basis. These are:
a
group of policies offered by Travelers Insurance, including salary
continuation, accident:al loss of life, hospital indemnity, and group
permanent: life insurance; cancer coverage with either American Family
Life Assurance Company or Libert:y Life Insurance Company; t:he S.C.
State Optional Term Life Insurance; and Prudential Group Term Life
Insurance .
Optional coverages are also available through the Stat:e
Employees' Associat:ion (Sec. IV.D).
There is no subsidy for these
optional coverages but they normally carry favorable group rat:es and
offer the convenience of payroll deduct:ions.
Disabilitv Insurance (Salarv Cont i nuation).
A group disability
insurance policy with Travelers Insurance covering the faculty member
only (not dependents) is available as an optional coverage.
The a
mount of protect:ion purchasable is based on salary, with a variable
waiting period, and a premium based on age and the specific occupation.
Premiums a re payroll deducted with writt:en authorization.
Cancer Insurance. Health insurance covering cancer is available
on a payroll deduction basis. These policies supplement Blue Cross /
Blue Shield for these particularly cosdy and usually extended ill- a.
nesses.+
The American Family Life Assurance Company Cancer Care Plan of
fers two categories of coverage -- individual and family -- with rates
independent of age. Premiums can be paid directly to the company orb!_~
payroll deduction.~

IV: 10
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A faculty member is normally entitled to leave-without-pay during
a period of mandatory extended military duty. This time may be pur
chased for S.C. Retirement System credit upon return to University
employment. He/she may return to active employment with the Univer
sity in a position comparable to the one held at the time such leave
was granted, provided: 1) the separation from service was not under
dishonorable conditions; 2) the individual's physical and mental ca
pacities remain adequate for the position;
3)
the application for
re-employment is made within sixty days of release from military serv
ice.
Extended Leaves of Absence Without Pav may be granted by the
President of the University under circumstances · in which the best in
terests of the Universit:y would be served by granting such leave.
Authorization may be considered in such cases as: 1) absence due to
mandatory service in the U.S. armed forces; 2) absence for advanced
academic training, research, or other experience which leads to in
creased competence and which promotes the interest:s of the University
as well as of t:he facult:y member; 3) absences necessitated by pro
longed illness, injury, or childbirth, when such absences extend be
yond availabI"e sick leave or accumulated annual leave. In such cases,
expect:ed length of absence must be documented by a physician's state
ment.
The granting of leave-without-pay for personal or educational
reasons is a matter of University discretion.
The approval channel
for such requests is the same as for any other regular personnel ac
tion.
Annual leave and sick leave are neither accumulated nor for
feited during periods of leave-without-pay. A faculty member who is
tenured shall retain tenure status during any period of leave. Time
on leave-without-pay may be ·counted as part of the probationary period
toward tenure (See· II .L) . However, such leave may not be counted to
ward eligi~ility for sabbatical leave.
If the State Retirement Board approves, the faculty member can
continue to make contributions to the South Carolina Retirement System
through the University while on leave-without-pay because of illness,
1nJury, childbirth, or educational purposes (including sabbatical
leave at half-pay). Appropriate quarterly contributions will continue
the protection afforded by the disability and pre-retirement death
benefits of the State Retirement System (see IV.B), benefits that will
be suspended unless such contributions are made. - Arrangements must
be made in advance of the leave-..rithout-pay through the Personnel
Division.
Faculty members on leave-without-pay who decide not to return to
University employment are requested to give six month's notice of
termination. Faculty members on leave-without-pay for more than ten') ~ fi
days will have their employment anniversary date adjus~ed.
f
IV: 19
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APPENDIX C
Endowed Chairs and Titled Professorships
Abnev Chair of Free Enterprise -- established by the Abney Foundation
for encouraging the study of the free market system . Donald Gordon,
Department of Economics.
George Bishop Chair in Ceramic Engineering .
Campbell Chair in Technical Communication .
of English.

Arthur Young, Department

Milt Holcombe Chair in Electrical Engineering.
Hunter Chair of Bioengineering -- income from this deferred gift will
remunerate an eminent scientist who will teach and conduct research in
the field of Bioengineering.
P.W. and Bobbie McAlister Chair in Materials Engineering.
Charles Carter Newman Chair of Natural Resources Engineering -- estab
lished to bring a distinguished scholar to the University to teach and
conduct research in the Department of Agricultural Engineering.
Richard K. White, Department of Agricultural Engineering.
Goldkist/W .W. Gaston 'Award'.
Robert Adger Bowen Professorships -- established to recognize distin
guished University faculty from various fields.
Frederick R. Sias,
Jr . , Department of Electrical and Computer Engi~eering; David H. Van
Lear , Department of Forestry.
Burlington Professorship in Manufacturing Policy -- established by
Burlington Industries to advance research and teaching in manufactur
ing policy. John J . Kanet, Department of Management.
Fred Harvey Hall Calhoun Professorship of Chemistrv -- established in
memory of the late head of the Department of Chemistry to advance Uni
versity research in Organic Chemistry .
William James Lemon Professorships
established by Mr. and Mrs.
Calhoun Lemon to honor Mr . Lemon's father, to bring a distinguished
professor to the College of Liberal Arts to teach, write, and conduct
research in his/her field of literary study.
-of Literature. Roger B. Rollin, Department of English
-of History. Carol Bleser, Department of History
-of Philosophy .
C:1
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J . Wilson Newman Professorship in Managerial Economics -- endowed by
Dwm and Bradstreet, Inc. in honor of Mr . Newman, a former president
of the corporation, a Clemson alumnus and a supporter of the Clemson
University Foundation.
Cotton Mather Lindsay, Department of
Economics.
McOueen Quattlebaum Professorships of Engineering -- established by
Alex Quattlebaum in honor of his father . Frank W. Paul, Department of
Mechanical Engineering; John Y. S. Luh, Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering .
Samuel R. Rhodes Professorship of Engineering -- established to ad
vance teaching and research in Engineering. David J. Dumin, Depart
ment of Electrical and Computer Engineering.
Herbert R. Stender Agricultural Sciences Professorship -- established
to advance teaching and research in the area of Food Science. Charles
V. Morr, Department of Food Science.
J.E. Sirrine Professorships of Textile Science -- established by the
J .E. Sirrine Foundation, Inc., to advance University research in
Textile Science . Robert H. Barker and Frederick T. Simon, Department
of Textiles.

C:2
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Alumni Professorships are awarded to full professors with demonstrated
excellence in undergraduate teaching.
Selection encompasses all
achievements in teaching, research, public service, and professional
activities. Alumni professors have completed at least five years of
classroom teaching at Clemson, may not hold major (over 50%) adminis
trative assignments, and forfeit their alumni professorship if on
leave of absence for over two consecutive years.
Joel Vincent Brawley, Jr., Department of Mathematical Sciences
Richard James Calhoun, Department of English
Harold Norman Cooledge, Jr., Department of Architectural History
James Page Crouch, Department of Industrial Education
Joseph Freeman Dickey, Department of Dairy Science
Gaston Juan Fernandez, Department of Languages
Lewis Thomas Fitch, Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
Lawrence Willard Gahan, Department of Parks, Recreation
and Tourism Management
Elizabeth Boyce Galloway, Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education
James Cleveland Hite, Department of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
John Willis Kenelly, Department of Mathematical Sciences
Ronald James Knapp, Department of Sociology
Peter Roald Lee, Department of Architecture Studies
Jack Clark McCormac, Department of Civil Engineering
Gilbert Chase Robinson, Department of Ceramic Engineering
Malcolm John Skove, Department of Physics
Holley Hewitt Ulbrich, Department of Economics
Thomas Ernest Wooten, Department of Forestry
Thomas Bruce Yandle, Jr., Department of Economics
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I. Lew Bryan and I have discussed with Jerry Reel a number of details
concerning the operation of summer school. The meeting was very
informative for Lew and I. We plan to follow up on what we have learned.
My first impression is that it ls vital for us to examine ways to help Jerry
increase summer enrollment and to increase the average class size in
summer schoo 1.
2. Jerry Reel was unable to attend our meeting after we cl1anged frorn Tuesday
to Thursday. He will attend our February meeting. As you are probably
aware by now tt1e change in our meeting date was a combination of the delay
in our Advisory meeting because of the holidays fol lowed by the snow which
delayed mailing the agenda and the changes to the Faculty ManuaL
3. The Advisory/Executive Committee has requested that I Invite Dr. Jerry
Bl i teso to speak to the Faculty and the general pub JI c on February 25. J 988.
at 3:30 PM In Lee Hall auditorium. Dr. Bliteso Is the Higher Education
Coordinator for N. E. A We have suggested that the title or his talk be
"Faculty Involvement in University Governance." I would like to thank Bill
Baron for making the arrangements.

4.

The Committee on Early Retirement has submitted Its final report to the
Provost. The Council of Deans wi 11 discuss the report at its meeting on
January 18. I have referred the report to the Welfare Committee for their
study. The plan appears to be very simple.

5. The University has signed a contract of Intent to purchase the Pendle~on
property owned by schubert & Salzer. The purchase ls contingent on the the
approval of the Commission or Higher Education and other appropriate state
authorities. According to my best information the property ls a very good
Investment even If the facility Is used for only three years by the Advanced
TextIle Manufacturing Research Factl i ty.

B

6. Tr,e new Academic Council will meet on February I at 8 AM In the Alumnl
Center. The membership Is:
President
Provost
VP ror Agriculture and Natural Resources
Chairman, Commission on Undergraduate Studies
Chairman, comm1ss1on on Gr' aduate Studies & Research
President, Faculty Senate
President Elect. Faculty Senate
Holder, Titled Professor or Chair, elected by the Faculty Senate
Chairman, Executive Committee of OADH
College Deans (8)
Dean & Director of Resident Instruction, College of Ag.
Pres Ident, Student Senate
President, Graduate Student Association
Director or Libraries
Dean of Admissions
Vice President for Research
7. As you may already know, the State Budget and Control Board unanimousiy
approved a 5% raise for state employees. We expect that the University will
have the flexibility to provide additional raises if the necessary money is
available, and It the 5% raise ls approved by the entire Legislature. On Dec.
12, 1987, an editorial in the Greenvi lie News took the posi tlon that the
present status or raculty salaries In higher education wi thin the state was
a result of priorlties established within the colleges and universities.
Gordon Halfacre and 1 wrote a reply to the editorial which appeared as a
letter to the editor on Dec. 29. Unfortunately the Greenville News did no t
give Gordon credit for the Jetter. If anyone would like a copy of the letter,"!
would be glad to provide one.

?- )

Earlv Out/Retir~ment Incentive Program
Objective:

The major purpose of this program is to benefit faculty members
without causing harm co the University.

Legislative Provisions:
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Seate of South Carolina:
SECTION I:

Chapter 103 of Title 59 of the 1976 Code is amended by adding:

"Section 59-103-L50. (A) As long as there is no impact on state
appropriations and subject to approval by the governing body of
the public institution of higher education, the institution may
implement an early retirement plan for its faculty to accomplish
the following objectives:
(1)
reallocate institutional resources;
(2 ) provide an equitable method to increase the flexibility
of the institution to effect cost saving measures;
(3) foster intellectual renewal;
(4) provide increased opportunities for promotion of a
younger faculty;
(5) improve the opportunity to recruit qualified women and
minorities.
(B) An early retirement plan may include provisions for
institutions to pay:
(L)
actuarial costs required by Sections 9-L-1850 and 9-LL-60;
(2) health, dental, and life insurance costs;
(3) incentive payments;

(2551-3)
(4) the costs of single premium annuity plans to provide
supplemental benefits."
Eligibilit·.,

.

Any tenured faculty member may apply for early out/retirement incentives

regardless of age or years of service.
Aoolic~tion Procedure
It is the faculty member's responsibility to develop and submit a proposal
through:
a. Department Head
b. Dean
c . Vice President (College of Agriculture and Natural Resources)
to:

the Provost for final action.

At each level recommendations are attached. The applicant will be allowed
to review the recommendation at each level and attach disclaimers if necessary .
Aoolication Dealine
An application may be submitted at anytime. In all cases, the applicant must
be notified in writing of the final decision within 90 calendar days of the
/ }}1itial application dace.

-2Benefits
The maximum benefit (or combination of benefits) shall be calculated
according to the following formula:
37. per year of current retirement service credit times the
current annual base salary.
Possible options:
a.
b.
c.

(including combinations)

Lump sum cash incentive
Purchase of additional service from S.C. State Retirement System
Purchase of fringe benefits such as insurance

EXA}tPLE A:

Dr. Smith, Professor in the Bio. Tech, Dept.
Age: 50
Years of current service at Clemson University: 25 + 4 years of purchased
military credit
Present base salary: $46,000.00
Due to low enrollment and over-staffing in the Bio Tech Department, and
because of Dr. Smith's interest in full-time private consulting, he
explores the possibility of early out/retirement with the department head.
It is agreed that the arrangement woudl be mutually beneficial to both
parties.
Maximum benefits for Dr. Smith according to the formula:

3% X 29 X $46,000 • $40,020
Dr. Smith proposes to the University:
1.

2.

3.

Purchase one (1) year of retirement service credit @407.
of base salary:

$18,400

O Nt:

Continue to provide health and dental insurance f o r ~
~years@ $92.00 per month:
1~
I
$92 X,.e-0 •

I ldr./
I

5,520
"1 !/ ..J..,.' (.,

Provide a lump sum cash incentive of:

~l:f)6--

TOTAL

EXAMPLE B:

$ 40,020

Or, Jones, Professor, Fine Arts Department
Age: 48
Years of service at Clemson University: 16
Present base salary: $42,500
Because of Or. Jones' interest in returning to private business, and because
it is felt that her duties and responsibilities can be adequately met by a
qualified person at t he rank of instructor or assistant professor (at a
lower salary), the following is proposed:
In exchange for Or. Jones' early out, a lump sum cash incentive
will be paid in the amount of:
37. X 16 X $42,500 • $20,400

RESOLUTION
Child-Care Facility

WHEREAS.
Faculty and staff of Clemson University could benefit from the convenience of an on-campus child-care
center. and

WHEREAS.
An on-campus child-care center could serve as a teaching laboratory for those students from several Colleges
of the University who arc required to enroll in courses concerned with health. education, and welfare of infants,
children, and families; and

WHEREAS.
An on-campus child-care center could serve as a research laboratory for faculty who arc engaged in research
dealing with the health, education, and welfare of infants. children. and families; and

WHEREAS.
Such a center would be self supporting. from market-rate fees charged to its clients and from funds obtained
from the State under standard funding formulas for teaching and research activities. entailing no financial burden for
the University;
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED
That Clemson University establish an on-campus child-care center to provide a service to its employees and to
provide a useful teaching and research facility for its students and faculty.

A+t.:...:.h -.. . -
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RESOLUTION
Whereas, The Clemson University Faculty Manual specifies that
an individual's recommended merit salary increase is based upon the
performance evaluation by the department head; and
Whereas, A procedure currently exists mandating that department
heads provide faculty with a breakdown of performance evaluation
categories and the number of faculty within each category; and
Whereas, No procedure exists for faculty to request information
on departmental allocation of merit monies; and
Whereas, Faculty currently have no method of determining whether
merit increases are based upon the performance evaluation; therefore
Resolved, That department heads be required, upon request of a
faculty member, to inform the faculty member of his/her ranking
within the department on merit increases, using percentage of salary
increase as the ranking criterion.

RESOLUTION
Prepared by Faculty Senate Welfare Conunittee

WHEREAS,
The active participation of faculty at Clemson University in
professional societies in their respective areas is an important part of
their professional development and means for publication of refereed
scholarly work; and

WHEREAS,
Faculty may need to be a member and publish in journals in several
related disciplines resulting in large expense to the individual faculty
member but saving the university significant sums in journal page
charges and subscriptions to journals; and

WHEREAS,
Faculty get reduced registration charges when attending various
pr~fessional meetings which results in a saving to the university on per
diem

RESOLVED,
That action be initiated by the university to encourage
professional growth and development by the allocation of funds from
departmental budgets to support membership in one professional society,
per year per faculty member.

November 1987
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
FEBRUARY 9, 1988
I.

CALL TO ORDER
President Mullins called the meeting to order at 3:35 p.m.

II .

REVIEW OF CENTENNIAL ACTIVITIES
Provost

Vice

the

reviewed

Reel

activities, which will cover the period
Copies

were

University's

April 1988

Centennial

to November 1989.

distributed

of Clemson University Centennial 1889-1989:

Guide for Faculty Senate.

Reel stated the ring binders are for use by

faculty, staff, and student leaders and urged members of the Senate to
keep the books up to date.
The Centennial covers an extended period because the

struggle to

establish the school began on April 6, 1888, with Mr. Clemson's death,
and was not culminated until November 27, 1889, the date

on which the

Governor signed the Act of Acceptance.
on Mr. Clemson's mission for the school, there is an

In focusing

attempt to look at the role of the school not only in the past, but in
Special

the future.
economics and

attention is

politics;

and

it

given to
is

hoped

the arts, the sciences,
the

Centennial

will be

something more than a simple celebration.
Each of

the ten

units of

the University, the nine colleges and

the library, has been allocated $6,000 for Centennial events; and each
unit

has

had

a

planning

committee

for

the centenary activities.

Events will be interesting, varied and open to the public.
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Reel pointed out it is
awareness of

some of

hoped

the

the treasures

Centennial

will

heighten an

of Clemson University, including

rare editions in the Library and Thomas G. Clemson's art collection.
The activities are
campus

and

those

divided

that

take

between

those

that

take

place off campus, with those on campus

clustered into four major periods of time. The four focuses
will each

have a

speaker .

place on

on campus

The scheduled speakers are Beverly Sills,

John McKetta, George Stigler, and William F. Buckley.
The Committee is also working to
the Centennial,

develop student

involvement in

and Reel stated he was gratified by student response .

Money has been directed to a

yet to

be named

student activity which

will be held on campus.
During

the

Centennial

commemorative times.

there

will

be

focus

on

certain

These include the lOOth anniversary of the death

of Thomas G. Clemson and the first meeting of the life Trustees of the
Board, the 150th anniversary of the marriage of Thomas G.
Anna Maria

Calhoun, the 75th anniversary of the passage of the Smith

Lever Act for the development

of

agricultural

anniversary

of

the

Legislature,

Clemson and

of

the

passage
the

and

the lOOth

Act of Acceptance by the State

anniversary

lOOth

extension,

of

the

Department

of

Agriculture being raised to cabinet status.
There will
These

will

which will

be a

include

number of
several

permanent gains from the Centennial.

professionally

developed audio-visuals

be used for future fund raising and recruitment of faculty
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and

students,

and

an

audio-visual
In

photographic archives.

upon

the

University's

addition, a history of Clemson University

of

from the point of view

based

biographies

of

the

Presidents

is being

published.
The

University

is

also

undertaking

a study of the impact the

institution has made on the people of South Carolina.

The study will

be highlighted in an audio-visual report .
Centennial

symbols

have

been

developed

which

will

be

used

throughout the Centennial period.
Reel called attention to the section
and the

on Special

Faculty Events

General Centennial Calendar. He pointed out that the calendar

will change and each semester

updates

Coulter

academic

requested

that

the

will

be

calendar

published.
be

Senator

included on the

Centennial calendar updates.
Dr . Reel expressed the hope

that

the

University

will

be well

served by the Centennial observance, that the people of South Carolina
will be more conscious of what

Clemson has

contributed to

the state

and more aware of the mission of the University.
III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of January 1~. 1988, were approved as distributed.
Senator Birrenkott
meeting

were

incorporated in

stated that

supposedly
the final

corrected,
copy.

minutes reflect the correction.
IV.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

the minutes of the December 1987
but

the

addition

was

never

He would like to have the December

~

Senator

A.

Policy Committee.

B.

Research Committee.

Bryan stated

there was no

report.

Senator Birrenkott stated there was

no report.

c.
attention

Scholastic Policies
a

to

study

by

Committee .
committee

his

Senator Hedden called

to determine the level of

interest among faculty for common final

exam scheduling.

has been

and distributed to department

prepared by

heads asking them to
scheduling would

Senator Kosinski
identify

which

common

final exam

and whether there were any courses for

be desirable

two hours

which the final exam could be
Hedden further

in

courses

A document

rather than

three hours.

stated that his committee is taking an informal survey

of the Faculty Senate (Attachment A), and requested that the sheets be
returned at the close of the meeting today.
Senator
looking

at

Hedden
the

stated

practice

the
of

Committee on Scholastic Policies is

faculty

members

setting

their

own

attendance policies.

The University Bulletin states that each faculty

member sets his

attendance

dropped for

own

excessive absences .

Studies believes
The committee

there may

be a

policy,
The

and

that

students

may be

Vice Provost for Undergraduate

conflict with

the Drop/Add Policy.

is asking the Provost to provide clarification, and the

committee will report at the next meeting .
D.

Welfare

Committee.

Senator

Halfacre

reported

that the

committee has been reviewing salary adjustments and will have these at

5

the next

meeting .

The

committee

also

has

studied

Retirement Plan and feels the plan needs more work .
requested Dr . Mullins to take this

back to

the

Early Out

The committee has

the Administration.

The

committee has continued work on the Fringe Benefit Package (Attachment
B) and requests

input

by

members

of

the

Senate

before

the next

committee meeting, February 18 .
University

E.

Commissions

and

There

Committees.

were no

reports .
F.

Ad Hoc Committees .

Academic Council

Mullins reported the first meeting of the

was held February 1.

a committee to draw up the
Enrollment Policy

Senator Nowaczyk is serving on

Constitution and

developed by

Bylaws.

The Continuing

the Scholastic Policies Committee was

referred to the Committee on Undergraduate Studies for further study .
Senator

Nowaczyk

called

attention

to

the

report

from

the

Symposium Committee on University Governance (Attachment C), outlining
a Centennial event to
members

of

the

be held

Faculty

May~

Senate

and

and 5.

Nowaczyk stated current

newly

elected members will be

invited to working sessions, and he urged their participation.
V.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT.

President

Mullins

President's Report

called

attention

and Update (Attachment D) .

the items from the Board of Trustees meeting
the Greenville

to

News.

He called

several

items

in the

He stated that most of
had been

special attention

referred to in
to a mail ballot

resolution concerning enrollment in Clemson , which was not reported in
the press.

This is basically the policy which had been followed, but
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the old policy was vague.
Dr . Mullins stated the Board of Trustees is
the format

of the

Faculty Manual.

This

considering changing

will be discussed with the

Provost and the chairman of that committee .
Mullins
Schedule , "

called

attention

included

in

the

to

"Permanent

President's

Improvement

Report.

Under the Strom

Thurmond Center - Performing Arts Facility, Mullins stated
this

pro j ect

will

be

delayed

is

Project

the reason

because there will be a national

contest for the design of the building.
Mullins distributed "Th e Priority
on

Higher

Education"

(Attachment

Order as

E).

Ranked by Commission

The items checked have been

approved by the Joint Bond Review Committee and the Budget and Control
Board.

These marked "A & E" have been approved for architectural and

engineering studies.

Historically , any

be funded

approval will

building

Engineering Innovation Center has

"A

& E"

The Clemson University

year.

the following

receiving

for

been approved

A & E and has

been moved to a higher priority.
Mullins called
(Attachment F).
to

operate

the

attention to

" Briefing on

The question remains
plant

and/or

Savannah River Plant"

what arrangements

lab.

DOE

will

will be made

have a request for

proposals on February 20, and final proposals are due May 20 .
6.

OLD BUSINESS .

Senator Halfacre moved that the Senate

reconsider the resolution

on professional society dues (FS 1-88-3).
The motion to reconsider was seconded and passed unanimously.
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Senator Halfacre moved to amend the original resolution to delete
the words, "whichever is greater"
seconded.

(Attachment

G).

The

motion was

Amended resolution (FS 2-88-1) passed without dissent.

President Mullins
meeting on merit raises

stated that
(FS 1-88-1)

the resolution passed at the last
was sent

by the

deans

to the

Organization of Department Heads for study and comment.
President Mullins

called attention

to the lecture of Dr. Gerrie

Bledsoe on Faculty Involvement in University
3:30 p.m.

in Lee

Hall Auditorium.

Governance, February 25,

The lecture will be sponsored by

the Faculty Senate, and Mullins urged faculty participation.
Senator Nowaczyk stated he

had been

greatly impressed

with the

Open Forum, and President Mullins urged continued participation by the
faculty in the Forum.
There being no further business,

the

meeting

was

adjourned at

4-:50 p.m.

Senators absent:

R. Young, S. Schuette, R. Meiners, D. Tesolowski,

L. Gaddis, F. McGuire, M.A. Reichenbach, E. Pivorun, E. Stillwell.

The Scholastic Policies Committee is attempting to determine the
level of interest among the faculty for common final exam sched&ling.
As part of this effort we would appreciate you completing this form
and returning it to us before the end of the Faculty Senate Meeting.
1. Are you aware of any multi-section courses in your college which
desire to have common times for final examinations? If so , please
list the coures.

2. Are you aware of any courses which use two hours or less for final
exams? If so, please list the number of courses and the
ti
approximate numb.er of students in each?
T

A-r tC\c.h M eV'\ l
Proposal For Improved Fringe Benefits

In order to recruit and retain qualified facultyJ the President of the
University has recognized the need to markedly improve the University's
fringe benefit programs. In response to a request from the Presiden~ the
Faculty Senate herein proposes three changes and additions to existing
faculty fringe benefits.
1.

Retirement annuity benefits should be markedly increased . We propose
that the retirement formula be changed from:
Annuity=

0.0125 x 4800 + 0.0165 x (max. 3 yr. avg . salary - 4800)]
x no. of years service

to:
Annuity = (0.0200 x max. 3 yr. avg. salary] x no. 'of years service
2.

The University should assume the cost of the employee's contribution
to the retirement system. This contribution should continue to be
represented as separate from the states' contribution and thus, remain
as a faculty benefit, accruing interest and .available to a departing
employee. The ·university's assumption of the contribution cost should
not be made in lieu of an annual salary increase as this would reduce
the faculty members annuity upon retirement.

3.

The University should . provide term life insurance for each faculty
member in addition to that presently provided through the SCRS. We
suggest that this additional insurance should be in an amount equal
to twice the faculty members annual salary.

The proposed changes and additions to the fringe benefits programs are
listed in order of considered importance.
Proposals have been made from within the University to change the benefits
formula and the eligibility time to that of the Police Officer retirement
system. Police officers may retire at a lesser age, with lesser years
of service with an annuity of:
( 0 .0175 x 3 yrs. max . avg. salary J x no. yrs . of service
A proposal to the legislature would allow for retirement after 25
years of service with an annuity of:
0.0200 x 3 yrs. max. avg . salary] x no . yrs. of service
This chauge was proposed by the S.C.E.A.
We believe that most faculty will not choose to retire at less than 30
years. Those who are interested in retirement at 25 years should continue
to have the option to buy their way out as presently allowed by state
law. We believe that the faculty will benefit most from a significant
increase in their retirement annuity. Thus, we support the SCEA's proposals,
with its greater formula, however, without the reduced time eligibility.
Leaving the eligibility for retirement at 30 years increases the financial
resources available to increase the annuity.
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Report from the Symposium Committee
Dates for the symposi um : Wed. May 4 and Thurs . May 5 ,
SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE:
Wednesday evening:

Thursday mo r ning :

1988 .

Dinner for participants and invited
guests.
Keynote address by Mr. R. Lewis at
8:00 PM followed by reception.
Br eakfa st fo r participants.
Three worki ng groups meet to discuss
issues on governance.
Groups will
include facu lty, adm inistrators , and
"trustees.

Thu rsday afte rno on: Lunch for participant s and g u ests.
t:'· t~~-: } j c· :".. . ~1nn to discus~ ir:-~1rn~· !'t:.~ ,·'?-:3
uu~

ll l~

wo: , ..... lb .:;e;:;s :;.o • ..:, .

Dinner for participants and gues"ts .
KEYNOTE SPEAKER :
Mr . Robert Lewis is a practicing lawyer in Cleveland specializing
in co ~porate law.
Mr . Lewis is a Direc"tor of the Assoc i ation of
Governi n g Boards of Universities and Coll eges .
He is a
consultant/ evaluator of the North Central Association of Colleges
and Schools and a former trustee of the Cleveland Commission on
Higher Education.
He is currently a trustee of Cuyahoga Community
College and has served as the Board ' s Chairperson .
INVITED DISCUSSANTS:
Dr. Raymond Dawson is senior vice president for academi c affairs
at UNC-Chapel Hill .
He has received the UNC award for outstanding
undergraduate teaching and has served as Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at UNC.
Dr. P aul Strohm is a professor of Eng lish at Indiana University.
Dr.
S"trohm is currently the editor o f ACADEME and the chairman of
t h e AAUP national committee on governance . He h as served as ~hair

A trustee from another institution will also be invited as a
discussant.
PARTICIPANTS : Current members of the Faculty Senate along with
newl~ elected member s will be invi"ted "to participate d uring the
working sessions.
Additional faculty and administrators will also
be asked to participate alon g with members of the Board of
Trustees .

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

1/31 / 88

1. I attended the Board of Trustees' Meeting on Jan. 30, 1988. Most
of the items of interest were previously known to you or were reported
in the Greenville News the following day. The gift of Phil and Celeste
Prince to provide scholarships was announced at the meeting. The
total amount of cash and a bequest amounted to$ 900,000. Phil was
offered a chance to speak to the Board, and he gave a very moving
account of why he and Celeste wanted to make the gift. Phil was able
to come to Clemson on an athletic grant-in-aid for football, and while
here he played on the Gator Bowl team.
One item of interest which did not get med ia attention was a mail
ballot resolution concerning the enrollment at Clemson. Previously
a rather vaguely worded policy about a limit of 10 ,000 on campus
enrollment was supposedly in effect. The following worded policy was
passed and is really the policy which is currently in effect:
"It is the policy of the Board of Trustees that Clemson University
continue to provide a quality educational experience for . its students.
Growth is encouraged as needed in particular areas, consistent with our
land grant mission and provided that the quality of all services
remains high and the relationship among faculty, staff and students
will not be dimin ished."
Another item of interest to us was the discussion by Tustee Billy
Amick, Provost Maxwell, and other Board members concerning the
possibility of restructuring the Faculty Manual to remove the
informational items and make them available to the faculty through
other means such as DORIS. We will be meeting with the Provost
on this item.
I presented to the Board our plans for the Symposium on University
Governance. We will present more information to you at the Senate
meeting.
2. See at tachment for an update on the status of major building
projects. The Strom Thurmond complex is supposed to be finished by
November 1988. This is according to the contractor's PERT diagram.
Best guesses are February 1989 .
3 . I attended a special meeting of the Cabinet on January 30, at
which presentations were made to the McNair Firm on projects which
required legislative approval either in Washington or Columbia. They
are likely to be retained on a monthly basis to help Clemson obtain
approval for these types of projects.
4. At the last Athletic Council I sponsored a motion to support the
efforts of Representative Ed Simpson and others to introduce a bill to
prevent agents representing athletes to sign the athletes to contracts
before their eligibility to participa te in intercollegiate sports has
expired. The motion was tabled and sent to committee for study.
S.
,·

I have completed an update on salaries over $50,000.

We will

distribute these along with the under $50,000 when completed. The
results are already being studied by the Welfare Committee and may
provide some interesting results.
6. Vice President David Larson will be our guest at the March meeting.
Please send me or your Advisory Committee representative any questions
that you would like for David to address. Some questions may require
researching.
7 . Elections for President-Elect and Secretary are to be held at the
March meeting . Please discuss this with your college senators. The
Advisory Committee serves as a nominating committee, but other
nominations may be made from the floor. According to our manual, terms
of candidates for President-Elect may expire in 1989. Their term is
extended to 1990 if elected.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT PROJECT SCHEDULE
January 1988

A brief update of the most significant projects at this time is provided
below.
STROM THURMOND CENTER - INSTITUTE BUILDING

I

Contractor was given Notice to Proceed on December 2, ·1987.
Construction fence has been installed. Foundation and sitework has begun
Inclement weather has
with the installation of the stone drainage mat.
caused some delays in the schedule, but the contractor still reports his
target completion date to be November 1988.
The construction time
allowed by the contract calls for completion no later than December 21,
1989.
PROJECT BUDGET $6.5 million
STROM THURMOND CENTER - CONTINUING EDUCATION FACILITY

I
I

Form A-13 for this projecJ has now been prepared. Bond draws on the
previously approved $5.0 million in Capital Improvement Bonds for the
educational component of this project are authorized to begin in January
1988. As reported earlier, private capital will be sought for the motel and
The facility is envisioned to
food service components of the Center:
contain various sized and flexible meeting rooms, dining and kitchen
facilities, and 175 transient motel-type rooms.
Systems and facilities
able to provide the latest in hands-on .computer instruction and live
transmission of courses is also planned. Outside consultant assistance in
the preparation of a Request for Proposal for this project is anticipated by
April 1988.
'
PROJECT BUDGET $13.0 million

I

\
STROM THURMOND CENTER - PERFORMING ARTS FACILITY
Form A-13 for this project has now been prepared. The selection process
for the .professional advisor for the design competition for this project
continues . The previously selected program committee should hold their
first meeting in January 1988. We expect to complete selection of the
professional advisor by June 1988.
PROJECT BUDGET $10.0 million
WASTE TREATMENT PLANT IMPROVEMENTS
This project is still continuing to proceed very well. Leak testing of the
SBA tanks is in progress. Three additional raw sewage pumps have been
installed. The construction of the pre-engineered metal building for the
belt press has begun. Completion is still scheduled for May 1988, with
full operation by June 30, 1988.
PROJECT BUDGET $3.0 million
BARNETT HALL - REMOVE ASBESTOS
The Board of Trustees has accepted the bid of CNH Construction Co. in the
amount of $685,054.00 for this project. A pre-construction conference is
to be held on January 14, 1988, with removal scheduled to begin in January
1988. Housing forces are proceeding with the removal of furnishings from
the space. Completion of the project is expected in time for fall semester
1988.
PROJECT BUDGET $1.0 million
LEHOTSKY HALL - RENOVATE GROUND FLOOR
The architectural firm has met with the building committee. Clarification
of some aspects of the program statement is continuing with appropriate
University administrators.
PROJECT BUDGET $1.1 million
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SHOW AND SALE ARENA
A contract with the A/E firm of McKay, Zorn & Associates has now been
signed for this project. Development of a project schedule by this firm is
now underway. Estimated completion of th is project is late fall 1990.
PROJECT BUDGET $4.4 million
COMPUTER OPERATIONS CENTER - CLEMSON RESEARCH PARK
The previously uncompleted areas in the building have now been occupied
by the University. The contractor continues to perform punch list work
throughout ~he building.
PROJECT BUDGET $5.6 million
PERMANENT SOCCER STANDS
This project is substantially complete.

Project is scheduled to be closed.

PROJECT BUDGET $1 .0 million

I

VARSITY TENNIS SHELTER
Construction of the two additional outdoor courts that were added to this
project by change order continues. This additional construction has been
hampered by inclement weather.
Completion of these two additional
courts is now scheduled for mid-March 1988.
PROJECT BUDGET $1 .0 million
SECURITY RETAIL BUILDING - RENOVATION
Advertisement for construction bids for this project is now underway,
with receipt of bids scheduled for January 28, 1988. A pre-bid conference
is scheduled for January 15, 1988. Completion of this project is scheduled
during July 1988.
PROJECT BUDGET $1 .0 million
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RENOVATION OF JOHNSTONE HALL - PHASE 1
Phase 1 of 4 of this project involves the renovation of B & C sections of
this facility and will result in 234 dormitory rooms. Form A-13 for this
project has now been prepared.
PROJECT BUDGET $9.0 million
ACADEMIC LEARNING CENTER
The concept of this project has been approved by the Facilities Planning
Committee.
The program committee previously appointed is now working
on site goals for this 12,000 square foot facility. Form A-13 will be
submitted once the project is reviewed by the Student Affairs Committee
of the Board of Trustees.
PROJECT BUDGET $2.0 million
RESEARCH BUILDING - CLEMSON RESEARCH PARK
Within the next few months, after receiving approval from appropriate
state agencies, Clemson plans to issue a Request for Proposal which will
define a build/leaseback arrangement for issuance to interested
developers. It is our intent to name a University team for this purpose
prior to January 31, 1988. The proposed structure will be located at the
Clemson Research Park on property adjacent to the Computer Operations
Center. The internal floor plan, approximately 40,000 square feet, will
consist of laboratories and adequate office space. It is our intent that the
new space be flexible enough to accommodate varied research activities.
Any modifications to this space, to house new and different research,
It is our hope through this
should require minimal time and effort.
mechanism to obtain critically needed research space with a specific
project orientation--at this time, one of our most pressing and critical
needs.
PROJECT ESTIMATE $4 - 5 million
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOUNDATION - PENDLETON PROPERTY
Clemson University is in need of immediate space for an important
research/demonstration project. Space that requires little renovation for
a project that must have the laboratory in fully demonstrable condition in
less than a year. This project required a layout of machinery some of
which will be delivered in early 1988. On campus space is out of the
question plus renovation time if space could be made available would
cause serious problems. Several other projects are pending which require
the University to provide research and administrative space. During the
next three years, the need for generic research space could range from
50,000 to 100,000 square feet.
An appropriate facility has been identified. The structure is located on
thirty-three acres of excellent industrial property with a rail line
intersecting the property. The building is in excellent condition with a
new roof, with the entire structure heated, and with the office/training
areas both heated and air conditioned. The structure comprises a total of
30,000 square feet consisting of a two-level office/training area of
12,000 square feet and other space with a 24 feet ceiling of 18,000
square feet.
The Clemson University Research Foundation will purchase the property at
no more than $870,000. The University will lease space from CURF for
various research and administrative space needs with title of the property
remaining with CURF.
The purchase must first be approved by the Commission on Higher
Education (CHE). In addition, the lease between Clemson University and
CURF must be approved by CHE, the Joint Bond Review Committee and the
Budget and Control Board.
PROJECT BUDGET $0.9 million
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PRESIDENT'S UPDATE

2/8/88

8. I am handing out a sheet showing the Commission on Higher
Education's list of priority items for funding with capital
improvement bonds. fhe items checked were approved by the staff of the
Budget and Control Board and the Joint Bond Review Committee. Those
marked with A&E have funds recommended for Architectural and
Engineering study. Not shown on this list was $5,125,000 for
renovation of Brackett Hall also approved by the staff. If this list
holds through the legislative process, Clemson will be in relatively
good shape. In addition to those items the following projects were
approved by the Joint Bond Review Committee on 2/4/88.
Mauldin Hall- Baths
Lever Hall- Asbestos Removal
Strom Thurmond Cont. Ed. A&E only
Performing Arts Center
A&E only
Johnstone Hall Phase I
A&E only

685,000
1,500,000
600,000
600,000
500,000

Animal Research Compliance A&E only
Fruit Research Station Replacement
Swine Farrowing Facilities
Vegetable Research Support Facilities
Newman Hall Renovation
Edisto Center-Lab Bldg. A&E
Total PSA

700,000
1,500,000
350,000
500,000
800,000
2~Q,OOO

/

4,090,000

9. I have been in communication with the administration on the status
of the Savannah River Project. At the present time nothing more will
likely be known until the request for proposal goes out from D.O.E on
February 20. I have taken the position that Clemson would like to
maintain good relations with the corporation that manages SRL and also
SRP. For example Tennessee and ORNL have the following special
programs:
'
(1) Joint Appointments with split salaries
I
(2 ) 15 Distinguished Scientists with salaries split between ORNL
and UT
(3) Bio-Medical School is jointly staffed and funded
(4) Various "Special" Engineering Centers are ~ointly staffed and
j
funded
I
(5) A large amount of graduate student support is provided by ORNL
(6) Four or five universities entered into cooperative agreements
with ORNL, and they receive about $15 million annually for
research. UT receives about 60 X of the total. The agreement
allows for noncompetitive procurements.

I

I·

HIGHER EDUCATION
(Excluding Technical Education)
Pr:f.ority Order as Ranked by Commission on Higher Education

fl

College/Universitv

../ 1. The Citadel

";/ 32..

4.
,/ 5.
.,/ 6.
../ 7 .
~ 8.
9.

10 .
./ 11.
~ 12.

../ 13.
~E1 4 .
11 15.
Ate 16.
V 17.
18 .
t.tE 19.
Aif 20 .

;,e

21.

22 .
23.
24 .

~

2 7.
28.
29.
30 .
31.
32 .
33.
.
34 .
Ai" 35.
36 .
37.

Project

Bond Hall Renovation
USC Lancaster
Maintenance Building
SC State College
Machine Shop Renova tion
MUSC
Colcock Hall Renova tion
USC Union
Main Building Renovations
use Columbia
Renovations
Winthrop College
Johnson Hall Renova tion/Addition
College of Charleston
Central Energy Expansion
Conservatory of Music
Win throp College
USC Salkehatchie
Library Compute r Building
Francis Marion College Stokes Administration Building
USC Lancaster
Starr Hall Renova tion
SC State College
Counseling & Self Development Center
USC Spar tanburg
Campus Life Center
USC Coastal
Business Administration Building
Clemson University
Engineering Innovation Center
USC Beaufort
Renovations
The Citadel
Util ity Distribution System Renov.
MUSC
Biomedical Research Facilit y
Lander Co l lege
Renovation Old Main Building
USC Spartanburg
Campus Development
College of Charleston
So tt ile Memorial Auditorium Renov .
The Citadel
Perimeter Road & Parking
Expansion of Energy Management System
College of Charleston
Clemson University
Freeman Hall Renovation
Clemson University
.Wat e r Fil trat ion Plan Improvements
,Librar y Expansion/Renovation
The Citadel
Francis Marion College Maintenance & Storage Building Exp .
Administration Building Renovation
USC Aiken
Renovation Earksda le
Lander College
Thompson Hall Renovation
The Citadel
Maintenance Building
USC Sumter
Studen t Service Building
USC Columbia
Francis Marion Co llege Perim. Rd/Pkng/Wlks/Lght s/Storm Dra in
Music Building
USC Columbia
Arts & Science Buildin~
SC St ate College
Educat ion Business Building
USC Ai ken
Total

bbr/c&u
2/3/88

Amount
~ 5, 586, 000 .f, W,01 Ooa

191,000
100 , 000
750,000
2,100,000
5,200,000
3 , 200,000
1, 500 , 000
1,900,000
2,144,000
1. 920, 000
605,000
250,000
7 ,598,000
9 , 600,000
15,000 , 000
500 , 000
1,500,000
12, 000 ,000
8,950,000
2,430,000
1,000, 000
536 , 000
500,000
5,500 , 000
5,900,000
745,000
260,000
1,000,000
549,000
1,7 70,000
235 , 000
5,230 , 000
1, 068 , 000
18,800,000
6,000 , 000
9,500,000
$141,617,000

I
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BRIEFING ON
SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
FEBRUARY 5, 1988
I.

INTRODUCTION
1. About 4 months ago, DuPont announced that it would not continue
to operate the Department of Energy's Savannah River Plant
after its commitment ends on September 30, 1989.
2.

DuPont has been the only Management and Operations contractor
for the Savannah River Plant since the facility was established
in 1950. Its M & 0 contract called for cost plus $1.00 over
the life of the contract.

3.

There are three reasons that DuPont has stated for its with
drawal from the Management and Operations of the Savannah River
Pl ant.
A. The company's mission does not include the operation of
nuclear facilities.
8. Changing liability questions would place DuPont stock
holders at risk.
C. The controversial nature of nuclear work is not in
keeping with the corporate image the company wishes.

4. Magnitude of the Savannah River Plant
A. Employment
• Department of Energy
• DuPont
-Savannah River Plant
-Savannah River Lab
-Construction
-Sub-contractors
-Materials and Logistics
• Wackenhut (security)
• University of Georgia
-Savannah River Ecology Lab
• U. S. Forest Service
ON-SITE TOTAL
• DuPont (Wilmington)
-Wilmington office
-Engineering Design
-Other
GRANO TOTAL
B.

311

7,070
1,161
5,300
629
42
947
123
26
15,609

24
400
808

U3"2
16,841

Budget
1. Total Budget for FY 1988 is $1.32 billion
2. Savannah River Laboratory budget for FY 1987 was
$115 million for operations and $9 million for
capital. Budget breakout for the Lab is:
26% Approved Projects
29% Safety
21% Process Improvement
13% Scouting Basic (Research)
11% Anticipated Projects (not
authorized, but planned)

l.J:.

TIMETABLE FORM &0 CONTRACTOR CHANGE
·,

A.

Pre-solicitation conference on 2-3 Feb 88 .
Key Announcements:
1. Teaming arrangements are acceptable because of the broad
mission of the M &0 contract.
2. The new contractor will have the opportunity to build the
new reactor if approved.
3. DOE instituted the gag rule regarding any discussion
between potential bidders and DuPont employees.
4. Assume the liability issue is resolved through extension
of the Price-Anderson Act or through agreement with the
Secretary of Energy (P.L . 85-804).
11

11

B.

Release of the RFP by DOE on 20 Feb 88.

C.

Final proposals due on 20 May 88.

D.

The Undersecretary of Energy (Mr. Joe Salgado) will serve as
chairman of the Source Evaluation Board. He will receive
input from the Assistant Secretary of DOE for Defense Programs
Acting Mr. Troy Wade). The Source Evaluation Board will
make the recommendation to the Secretary of Energy.
11

11

(

The Currently Stated Evaluation Criteria for the Contract are
listed below:*
1. Continue employment and benefits of virtually all
current employees.
·
I

2. Provide compensation and benefits comparable ' to DuPont.
3. Establish a business unit that is totally responsible
for all activities at SRP.
4. Free of foreign ownership.
5. Accept transfer of all government-owned property and
equipment on an "as is", "where is basis.
11

6. "The RFP will encourage offers to establish special
programs for involvement of major universities in the
research and development activities at the Savannah River
Laboratory.
11

*We would anticipate that a far more "in depth
of criteria would be listed in the RF~.

11

statement

E. DOE expects to have selected and announced the M& O contractor
while the current President is in office.
11

F. On 1 April 89, the winner will begin at SRP on a cost re
imbursement: No fee contract. On 30 Sept 89, the winner will
be granted a cost: plus ·~ontract.
11

RESOLUTION
Prepared by Faculty Senate Welfare Committee

WHEREAS,
The active participation of faculty at Clemson University in
professional societies in their respective areas is an important part of
their professional development and means for publication of refereed
scholarly work; and

WHEREAS,
Faculty may need to be a member and publish in journals in several
related disciplines resulting in large expense to the individual faculty
member but saving the university significant sums in journal page
charges and subscriptions to journals; and

WHEREAS,
Faculty who are organizational members get reduced registration
charges when attending various professional meetings. This results in a
saving to the University.
RESOLVED,
That action be initiated by the university to encourage
professional growth and development by the allocation of funds to
support membership in professional societies at a rate of one
membership or memberships not exceeding $200, per year per faculty
member.

MINUTES
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE
MARCH 8, 1988
I.

CALL TO ORDER
President Mullins called the meeting to order at

3 : 30 p.m.

II.

DISCUSSION OF BUDGET MATTERS
Vice President Larson, responding to written questions

from members of the Faculty Senate, discussed in depth a number
of budget matters.
He stated that Provost Maxwell is checking to see if the
proposal on professional dues would conflict with any regulations
of the state.
Replying to a question regarding computation of income and
the ledger system, Larson called attention to a table, "Actual
Expenditures of Current Year Budget to Revenue Generated," in the
Budget and Planning Guidance Manual. The table is not used for
policy decisions, but to show how much the University generates
and how much it expends.

Larson's office used the formula to

predict educational and general (E&G) expenditures and developed
a pro fonna budget to be used as information.
Asked what percentage of actual cost is paid by an out-ofstate student, Larson replied the Commission on Higher Education
formula required that an out-of-state student pay ~0%, an instate student 20%.

A legislative committee is studying

2

this issue, and some members want to increase the contribution of
the out-of-state student.

Potentially this could have a

significant impact on student fees even though the additional
revenue would not be retained by the institution.
A question was raised on budget allocation between new
positions and salary increases.

Larson replied the Vice

Presidents and Deans establish priorities.

Full information on

budget allocations is included in the Budget and Planning
Guidance Manual, which is in the office of each department head
and also available in Larson's office .
The section "Rationale and Assumptions" is a "road map"
which estimates the state appropriation to Clemson.

In 1988 the

"road map" was predicated on an 8% fee increase, 5% for in-state
students and 10% for out-of-state students assuming 93.3% formula
funding.
This year there was 1.3 million dollars for faculty
positions.

Some deans wanted faculty raises, some new positions.

There was a clear concensus on campus for 1) funding a reasonable
number of new faculty positions to get the courses taught, 2)
setting aside some money for raises, and 3) using the remainder
for operating costs and equipment.
Senator Kosinski, noting the larger salary increases
received last year by administrators (average 6.5%) and deans
(average 6.08%), than faculty (average 3 . 19%), asked how the road
map set priorities for these increases .

3

"Because of limited funds this year, any special raises in
excess of basic merit increases were handled on a case-by-case
basis."
When asked why administrators, deans, and department heads
on the list of employees earning more than $50,000 a year seemed
to get the most raises, Larson answered, "You can't look at just
that list.

To get a fair comparison, you have to include those

making less than $50,000 per year.

Many faculty who received

special raises were under the $50,000 figure, and in fact, over
90% of the funds available for special adjustments in excess of
basic merit increases were given to the Provost for distribution
within the academic area."
Larson also presented suggestions for ways to handle
employee raises.
"First of all, Clemson as an institution needs to define
equity.

Will it be 95 percent of market value?

performance over longevity?

Will we value

Once we define equity, we should

then develop procedures to see that a more uniform system is
established for determining special adjustments."
Larson said he and his staff are working with Provost David
Maxwell and the Senate Welfare Committee to establish criteria
for identifying and evaluating areas of need and to develop a
long-range compensation plan to deal with them.
Larson added that a University financial report of employees
earning more than $50,000 per year is available through the

Office of Business and Finance.
Senator Bryan asked if faculty hired ABD could come at one
rate with a provision for a raise when the dissertation was
completed.

Larson stated this could be done if approved by the

Provost .
Larson pointed out the three classes of employees at Clemson
University; the faculty (for which there is no salary range), the
executive, and the classified employees (for which there are
salary ranges) .
This year the faculty started with 2 1/2% cost-of
living/merit increases ; the classified employees with 2% cost
of-living and 1% merit increase.
Senator McGuire stated it avoids the issue to make it appear
that faculty anger is directed toward faculty members who
received higher raises .

The real issue is that vice presidents

and deans received raises in excess of 5%.
Larson stated he can only ensure equity by giving the same
percentage of increase to each pool .

Individual merit decisions

combined with special adjustments and other factors could result
in the appearance of inequity.

The special adjustments should be

judged given the circumstances of each case.
Responding to a question about Clemson's administrative
overhead, as reported in an Anderson Independent editorial,
Larson said anyone could play with numbers.

He said, "Depending

on what is included, Clemson's administrative cost can be

5

calculated at 5%, 6 . 5%, or 8%.

A SREB table shows average

university administrative cost at 8 . 5% .
Larson was asked to explain the current funding arrangement
with the Athletic Department.
supporting," he replied.

"The Athletic Department is self

This means paying for services received

and charging for services rendered .

This year as in prior years

the Athletic Department received $~00,000 for student tickets
based on average annual attendance .

On the other hand, the

Athletic Department paid $5~9.~~2 for general and administrative
overhead.
IPTAY paid $371,858 into the E&G budget to make up the
formula deduction for out-of-state athletes .

The Athletic

Department received rent for the President's Box.

These

allocations resulted in a net increase in transfers to the E&G
budget since 1986 of over $700,000.
At this point President Mullins stopped discussion due to
lack of time .
III .

APPROVAL OF MINUTES .
The minutes of February 9, 1988 , were approved as

distributed.
IV.

COMMITTEE REPORTS.
A.

Policy.

Senator Bryan stated he would present a

resolution under new business.
B.

Research. Senator Birrenkott called attention to

the report of his committee to the Faculty Senate (Attachment A).
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He pointed out that members of the Research Committee expressed
reservations over the role Clemson and other state universities
should play in public service or information dissemination
relative to the Savannah River Project.
Birrenkott stated that the Clemson University Research
Foundation will buy an industrial site in Pendleton and lease it
to the University.

Clemson will use educational and general

funds to pay the lease.
C.

Scholastic Policies.

Senator Hedden reported that

the proposed policy on continuing enrollment recommended by the
Senate to the Academic Council is presently being reviewed by a
sub-committee of the University Admissions and Continuing
Enrollment Committee.
The Scholastic Policies Committee has sent a letter t o the
Provost asking for clarification of the attendance policies.

The

Provost has replied to President Mullins, "A student who incurs
excessive absences may be dropped from the
instructor .

course by the

Students who do not have sufficient (withdraw) hours

to be dropped from the course will be withdrawn with a failing
grade in the course."
President Mullins has referred the letter to the Scholastic
Policies Committee.
Hedden stated that the committee will have resolutions for
the next meeting of the Faculty Senate regarding conunon exams and
academic advising.

7

D. Welfare.

Senator Halfacre reported that the

committee has a resolution which will be presented under new
business.
E.

University Commissions and Committees.

Senator Hedden reported that the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies met February 12.

The Faculty Evaluation Policy would not

be in effect until the fall of 1988.

Mullins added that a draft

of a memorandum prepared by Dr. Jerry Reel, Dr. John Wagner, and
himself was presented to the Council of Deans. They are
requesting that the Faculty Evaluation Policy be used during both
semesters and both sununer school sessions.
Senator Hedden reported two recommendations from the Sub
committee on Student Study Space in the Library to the Commission
on Undergraduate Studies:

1) For the short term more classrooms

should be open to students in the evenings and weekends and the
availabilty of this space advertised to the students.

2) For the

long term the library should request additional seating and
shelving space in the facility to allow for adequate study space.
Senator Nowaczyk stated the City/University Committee
discussed the proposed child care center.

A committee has been

established, under the leadership of the Deans of the Colleges of
Nursing and Education, to consider the educational and teaching
possibilities of the center.

It would appear the emphasis is

upon an education/teaching facility rather than a service
facility.

8
Nowaczyk said that the State Traffic Commission reports that
Highway 93 from Central to Highway 123 at Clemson will be widened
and also the crossings near Ramada Inn and Highway 133 near the
Hess and Exxon stations will be improved.
Senator Brannock reported for the Fine Arts Commission on
the concert series.

He cited several problems: a reduction in

ticket sales, problems in parking, and increasing artists fees.
For the next play the Department of Performing Arts will rent the
University Shuttle Service on a trial basis.
Senator Jenny reported for Admissions and Continuing
Enrollment on minority enrollment at Clemson.

Last year Clemson

had its largest enrollment of minority students in the freshman
class (171).

For the fall of 1988 there are 188 minority

students accepted and an additional 127 in progress.
Reporting for the Scholarship and Awards Committee, Senator
Jenny stated there were 3~5 freshmen accepted with a predicted
GPR of approximately 3.2.

Each of these students has been

offered a Presidential Scholarship.
F.

Ad Hoc Committees

Senator Nowaczyk stated the Academic Council approved moving
the time of the General Faculty Meeting on May 5 from 10:00 a.m.
to 8 : 00 a.m., with college meetings immediately following.
regular time of the General Faculty Meeting conflicted with
working sessions of the Symposium on University Governance.

The
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V.

Elections

President Mullins presented the following report from the
Committee on Nominations :
Nominated for Vice President/President Elect are Gordon
Halfacre, Robert Kosinski and Francis McGuire.

Nominated for

Secretary are York Brannock and Edwin Coulter.
The floor was opened for additional nominations for Vice
President/President Elect.

There were no additional nominations.

The motion to close the nominations was seconded and passed
unanimously.
The floor was opened for additional nominations for
Secretary .

There were no additional nominations.

The motion to

close the nominations was seconded and passed without dissent.
Each nominee was given opportunity to speak on behalf of his
candidacy.

Candidates for Vice President/President Elect

responded.

Senator Coulter was absent due to illness; Senator

Brannock deferred.
Senator Gordon Halfacre was elected Vice President/
President Elect, and Senator Brannock was elected Secretary.
VI .

PRESIDENT'S REPORT AND UPDATE

President Mullins commented on some of the items in the
President's Report and Update (Attachment B) .
Under proposed bills presented to the Cabinet, Senator
Birrenkott noted that Bill 3, which allows accrued sick leave for
retirement purposes, has a low priority .

Birrenkott and some of
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his colleagues see this as a benefit and feel it should have a
higher priority.

Senator Barron replied this bill would allow

only a modest increase as accrued sick leave is not the same as
vacation time, and that the Welfare Committee attempted to set
priorities for the most important items.
Under the President's Update, President Mullins called
attention to Item 2, the Research Incentive Policy (see
Attachment C), and requested that the Research

Committee make

recommendation prior to the Academic Council meeting on April~.
Senators desiring input may contact a member of the Research
Committee .
VII .

OLD BUSINESS.
There was no old business to be discussed.

VIII .

NEW BUSINESS

Senator Bryan introduced a resolution on proposed
legislation by the State Ethics Commission (Attachment D).
Senator Gaddis stated he would favor softening the wording in the

I

middle paragraph .

Senator Baron replied there is an ethical

problem, which appears to be not in the University but possibly
in the Legislature and other state agencies.

Some people are

taking honoraria meant to cover travel expenses and then asking
their agencies to pay those expenses .

Baron feels it is a

mistake to oppose the State Ethics Commission's looking at what
they perceive to be a problem.
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It was moved and seconded to amend the resolution by
deleting in the resolve the words, ''opposes the proposed
legislation and . "
Senator Baron stated that whereas the administration has
already responded to the Ethics Committee through Mr. Ben
Anderson, University Council, and whereas any resolution that
comes from the Faculty Senate goes through the administration, he
moved that the Senate table the amendment and the motion.

The

motion to table was seconded and passed .
Senator Halfacre presented a resolution from the Welfare
Committee on fringe benefits (Attachment E) .

Halfacre pointed

out two differences between this proposal and that of the
administration .

The administration's proposal does not provide

for University assumption of the cost of employees' contribution
to the retirement system nor does it provide term life insurance
for each faculty member.
President Mullins added that Item 1 requires state action
and Items 2 & 3 require action at the University level .
The motion to adopt resolution (3-88-1) passed unanimously.
Senator Baron moved that classes be suspended on a voluntary
basis from 12 : 20 p . m. to 1:10 p.m . on April 6 for the opening of
the centennial events, provided the starting time be 12:10 p.m.
The motion was seconded and passed.
Senator Baron requested that the Faculty Senate Special
include the remarks of Vice President Larson stating that the
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Budget and Planning Guidance Manual is available in the office of
each department head or through Larson's office.
Senator Birrenkott stated that many of his colleagues were
understandably upset about last year's increases in
administrative salaries as opposed to faculty salaries and asked
what is the strategy of the Faculty Senate.

President Mullins

replied that he and the Welfare Committee have worked together
and now are trying to work very closely with Vice President
Larson in developing long-range plans for equitable distribution
of salaries within the University.
Senator Baron requested that the Policy Committee give a
report on the status of the resolution on summer school salaries.
IX. There being no further business, the meeting adjourned
at 5 : 30 p . m.
Respectfully submitted,

MaryAnn Reichenbach, Secretary

~~!(ab~f

Secretary

Members absent: J. Daniels (D. Coston attended), S. Schuette,
M. Drews, R. Meiners, E. Coulter (Eisiminger attended), K. Murr
(Abrams attended).

Faculty Senate
Research Committee Report
March 8, 1988
The research committee met on Thursday, March 3, with G. J. Gogue
and Stan Nicholas of OUR. Jay Gogue briefed us on the status of the
Savannah River Plant (SRP).
(Information on SRP was passed out at a
previous meeting of the Faculty Senate by Stan Nicholas)
The Request
for Proposals on the SRP was released February 19 with proposals due
May 20. Companies are forming teams to submit these proposals. The
RFP does not say anything about university involvement although many
companies believe that having universities involved in their proposal
would be an asset. The three major universities in South Carolina
(CU, MUSC, and USC) have each prepared a statement of interest and
capability with respect to the SRP. We are not going to align
ourselves with any one company or team of companies but instead hope
that the winning company(s) will use the expertise of our three
universities. The SRP has about $150 million in research. Clemson
University (presently) receives between $0.5 and 1 million per year in
SRP research (all unclassified). We hope that we (and the other 2 SC
universities) will have a place not only in research at and through
the SRP but also in education and public service. The educational
aspects would include summer projects for faculty and students,
sabbaticals , co-ops, and professional development. Because so many of
the SRP employees have degrees from CU we would like to try and get
some money to upgrade our undergraduate labs. The members of the
research committee expressed reservations over the role which Clemson
and other state universities could, would or should play in public
service or information dissemination relative to the SRP.
Stan Nicholas then told the committee about the Clemson
University Research Foundation (CORF). The Commission on Higher
Education (CHE) has a facilities subcommittee which has approved the
concept of CORF purchasing a vacant industrial site in Pendleton and
leasing it to Clemson University. CORF will borrow the funds and CU
will use E&G funds to pay off the mortage through a lease arrangement.
When the lease runs out the property will be turned over to CU.
Upkeep and maintenance funds will be provided by the state out of STEP
funds. The property appears to be a very good buy. They received 4
appraisals of the property and got the owners to agree on the lowest
appraisal price. The facility has about 30,000 square feet with 33
acres of land. The building has a high ceiling and is ideal for
projects involving large machinery. Approximately one-third to
one-half of the building will be used to satisfy the University's
committment to the Defense Logistics Textile Project. The additional
space will be used for other research to be determined. We learned
that E&G funds are often committed to large projects when the
University must match or provide special facilities.
In additon to
the Textile project mentioned above, the Computer Science/ Navy project
and the NSF Centers project either have or will committ E&G funds.
Stan mentioned that CU is doing fairly well in the area of
patents. Last year we had 3 patent applications (compared to MIT with
25 - 40). Our patent royalies place us in the top 2 %.
The Research Committe is going to try and meet in the near future
with Dr. Bob Gilliland, the Acting Director of the Emerging Technology
Center. We understand that a search for a permanent Director and
discussions about a research facility at the Research Park (near the
Computer Center) are underway.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

2/ 27 / 88

.}

1 . At the last meeting of the Advisory Committee the following
nominations were approved:
Secretary
Vice President &
President Elect

York Brannock
Ed Coulter
Gordon Halfacre
Robert Kosinski
Fran McGuire

' Additional nominations may be made from the floor. Please do so, but
make sure that the senator you are nominating has agreed to serve if
elected.
2. Enclosed are the results of comparing the salaries from last year
with those from this year . I would like to thank those anonymous
senators who sent to Columbia to obtain the new data and those who
helped in the verification of names . I hope that we have not made any
embarrassing errors. In a couple of cases the large increases or
decreases are a result of changing from a 9 to 12 month basis or the
reverse. If anyone sees any glaring errors, I will be glad to publish
an errata sheet along with the under 50,000 results next month .
3. Gordon Halfacre and I have had a meeting with David Larson and John
Newton concerning the distribution of raises within the University. We
have agreed that a long range plan should be developed. We also agreed
that the appropriate corrrnittee to do this as well as to handle other
matters relating to salary is the Salaries and Fringe Benefits
Committee. This conmittee has been inactive for the past year for a
number of reasons. It reported and took its direction from the
Commission on Faculty Affairs which no longer exists. It really has
not been asked to do anything, and, in fact, the membership on the
conmittee had not been kept current . I have taken steps to reactivate
that committee and sent copies of the salary data that I have to the
present chair.
4. At the next meeting of the Academic Council, March 7, I will
introduce a motion to establish "homes" for all of the University
committees which reported to the abolished commissions as well · as
introducing a motion to establish a University Bookstore Committee. I
will let you know the result on March 8.
S. I am enclosing a package of proposed bills that originated with
David Larson's office and were presented to the Cabinet. The Welfare
Committee met, and after discussing the bills, I sent the attached memo
to David Larson . I suggest that you address questions to David concerning
these proposed bills.

Name
Wise
Maxwell
Lennon
Larson
Jennett
Wixson
White
Ellis
Ford
Amacher
Ransdell
Halpin
Burley
Duckenfield
Schwartz
Lomax
Barker
Webb
Gordon
Przirembel
Box
Butler
Barlage Jr
Bennett
Harder Jr
Clausen
Hipps
Snell
Chapman
Von Recum
Dickerson
Skove
Des Marteau
Hayes
Vaughn
Robinson Jr
Keinath
Efland
Hill
Turner Jr
Barnett
Helms
Reel Jr
Mathews
Nicholas
Glick
Maloney
Faris
Franklin

Position
M B VP Ag&Nat Res
W D VP for Acad Affairs
A M Agency Director
D R VP for Bus & Finan
J c Dean
B G Dean
R K Endowed Chair
R c Athletic Coach
D L Athletic Coach
R c Dean
G A VP for Insti Adv
J E Director
R H Director
c J Vice Provost
A E Vice Provost
M N VP for Stu Affairs
J F Dean
B K Dean
D F Endowed Chair
C G Department Head
B H Dean
C M Professor
w B Assoc Dean
A w Department Head
B B Assistant Director
H J Asst to Pres
0 s Dean
A w Associate Dean
s R Associate Dean
A F Department Head
0 J Department Head
M J National Science Found
D D Department head
s B Department Head
E A Department Head
R w Director
T M Department Head
T D Associate Dean
J R Resident Director
A J Department Head
B D Associate Director
D R Department Head
J v Vice Provost
J E Dean
s G Director
B
Department Head
M T Department Head
J E Director
R E Department Head

Salary as of
5/ 87
10 / 87

0
83000
88917
78500
77134
78600
80000
80000
68782
76000
76000
77671
77000
73466
72000
70000
73310
75000
73052
69777
73500
74027
73052
74325
71600
0
71340
70981
72400
70660
53394
72079
]0000

71225
70000
70000
70128
68200
69600
67785
68728
65070
66645
63539
67500
67690
66755
67000

%
Chg.

95000
91000
9 . 64
88917
o.oo
86000
9.55
85000 10.20
82000
80329
2.20
80000
o.oo
80000
o.oo
80000 16.31
79800
5.00
79800
5.00
79418
2.25
79310
3.00
77139
5.00
77100
7.08
77000 10.00
76975
5.00
76875
2.50
76700
4.99
76518
9.66
76256
3.75
76250
3.00
75974
4.00
75838
2.04
75180
5.00
75000
74907
5.00
74530
5.00
74500
2.90
74193
5.00
74071 38.73
73881
2 . 50
73500
5.00
73006
2.50
72800
4.00
72800
4.00
71881
2.50
71610
5.00
71340
2.50
70496
4.00
70446
2.50
70000
7.58
69977
5.00
69539
9.44
69525
3.00
69460
2 . 61
69425
4.00
69345
3 . 50

Barron Jr
Lewis
Schindler
Lindsay
Castro
Stahl
Wallenius
Deal
Elliott
Waller
Fulton
Hegg
Lathrop
Williams Jr
Gettys
Byrd
Paynter
Davis
Taras
Sitterly
Trapnell
Brown
Mabry
Garner
Abramovitch
Hite
Lineberger
Ezell
Spencer
Bagby
Young
Vogel
Clarkson Jr
Moran
Gilliland
Webster
Kittrel
Brown
Galluscio
Mc Crone
Fleming Jr
Gogue
Brown
Ligon
Lambert
Bishop
Allen
McLean
Lee Jr
Hood Jr
Larson
Luh
Kanet
Meiners

c H Department Head
G
Department Head
J E Professor
c M Named Professor
w E Asst Dean
M J Department Head
K T Professor
E E State Ext Leader
R D Director
R A Dean
J D Department Head
R O Department Head
J w Professor
w p Department Head
W E Dept Head
w p Professor
M J Department Head
R p Department Head
M A Department Head
w R Resident Director
J E Department Head
R H Department Head
R H Department Head
T H Professor
R A Professor
J c Alumni Professor
R D Department Head
D O State Ext Leader
H G Professor
S A State Ext Leader
A p Endowed Chair
H E Professor
G s Associate Director
R w Assistant Dean
B E Acting Director
H w Professor
B u Resident director
L H Assistant Dean
E H Department Head
J D Professor
H w Director
G J Associate Dean
F B Associate Dean
J T Professor
J R Professor
E H Professor
R M Professor
E L Professor
D D Department Head
c E Professor
R F Department Head
J s Named professor
J J Named Professor
R E Professor

69000
62514
65526
65924
66540
65317
66276
66560
65107
64994
66439
64790
65528
65000
64300
65546
64900
64396
63900
65000
66600
64680
64451
65224
64277
64000
62433
63791
63800
0
71913
64716
62820
61700
62348
57820
62029
61370
61000
60158
60000
61455
61259
61080
61006
61681
60080
60500
60519
60068
0
58850

69000
0.00
69000 10.38
68802
5.00
68561
4.00
68500
2.95
68481
4.84
68396
3.20
68390
2.75
68362
5.00
68243
5.00
68100
2.50
68029
5.00
68000
3. 77
67275
3.50
67220
67194
4.50
67185
2.50
67000
3.24
67000
4.04
66776
4.50
66770
2.72
66600
o.oo
66450
2.74
66062
2.50
65854
0.97
65770
2.32
65600
2.50
65554
5.00
65385
2.50
65076
2.00
65000
64782 -9.92
64716
0.00
64704
3.00
64168
4.00
64048
2.73
63602 10.00
63579
2.50
63517
3.50
63440
4.00
63165
5.00
63000
5.00
62991
2.50
62971
2.79
62790
2.80
62683
2.75
62681
1. 62
62676
4.32
62315
3.00
62232
2.83
62170
3.50
62052
61800
61792
5.00

Fanning
Shimel
Turnipseed
Newton
Hook
Barth
Anderson
Thomson
Goree
Jackson Jr
Ske 1ton
Alexander
Henricks
Griffith
McKenzie
Smith
Zahner
Hon
Camper
Aucoin
Harris Jr
McGregor
Hamby
Holstead
Ling
Johnson
McDonald
Robinette
Paul
Robinson
Harper
Brooks
Dysart
Young
Dunn
Bleser
Proctor.
McCormick
Boykin Jr
Burch Jr
Brawley Jr
Krohn
Dalton
Russo
Gossett
McNichols III
Hedetniemi
Yang
Torrence
Louderback
Yandle Jr
Brittain
Alphin
Rack

J c
wA
s G

Professor
State Ext Leader
Professor
A F Department Head
D D Professor
c L Professor
B w Attorney VI
G R Asst Dean
J G Professor
H B Department Head
B J Student Affs Officer
G D Research Associate
0 M Professor
w v Lecturer
R B Professor
D B Professor
R
Professor
D N Professor
N D Professor
c v Professor
H M Professor
w D Professor
J v Director
R D Coordinator
R F Professor
A w Resident Director
R M Lecturer
D L Department Head
F w Named Professor
G C Professor
T F Athletic Coach
A B Assistant Dean
B c Professor
R E Professor
c w Department Head
C K Named Professor
T G Professor
R E Professor
J F Director
E E Professor
J v Alumni Professor
G H State Ext Leader
R A Athletic Coach
K J Department Head
B J Professor
c w Professor
S T Professor
T T Professor
A K Department Head
J G Professor
T B Alumni Professor
J A Professor
J G Professor
H J Professor

60241
60500
59800
59948
60207
59791
60081
0
59250
58489
59272
55231
59168
59086
58830
58886
59015
55000
58785
58916
58682
59103
0
52080
58386
56970
58349
57000
57634
58052
59500
58000
57700
57330
56781
56700
56909
5.5579
55574
56546
56419
52920
56180
56701
57351
56133
56500
56688
56606
56258
55994
55939
56165
55595

61747
61710
61594
61446
61407
61286
61282
61191
61175
60829
60753
60753
60668
60563
60556
60520
60515
60500
60281
60212
60152
60103
60000
60000
59845
59818
59807
59565
59513
59503
59500
59450
59220
58963
58768
58600
58559
58357
58352
58242
58224
58212
58150
58118
58097
58097
58062
58040
58021
57945
57814
57617
57401
57332

2.50
2.00
3.00
2.50
1. 99
2.50
2.00
3.25
4.00
2.50
10.00
2.54
2.50
2.93
2.77
2.54
10.00
2.54
2.20
2.51
1. 69
15.21
2.50
5.00
2.50
4.50
3.26
2.50

o.oo

2.50
2.63
2.85
3.50
3.35
2.90
5.00
5.00
3.00
3.20
10.00
3.51
2.50
1. 30
3.50
2.76
2.38
2.50
3 . 00
3.25
3.00
2.20
3. 12

Wunder
Cely Jr
Lea thrum
Barnett Jr
Whitehurst
Wooten
Tinsley
Baxter Jr
Bunn
Ledbetter
Dillman
Test in
Roberts
Howell
Little
Zehr
West
Harwell
Loyd
Evans
Morr
Kissam
Gauthreaux
Grady
Gray
Lytle
Acorn
Jones
Wolf
Davenport
Petersen
Koon
Bauld Jr
Harvey
Acton
Pardue
Dickey
Ruckle
Stevenson
Kessler
Wilson
Skipper
Durham
Waddle
Spray
Laskar
Sims Jr
Gahan
Carroll
Burt
Shier
Kopczyk
Green
Moore

J R Department Head
M S Dist Ext Leader
J F Professor
0 w Professor
C H Professor
T E Alumni Professor
w A Professor
L W Professor
J M Professor
w B Professor
B L Professor
R F Assoc Prof
D L Professor
N K Dist Ext Leader
R R Visiting Instructor
E I Professor
w E Director
R L Associate Professor
M I Professor
J s Department Head
c v Named Professor
J B Professor
s A Professor
c p Named Professor
G w Department Head
J s Professor
J T Department Head
J E Professor
J s Professor
J D Director
J D Associate Dean
G w Department Head
N R Professor
L H Professor
J c Professor
F E Professor
J F Alumni Professor
w H Professor
J L Director
G D Professor
J N Asst Vp for Bus & Fi
H D Professor
w H Exec Dir Univ Rel
G L Dept Head
R A Professor
R C Professor
E T Professor
L w Alumni Professor
J L Assoc Dist Ext Ldr
p B Professor
D R Professor
R J Director
w A Exec Asst for Pub Af
G M Assc Vp for Inst Adv

52174
55730
55900
55805
55550
55403
55433
55423
55278
55000
55240
55187
55016
55000
55100
54750
55088
54834
53879
54612
54341
54525
54252
54340
54483
54306
54300
54324
54096
53893
52789
54218
54525
53885
53927
53781
53287
52408
53497
53672
52602
53630
52925
53337
52788
53745
53177
53163
53143
54446
53418
53000
53066

57174
57123
57087
57055
56938
56803
56700
56673
56660
56600
56510
56500
56401
56391
56375
56350
56193
56188
56090
56034
55977
55971
55888
55858
55773
55710
55663
55550
55546
55448
55439
55428
55370
55343
55232
55157
55042
55037
55028
54997
54745
54706
54702
54695
54670
54635
54605
54581
54492
54471
54446
54390
54325
54127

9.58
2. 50
2. 12
2.24
2.50
2. 53
2.2 9
2.2 6
2. 50
2. 91
2. 30
2 . 20
2.50
2.50
2 . 27
2.64
2.00
2.29
4.00
2 . 50
3.00
2.50
2.96
2 . 64
2.25
2.50
2.30
2.25
2.50
2.87
5.00
2. 12
1. 50
2.50
2 . 28
2.34
3.28
5.00
2.80
2.00
4.00
2.00
3.34
2.50
3.50
1.60
2.64
2.50
2.50
0. 00
1. 82
2.50
2.00

Golden
Sawyer
Van-Lear
Jameson Jr
Carner
Hughes
Titus
Graben
McCaskill
Gowdy
Durnin
Lewis
Burrows
Zimmerer
Skelton
Rogers
Miller Jr
Haymond
Oswald
Roll in
Stone Jr
Kenelly Jr
Means Jr
Bauer
Freeze
Hammond
Alley
Anderson
Harrison Jr
McLellan
Morse
Barger
Lane
Dyck
Skelley Jr
Huffman
Becker
Cross
Nichols
Chisman
Schoenike
Halfacre
Thompson
Graham Jr
Ray
Young
Duke
Palmer
Golan
Black Jr
Ulbrich
Drake
Davis
Dixon

J K Resident Director
H Director
D H Named Professor
L H Lecturer
G R Professor
B L Professor
T c Professor
H w Professor
v H Department Head
J N Professor
D J Named Professor
s A Professor
p M Professor
T W Professor
T E Professor
A
Assoc Vp for Stud Af
R w Professor
R E Professor
T H Director
R B Named Professor
D B Lecturer
J W Alumni Professor
G c Professor
L L Professor
c R Professor
J L Professor
F c Professor
T L Visiting Prof
J w Professor
R w Professor
J c Professor
s E Associate Dean
c L Professor
L A Department head
G c Professor
J w Professor
R H Professor
D L Profes-sor
A R Dept Head
J A Professor
R E Professor
R G Professor
c s Professor
w D Professor
J R Professor
J L Professor
A L Professor
J H Professor
L p Assoc Professor
J 0 Department Head
c w Department Head
T L Professor
J R Professor
M w Professor

c

52150
51314
52357
52000
53546
52525
52375
52330
52000
52000
51750
52188
52138
52031
51769
52000
51906
51788
51462
51737
51616
51439
51502
51589
51397
51000
51360
50900
50793
50000
51407
50929
50864
50745
50958
52000
50997
50716
51168
50441
50538
50700
51241
50500
50409
67574
51100
50000

53975
3.50
53879
5.00
53857
2.86
53820
3.50
53814
a.so
53742
2.32
53684
2.50
53638
2.50
53560
3.00
53540
2.96
53438
3.26
53388
2 . 30
53338
2.30
53332
2 .50
53322
3 . 00
53300
2.50
53106
2.31
53082
2.50
53000
2.99
2.44
53000
52907
2.50
52879
2 .80
52789
2 . 50
52730
2.21
52682
2.50
52657
3.25
52515
2 . 25
52500
52363
2.87
52318
3 . 00
52272
52250
4.50
52248
1. 64
52227
52204
2 . 50
52135
2.50
52013
2.50
52013
2.07
52000
52000
0.00
51997
1.96
51909
51905
2.34
51833
1. 30
51802
2.70
51801
2.50
51777
2. 12
51753
1.00
51699
2.37
51669
2.50
51650 -23.57
51611
1.00
51500
3.00
51405

Shively
Staaf
Anand
Page III
Quisenberry
Behery
Rainey
Gooden III
Benjamin
Henry
Wright
Gaddis
Mullins
Brune
Peck
Beyerlein
Stutzenberger
Dooley
Kennedy, Jr
Sti llwe 11 Jr
Yates
Warner
Blalock
Albrecht
McCracken
Stewart
Lenz
Savitsky
Clark
Meyer
Martini
Sirmans

J M Professor
R J Professor
s c Professor
E w Professor
v L Professor
H
Professor
v D Associate Professor
D T Professor
D K Professor
M s Professor
R E Professor
J L Professor
J c Professor
D E Associate Pr ofe ssor
J c Professor
A L Professor
F J Professor
R L Professor
w J Professor
E p Professor
w p Area co ext agnt-snr
D D Professor
H G Assoc dir livst-plty
J E Professor
A L Asst vp budg & plng
H E Professor
c L Associate dean
G B Professor
J E Professor
R w Associate director
J A Professor
G S Associate professor

50146
50000
50000
50000
50000
50249
50000
50000

51399
51365
51300
51298
51285
51250
5 1250
51245
51204
51160
51145
51130
51011
51000
50888
50847
50805
50774
50"7 so
50657
50544
50411
50344
50266
50220
50213
50205
50107
50100
50043
50000
50000

2.50
2.73
2.60
2.50
2 . 50
1. 98
2.29
2.50
2 .00

February 18, 1988
MEMORANDUM

ro:

Mr. David Larson, Vice President for Business
and Finance

FROM:

Joe Mullins, President Faculty Senate

SUBJECT:

Input Regarding Proposed Bills Presented to Cabinet

The Welfare Committee met today to consider and give you some input
regarding the package of 15 bills that you distributed to the
Cabinet. I will rank the ones concerning faculty and/or faculty
and staff. For the ones concerning directly only the staff I will
comment on separately. All of us are concerned that the staff be
in a working environment that will be conducive to good moral. We
certainly depend on them and must have their support to carry out
our missions.
No.

Comment
High Priority, but I have enclosed a resolution
which will go before the Senate at its next meeting.
We do not favor the 25 year part of the proposed bill
and have some additional items for consideration.

2

Low

3

Low

4

Low

5

Highest

6

Low

7

Medium

8

Very low unless the state contributes as much to the
optional fund as it does to the state fund. We don ' t
know what the state would do.

9

Medium

10

Medium

11

Medium

For proposed bills number 12-15 we would support except for number
13 which is for a type of sabbatical leave for classified staff.
We believe that this could lead to some problems. There might be
special cases where an administrator would need a sabbatical leave,
but in most cases a short course in some particularly field would
be appropriate. I don ' t, for example, see giving a classified
employee leave to write a book.

cc Halfacre

1.

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 19761 REVISED 1986,
RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, BY CHANGING SECTION 9-1-1550 TO INCREASE
FORMULA CALCULATIONS AND DECREASE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SOUTH
CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
AMEND 9-1-1550 (B) Upon retirement from se~ice on or after July 1, 1988, a
Class Two member shall receive a service retirement allowance computed as
follows:
(1) If the member's service retirement date occurs on or after his six
tieth birthday or after he has completed twenty-five or more years of cre
ditable service, such allowance shall be equal to two percent of his
average final compensation, multiplied by the number of years of his credi
table service.
(2) If the member's service retirement date occurs before his sixtieth
birthday and before he completes twenty five years of creditable service,
his service retirement allowance shall be computed as in item (1) above,
but shall be reduced by five-twelfths of one percent thereof for each month
by which his retirement date precedes the first day of the month coincident
with or next following his fifty fifth birthday.
(3) no change
(C) no change
(1) no change
(2) no change

2.

AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-620, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976/
REVISED 1986, TO PROVIDE FOR A LUMP-SUM PAYMENT FOR ALL UNUSED ANNUAL LEAVE
FOR EMPLOYEES WHO DIE IN STATE SERVICE OR WHO RETIRE.
Upon termination from state employment, an employee may take both annual
leave and a lump-sum payment for unused annual leave, but in no event shall
such combination exceed forty-five days in a calendar year except as pro
vided for in 8-11-610. If an employee dies, his legal representative shall
be entitled to a lump-sum payment for all of his unused annual leave. Upon
retirement from state employment a lump-sum payment will be made for all of
his unused annual leave.

3.

AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 19761
REVISED 1986, TO PROVIDE THAT EMPLOYEES WHO RETIRE FROM SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE SERVICE MAY COUNT UNUSED SICK LEAVE, UP TO ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY DAYS,
AS SERVICE CREDIT FOR RETIREMENT PURPOSES.
All permanent full-time state employees are entitled to fifteen days sick
leave a year with pay. Sick leave is earned by permanent full-time state
employees at the rate of one and one-fourth days a month and may be accumu
lated, but no more than one hundred eighty days may be carried over from
one calendar year to another. The department or agency head is authorized
to grant additional sick leave in extenuating circumstances upon approval
of the State Budget and Control Board. All permanent part-time and hourly
employees are entitled to sick leave prorated on the basis of fifteen days
a year subject to the same carry-over specified herein. In the event an
employee transfers from one state agency to another, his sick leave balance
also is transferred. Employees who retire from s. C. State service may
count any unused sick leave, up to one hundred eighty days, as service cre
dit for retirement benefit formular purposes. The State Budget and Control
Board, through the Division of Personnel, may promulgate those regulations
in accordance with law as may be necessary to administer the provisions of
this section, including the power to define the use of sick leave.
Permanent full-time state employees who are temporarily disabled as a
result of an assault by an inmate, patient, or client must be placed on
administrative leave with pay by their employer rather than sick leave.

4.

I
I

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,REVISED 1986,
RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, BY CHANGING SECTION 9-1-1560 TO INCREASE
FORMULA CALCULATIONS AND DECREASE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SOUTH
CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM PERTAINING TO ALLa.lANCES UPON RETIREMENT FOR
DISABILITY.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
AMEND 9-1-1560 (B) Upon retirement for disability on or after July 1, 1988,
a Class Two member shall receive a service retirement allowance if he has
attained the age of sixty years. Otherwise he shall receive a disability
retirement allowance which shall be computed as follows:
(1) Such allowance shall be equal to the service retirement allowance
which would have been payable had he continued in service without further
change in compensation to the age of sixty years, minus the actuarial
equivalent of the contributions he would ~ave made during such continued
service.
(2) no change

· 5.

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 197~ REVISED 1986,
RELATING TO RETIREXENT SYSTEMS, BY CHANGING SECTION 9-1-1540 TO ELIMINATE
THIRTY DAY WAITING PERIOD FOR CONSIDERATION OF DISABILITY RETIREMENT
APPLICATIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM(S), BUT
REQUIRING RECEIPT BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTE~ JF SUCH AN
APPLICATION TO PREVENT DISABILITY RETIREMENT ELIGIBILITY FOR THOSE WHO DIE
IN SERVICE WITHOUT APPLICATION FOR DISABILITY RETIREMENT.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
AMEND SECTION 9-1-1540 - Upon the application of a member in service or of
his employer, any member in service on or after July 1, 1988 who has five
or more years of creditable service may be retired by the Board not less
than one day and not more than ninety days next following the date of
filing such application on a disability retirement allowance if the Medical
Board, after a medical examination of such member, shall certify that such
member is mentally or physically incapacitated for the further performance
of duty, that such incapacity is likely to be permanent and that such
member should be retired.

6.

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,REVISED 1986 ,
RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, BY CHANGING SECTION 9-1-850, TO ALLai A
ME..'iBER WHO DIES IN SERVICE WITH RETIREMENT ELIGIBILITY OR WHO RETIRES, TO
. INCLUDE ALL ACCRUED, UNUSED SICK LEAVE, IN THE YEAR OF RETIRE.L~ENT OK DEATH
IN SERVICE CREDIT FOR RETIREMENT BENEFIT FORMULA.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
AMEND 9-1-850 - Creditable service at retirement on which the retirement
allowance of a member shall be based shall consist of the membership ser
vice rendered by him since he last became a member and also the amount of
service certified on his prior service certificate, tf he has a prior ser
vice certificate, which is in full force and effect. Additionally, all
accrued, unused sick leave up to a maximum of 180 days in the year of
retirement or death, shall be added to his service credit for retirement
benefit formular purposes.
(See proposed amendments to Title 8, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976
revised 1986, Sections 8-11-620, Annual Leave Act, and 8-11-40, Sick Leave
Act.)

7.

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, REVISED
1986, RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, BY CHANGING SECTION 9-17-10, TO
EXPAND OPTIONAL RETIREMENT SYSTEM ELIGIBILITY TO INCLUDE FACULTY AND STAFF
OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
AMEND 9-17-10 - There is established an optional retirement program for the
publicly-supported four-year and postgraduate institutions of higher educa
tion. ("delete only") Employee of participating institutions ("delete"
holding faculty or administrative positions") are eligible to participate
in the optional retirement program. No employee is eligible to participate
in the optional retirement program unless he is eligible for membership in
the South Carolina Retirement System. Retirement and death benefits must
be provided for participants in the optional retirement program through the
purchase of individual annuity contracts, fixed or variable in nature, or a
combination thereof. The State and the participants shall contribute
toward the purchase of such contracts which must be issued to, and become
the property of, the participants.

a.

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA 1976 REVISED 1986
RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, BY CHANGING SECTION 9-17-30 ~O ALLCW
'
ELIGIBILITY FOR THE OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PROGRAM FOR ALL STAFF AND FACULTY.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
AMEND 9-17-30 - Eli ible em loyees, currently members of the South Carolina
Retirement System, must elect by January t, 1989, to participate in the
Sout~ Carolina Retirement System Opti onal Retirement Program, or will be
considered ~o elect to remain a member of the South Carolina Retirement
System. Eligibl~ employees hired on July 1, 1988 or after, shall elect
either to join the South Carolina Retirement System or to participate in
the Optional Retirement Program under this chapter within thirty days after
entry into service. The election must be in writing and filed with the
Retirement System and the appropriate officer of the employee's par
ticipating institution and is effective on the date of employment. In the
event an eligible employee fails to make the election within thirty days
he is considered to have elected membership in the South Carolina
'
Retirement System.

9.

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 197~REVISED 1986,
RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, BY ADDING APPROPRIATE SECTION TO ALLa~ ALL
ALLCllABLE .PURCHASES OF SERVICE CREDIT (PREVIOUS SERVICE, MILITARY,
MATERNITY, EDUCATIONAL, SABBATICAL, NON-MEMBER, FEDERAL, OUT OF STATE,
ETC.) TO BE PURCHASED BY THE MEMBER ONLY TO THE EXTENT IT IS NEEDED TO
REACH RETIREMENT ELIGIBILITY.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
ADD Section to read - All purchases of retirement service credit allowed
under this .Title, or as determined by the South Carolina Retirement System
under the authority of this Title, may be purchased in the full or partial
amounts allowed for each type of service credit, or in increments as
requested by the member to allow for full formula retirement eligibility,
or for early retirement eligibility. If a member elects to purchase an
increment of eligible service credit that is less than the total allowed
then he may not later purchase the balance of that type service credit.

10.

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,REVISED 1986,
RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, BY ADDING TO SECTION 9-1-1850 A PROVISION
REQUIRING THAT COST FACTORS FOR PURCHASING SERVICE CREDIT IN THE "SPECIAL
SERVICE CREDIT BUY-IN PROGRAM" BY S. C. RETIREMENT SYSTEM MEMBERS BE
DETERMINED ON AN ANNUAL BASIS BY AT LEAST '!WO INDEPENDENT ACTUARIAL
STUDIES.
AMEND 9-1-1850 by adding ••• Prior to each fiscal year, cost factors for
purchasing service credit under this program will be determined by the
S. C. Retirement System using at least two independent actuarial studies.
Special service credit purchase of up to five year will be allowed to reach
full formula retirement years of service.

11.

AN ACT TO AMEND TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,REVISED 1986,
RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, BY CllANGING SECTION 9-1-1660, TO ALLO'
NOHINEE ON DEATH OF MEMBER ATTAINING ELIGIBILITY FOR NORMAL Oil EARLY
RETUEHENT TO RECEIVE HONTRLY ALLCWANCE lllSTEA.D OF ACCUMULATED
COll'IltllUTIOIIS •

Be it enacted by the General Aaaeably of the State of South Carolina:
AMEND 9-1-1660 (I) - the person noainated by a aeaber to receive the full
aaount of his accumulated contrlbutiona in the event of hi• death before
retireaent aay, if auch ,..mber diea in aervice after the attainaent of eli
gibility for early or normal retireaent 1 or . after the attalnaent of fifteen
yeara of aervice credit, elect to receive in lieu of such accU111ulated
contribution•, an allowance for life in the aaae a.a ount as i f the deceased
.,..ber bad retired at the tiae of hia death and had naaed such person aa
beneficiary under an election of Option 2 of Section 9-1-1620.
(2) no change
R!COHMEND - FOltMAL COHHITHENT OF THE S. C. LEGISLATURE TO A MERIT PAY
PROGRAM FOil S. C. STATE EMPLOYEES TIIAT IS CONSISTENTLY FLEXIBLE TO ALLOJ
ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE AND RBIARD HERITOIUOUS PERFORMANCE.

12.

To intermittently fund merit salary increase• aa revenue, allow has created
a work force where two equally 1atiafactory performers can be paid the same

rate, even when one eaployee aay have one to three yeara more experience in
the poaition.
The s. c. legislature aust adopt a conaiatent aethod for aerit pay that
vill not create inequities, but vill allow 1upervisor1 to reward top per
fontera. The preaent Etoployee Perfor•ance Hanageaent Syate•, when adhered
to and uaed properly vill acco...odate fair and accurate aea1ureaent of per
fonoance.
The recomnendation on conrnitting to a stable merit review program is

tOI'E:

tied directly to the Annual Appro;>riations Act and 1,QJld require a
conrnitment for top priority rather than a chan;Je i n the law.

13.

RECOMMEND - PROVIDE STUDY LEAVE POLICY FOil ALL STATE EMPLOYEES, SIMILA!t TO
SABBATICAL LEAVE POLICIES FOR FACULTY AT INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATIOII.
Provide authority for atate agenciea and institution• to allow Study Le-ave
policy developaent aa it meets the need for state eaployees to retain or
continue atudy in a field consistent vith their position responsibilities,
providing up to 1ix months at full pay, or one year at half pay, after the
aixth year of employaent. Each agency would be responsible for deteraining
the validity of the proposed study an employee would be approved for, to
include research or service activities that would i•prove capabilities and
experience the employee would bring to hie regular work asaign•ent.
Co1Dit...nt by the eaployee to return to work aust be mutually agreed upon
prior to approval of auch leave requeat.

tOI'E:

14.

The proposed educational assistance program would not require changes
in the law but a policy directive from the Budget and Control Board.

RECOHKEND - STATE EDUCATlOIIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY TO ALLOJ TUITION ASSISTANCE
AND WOIUt RELEASE FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES FOil ALL STATE EMPLOYEES.
Provide tuition assistance to all state employees for specified degr•e
aeeking or related akilla training at a S, C. State institution of higher
education or as. c. State technical education center with the e•ployee'a
hoee agency's prior approval required, Upon auccesaful completion of a
course the employee would be rei•buraed for all tuition and fees which
would give incentive to state e•ployee, to bring to their work place the
continuing education and productivity that would justify such expenditures.

I

I

Provide authority to the home agency or institution of the employee to
grant liaited releaae time during noraal work houra for auch educa tional or
training activitiea aa agreed upon.

\
15.

REVIEW DATE - RECOtfHEHD THAT THE FOLi.OWING BE PRESENTED TO THE
LEGISLATURE FOR THEIR CONSIDERATION DURlHG THE 1988 LEGISLATIVE
SESSION .
All State classified employees shall have their annual performance
evaluated durlng the month of June each year with any merit increase
and /o r any coat-of-living lncreaae ..de effective In the following
fiacal year.
We budget and operate on a fiacal year basia and have July I - June 30
•ind-aet throughtout the University and State. By having• uniform
evaluation date of June each year, lt would allow the supervlaor and
the subordinate to review the paat year'• performance and plan for
the coming fiacal year. Also, it would be easier for the supervisor
to conduct a -•ningful perfor01ance appnlaal for any given employee
if the perfor•ance of others la also being conaidered at the same
ti- .

3/7/88
President's Update
1. The opening of the Centennial Events takes place on Wednesday,
April 6, 1988, on Bowman Field at 12:05. Under new business I would
suggest a motion by the Faculty Senate to support the opening of the
ceremonies by the suspension of classes from 12:20 to 1:10 PM on that
date. I am passing out the agenda for the opening day events.

2. At the Council of Deans meeting a Research Incentive Policy was
sent to the Academic Council for the study and possible approval by
the Council. I am passing out the policy and would like for the
Research Committee to make a recommendation to me in time for the next
Academic Council meeting on April 4. If any senator desires input
please contact one of the senators on the Research Committee. The
policy was the work of a committee consisting of John Fulton, Ryan
Amacher, and Alden McCracken.
3. Another matter discussed at the Council of Deans meeting was the
matter of how many hours are required for a Graduate Assistant to
enroll. Presently the minimum is 6 for a Ph. D. and 9 for an M. S.
student. Some departments have required the students to take more,
some have encouraged them to take more, and some have done neither.
The income tax that students pay does vary some with the number of
hours, and therefore a uniform policy is required. Since our funds for
graduate support is dependent on the number of hours taken by the
students, a consistent policy needs to be developed. The Council of
Deans has requested that the Commission on Graduate Studies and
Research make a recommendation to the Academic Council. I think that
our Research Committee should also study the problem and make a
recommendation to the Senate.
4. At the Academic Council meeting yesterday a motion was passed to
establish the structure of a number of committees that had previously
reported to defunct commissions. The list was very simi1ar to one
recommended earlier by the Faculty Senate. One amendment was to axe
the Marshals Committee and replace it with the ad hoc Grad~ation
Committee which is currently handling graduation ceremonies. In .a
separate motion the Bookstore Committee was established to serve as an
advisory committee to the Vice President for Student Affairs and to the
Book Store Manager. Membership consists of three faculty members
elected by the Faculty Senate from different colleges, two students
selected by the Student Senate, and one graduate student selected by
the Graduate Student Association. Terms for the faculty will be for
three years, staggered to provide rotation, and the student terms will
be for one year. The Chairperson will be a faculty elected by the
committee for a one year term. Annual reports will be submitted to the
V.P. for Student Affairs with copies to the Faculty Senate, the Student
Senate, and the GSA.
5. At the Academic Council the enrollment issue was discussed by both
Dean Skelton and President Lennon. Representative David Beasley is
attaching to the Cutting Edge Bill requirements for limiting out-of
state enrollment. The compromise number will probably be 30 percent to
be reached by 1989. Decisi~ns will have to be made shortly concerning
whether to try ta cut the out of state percentage by decreasing the
number of out-of-state students or by accepting more in-state-students.
The current goal is to enroll 2818 students with 38 percent being from
out of state. At present the out-of-state tuition is not enough to pay

,

.

for the cost of educating an out-of-state student. There is a strong
likelihood that the CHE will change the formula funding to reduce the
support of the State for out-of-state students.

6. DON'T FORGET THAT WE WILL HAVE OUR ANNUAL DINNER AFTER THE APRIL 12
MEETING AT KRESGE LODGE. OLD AND NEW SENATORS. 'BRING YOUR SPOUSE OR
A GUEST.

\
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RESEARCH INCENTIVE POLICY
1. The University indirect cost rate rather than the negotiated rate with DHHS
which is usually less, should be applied to all non federal proposals. These
rates will be distributed in advance by the Office of University Research.
2. An increase of 5% should be added to the indirect cost rate when the
University has to waive patent rights. This would apply to non federal
sponsored programs.
3. Research incentive funds will be exempt from University budget reductions or
budget freeze measures.
4. Procedures in the Business and Finance Manual cover the subject of indirect
cost waiver. In addition to these procedures and pertaining t o the incentive
return policy, examples provided on the following page describe the calculation
of Incentive Funds under various circumstances.
5. First time investiga t ors will be allowed a one-time waiver of the
departmental administration rate ~ithout affecting the incentive reduction, and
that portion will be returned as i ( it had been earned.
6. The period for calculating earned indirect cost funds will be during the
period of June 1 through May 31 of the following year.
7. Each department should develop a policy (approved by its advisory committee
and approved by the college dean) on use of return funds for that department.
The department head is respons ible for submitting the budget.
8. With the exception of t he University Center Automated Manufacturing (CAM)
all Provost approved Research Centers in lieu of incentive return funds will
rec~ive. that portion of the 25 percent allocated from the formula for research.
This amount will be calculated based on research or public service expenditures,
including earned indirect cost on those projects, ~or ·the previous year (May
thru June ).
~o,,.-i.J. N~+J..u\v. Rc.sowic.!•
:~ i Vi Sid'YJ

9. 11leAGellege of AgricultureAis exempt from the indirect return policy for
sponsored projects.
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RESOLUTION ON PROPOSED LEGISLATION
BY STATE ETHICS COMMISSION

Whereas, The S. C. State Ethics Commission is proposing legislation
which would, as well as can be determined, place severe limits on
reimbursement for certain activities of public officials and
employees beyond the normal course of their duties, and
Whereas such legislation (1) is detrimental to all state universities in
their role as public service institutions; (2) would reduce the
visibility of universities as institutions in partnership with
other segments of the larger community; (3) would discourage ad
hoc professional activities which add to teaching and research
skills of professors; and 14) would create an unworkable set of
guidelines and vague proscriptions against traditional and useful
university services,
Be it therefore resolved that the Faculty Senate lopposes the proposed
legislation and ) suggests that this whole area of concern be re
examined by the State Ethics Commission with significant input
from state universities before similar legislation is proposed in
the future.

D

Resolution: Improved Fringe Benefits

Whereas, the ability of the University to recruit and retain, quality
faculty is in part dependent upon the fringe benefits that can be offered
to said faculty, and
whereas, it has been recognized that the fringe benefits available
at Clemson University are significantly below the average offered at comparable
institutions nationwide,
therefore, be it resolved, that, the University improve its fringe
benefits package in accordance with the following changes and/or additions:
1.

Retirement annuity benefits should be increased. We propose that the
retirement formula be changed from:
Annuity•

0.0125 x 4800 + 0.0165 x (max. 3 yr. avg. salary - 4800)]
x no. of years service

to:
Annuity• [0.0200 x max. 3 yr. avg. salary] x no. of years service
2.

The University should assume the cost of the employee's contribution
to the retirement system. This contribution should continue to be
represented as separate from the states' contribution and thus; remain
as a faculty benefit, accruing interest and available to a departing
employee. The University's assumption of the contribution cost should
not be made in lieu of an annual salary increase as this would reduce
the faculty members annuity upon retirement.

3.

The University should provide term life insurance for each faculty
member in addition to that presently provided through the SCRS. This
additional insurance should be in an amount equal to twice the faculty
members annual salary.

We believe that most faculty will not choose to retire at less than 30
years . Those who are interested in re.tirement
at 25 years will con-t-inue,.,..,
to have the option to buy their way 9Q€ as presently allowed by state
law. We believe that the faculty will benefit most from a significant
increase in their retirement annuity. Thus, we support proposals, being
made by others for a larger formula factor, however, we are not supportive
of the proposals to reduce the time of eligibility. Leaving the eligibility
for retirement at 30 years increases the financial resources available
to increase the annuity.

MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
APRIL 12, 1988

1.

CALL TO ORDER

President Mullins called the meeting to order at
3:30 p.m.
2.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
The minutes of March 8, 1988 , were approved as

corrected.
3.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

a. Policy Committee. Senator Bryan presented the
annual report of the Committee (Attachment A).
b. Research Committee.
In the absence of Senator
Birrenkott, Senator Carter submitted the Committee's annual
report (Attachment B).
c. Scholastic Policies Committee. Senator Hedden
stated two resolutions would be presented under old business.
Hedden then made the annual report for the Scholastic Policies
Committee (Attachment C).
d. Welfare Committee. Senator Halfacre presented the
annual report of the Committee (Attachment D) . The $30,000-~9,999
salary report for 1987-88 was distributed (Attachment E).
e.

University Commissions and Committees

Reporting for the Commission on Undergraduate Studies,
Senator Hedden listed concerns of the Commission; i . e., increased
number of incoming freshmen, increased class sizes, students'
concern about what they believe to be an emphasis on research and
grant-getting, and the need to work on student retention.
Senator Carter stated the Commission endorsed the concept of
a minor for Bachelor of Science programs . This would function
much like a minor for Bachelor of Arts programs in that a student
wishing to minor in a foreign language, for example, would b e
required to take 15-17 hours in that particular field.

2

Senator Carter reported that the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies had approved and submitted to the Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee a proposal for a new course entitled
" Clemson 101 . " The course is an extended academic orientation to
college, with the emphasis on making the transition from high
school to college life.
Carter stated that the Commission on Undergraduate Studies
also had approved a one-year Undeclared Undergraduate Studies
Admissions Category.
f.
Ad Hoc Committees. Senator Nowaczyk called
attention to the Centennial Symposium on University Governance,
May 4 & 5. A commemoration of the first meeting of the Board of
Trustees will be held at Calhoun Mansion , May 4 at 5 : 00 p.m.
This will be followed by a keynote address by Mr . Robert Lewis at
8:00 p . m. in Tillman Auditorium.
The morning of May 5 will be devoted to working sessions of
trustees, administrators, and faculty in discussing issues
related to university governance. Findings from the working
sessions will be presented at a public forum at 2 : 30 p . m., May 5,
in Lyles Auditorium, Lee Hall . Faculty are encouraged to attend
the keynote address and the public forum .
Senator Nowaczyk stated that the Symposium had been
developed at the encouragement of the Board of Trustees when they
met several years ago with the Faculty Senate Advisory Committee .
Members of the Board of Trustees will be involved in the
Symposium . Senator Nowaczyk stressed the importance of faculty
involvement and strongly urged members of the Senate to
participate. He asked for names of facu l ty members who would be
vocal in describing their positions with regard to university
governance .
5.

PRESIDENT ' S REPORT AND UPDATE

President Mullins commented on several items in the
President's Report and the President's Update (Attachment F).
Under Item 1 in the Report, Mullins stated he had communicated to
the Board of Trustees that the Faculty Senate supports the
concept of the Children's Center, provided no E&G funds are used
for the facility.
Mullins stated President Lennon requested a review of the
Faculty Manual to see if changes need to be made with regards to
the University's Policy on Racial Harassment. The Policy
Committee will review the present statements in the Manual.
Under Item 5 in the Update, Mullins stated the ad hoc
Committee on Early Retirement had made a report. The Welfare
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Committee has recommended that the Commit tee on Early Retirement
remain active to study similar reports of other universities .
Under Item 2 in the Update, Senator Pivorun called attention
to a letter from USC's Faculty Committee on the Savannah River
Project (Attachment G). He stated the faculty of USC was shocked
to learn that Clemson does not have a similar committee .
President Mullins pointed out the matter of the SRP has been
referred to the Research Committee . There has been no request
for an ad hoc committee to conduct an indepth study.
If any
Senator wishes to ask the Research Committee to do otherwise, he
may feel free to do so.
Senator Nowaczyk reported that a resolution to increase the
number of faculty on the Grievance Committee will be presented at
the General Faculty Meeting on May 5. This resolution arose from
the review of grievance procedures and Senate discussions . The
number of grievances has increased, and more people are needed to
share the work load .
5.

OLD BUSINESS

a.
Senator Kosinski presented a resolution from the
Scholastic Policies Committee (Attachment H) and an indepth study
on common final exams. Kosinski reported the committee surveyed
all departments in the University and found 36 courses in which
the department heads felt common final exam times would serve the
interests of that department.
Kosinski moved under the first "Therefore" to delete the
phrase, "which have requested common final exam times . " The
amendment was seconded and approved without dissent .
The amended resolution (FS ~-88-1) was passed unanimously.
b. Senator Hedden presented a resolution from the
Scholastic Policies Committee on advising (Attachment I). Hedden
stated that members of the committee felt the colleges and
departments should have responsibility for determining the type
of advising they wish to provide for the students in those
curricula. Hedden moved adoption of the Resolution on Advising.
Senator Nowaczyk moved the deletion of the word,
"primarily," in the first "Therefore. " The motion was seconded
and approved unanimously.
Senator Nowaczyk moved the deletion of the phrase, "of a
college or department," in the first "Therefore." The motion was
seconded and approved without dissent.

Full discussion on the proposed resolution followed.
It was
pointed out that advising is not uniform throughout the
University . In addition , the Faculty Senate would not favor an
additional level of administration for advising. Questions
regarding legal liabilities in advising were raised.
President Mullins urged members of the Faculty Senate to
continue working for better support for advisors by having better
computer aid.
The amended resolution on advising (FS ~-88-2) was passed
unanimously.
8.

NEW BUSINESS

President Mullins expressed appreciation for excellent work
to Ron Nowaczyk, Vice President/President Elect; MaryAnn
Reichenbach, Secretary; and to Senators Bryan, Birrenkott, Hedden
and Halfacre for chairing the Standing Committees . Mullins also
expressed appreciation to members who will be leaving the Senate:
Senators Carter, Gardner, Jenny, Schuette, Brown, Tesolowski,
Hedden, Rudowski, and Nedelman.
Mullins stated that he also is leaving the Faculty Senate.
He expressed satisfaction in the work of the Senate, especially
the progress in admissions and continuing enrollment. He said
faculty involvement in the Appeals Committee has not been tough
enough. "They have tended to set standards rather than listen to
appeals. They have tended to believe that because of the uneven
steps in the present policy, they would be very liberal; and 81%
of the appeals were granted, an extraordinarily large number."
Mullins urged that all committees continue their efforts in
order that the Senate may become even more involved in university
governance.
President Mullins then passed the gavel to the new President
of the Faculty Senate, Ron Nowaczyk .
President Nowaczyk called attention to a resolution by the
Board of Trustees expressing appreciation to Dr . Joe Mullins for
outstanding service to the University as President of the Faculty
Senate (Attachment J).
Nowaczyk cited some of the accomplishments of Senator
Mullins during his years in the Senate ; i . e., drafting the
original document for changing the admissions policy, influencing
changes in the continuing enrollment policy, remission of tuition
for graduate assistants, work on the committee to revise the
Athletic Council,and involvement in the formation of the Academic
Council.
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On behalf of the Senate, President Nowaczyk presented Dr.
Mullins a plaque expressing appreciation for service and
dedication to the Faculty Senate .
President Nowaczyk introduced the new Senators: Dudley Blair
(Economics); Doyce Graham, Jr., (Agronomy & Soils); John Luedeman
(Mathematical Sciences); D. H. Pate (Education); Parr Rosson (Ag
Economics & Rural Sociology); Robert Schalkoff (Electrical/
Computer Engineering); John Zanes (English); Eldon Zehr (Plant
Pathology & Physiology).
Nowaczyk requested each Senator to complete and return the
Committee Preference Questionnaire. He asked that each college
send to him as soon as possible the name of its Advisory
Committee member .
Senator Baron expressed concern over conflicting commentary
from the administration on budgetary considerations. He asked
that the President of the Senate direct the following matters to
the appropriate committees :
"l. By June of this year I should like the Policy
Committee to come up with either a statement or proposal with
regard to the proposed Child Care Facility and the budgeting
requirements.
"2 .
I should like the Policy Committee to come up with
a long-term statement on the responsibility of faculty and the
administration with regard to new programs that are initiated in
the University.
"3.
I would like the President of the Senate and the
Advisory Committee to determine whether i t is necessary for the
Faculty Senate to respond to present or previous comments by the
President of the University with regard to the faculty's
responsibility.
"4 . I would like the President of the Senate and the
Advisory Committee to consider whether the Faculty Senate should
come forth with some appropriate comments regarding the previous
raises that were offered this year."
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9.

ADJOURNMENT.

There being no further business to be discussed, the meeting
was adjourned at 5:35 p.m.

~~
York Brannock, Secretary

1,~~f

Secretary

Members absent: G. Birrenkott (J . Daniels attended), L. Gardner,
B. Jenny, S. Schuette, M. Drews, N. Nedelman, A. Madison,
E. Stillwell.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE
FACULTY SENATE

During the academic year 1987-88, the Policy Committee
considered several issues.
The more time consuming of issues was
the reorganization of the President's Council and the changes in
the grievance procedures.
Other issues included increase of
summer school pay and schedule changes as well as hearing request
for legislation for definitions of part-time faculty.
The proposed reorganization of the President's Council was
referred to the Policy Committee after being developed by a
Faculty Senate ad hoc committee.
The recommendations of the .fill.
hQQ committee were modified · slightly and the recommendation of
the Policy Committee was passed by the Senate.
The Senate
recommendation
was
later
slightly
modified
prior
to
implementation.
The Policy Committee studied the grievance procedures for
faculty members and recommended a re-writing of the procedures.
This re-write was coordinated with the
University General
Counsel . The Policy Committee recommendations were passed by the
Senate and are being implemented as a change to the Faculty
Manual.
The Policy Committee recommended that Summer School faculty
salaries be increased from the present 2.75% per course hour to 3
1/3% per course hour.
The Senate agreed that an increase was
needed and raised the recommended percentage to 4 . 2% per course
hour.
The administration
has taken
no action on this
recommendation .
. The Policy Committee heard and rejected recommendations that
the class schedule be modified to 75 minute periods on Monday and
Wednesday afternoons.
Additionally, the Committee heard recommendations for the
definition of rights and responsibilities of part-time faculty
members.
The Committee chose t · take o action on this request .

~
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E. Lewis Bry~~....,/
Chairman

Reoort or the
Faculty Senate Research Committee
for 1987- 88
Th15 y~::ir the F:esearcr Cornmittel? of the Faui lty Sena:'

Jc cci nc.i ·~r,t=-(J

rnucn v.. 1tr, feN rn€'et1ngs. 'wl11le not as arno1t1c,us. as other st3nd in~1
c.ornrn ittees or tt,e Faculty Senate, as Juagea by r'e-:.o lut1ons - we navf uc:c-:n
eiusy 'Ne t-i:1ve icent1r 1ed the rnaJor resear cr-, act iv i t its .,-.J l.il ch i·:e-:c!l:' ~
monitoring and the Impact of our "t,eh i:-1d the scenes" act1v1t1es w:l' 3ffect
CU f or years to come A synopsis or our most pertinent act1vit i~s f ol low
Two members or' t11e Faculty Senate Research Comm i ttee r~pr·<:-se·-,t
the facu l ty on the Sear1:h am1 Screen Cornm1ttee for tr,e new posi u on of
Vice-President for Research (Note tnat the whole cornrn1ttee t,atj 0ffer1:d ~o
serve as the Search and Scr een Cornrn it tee).
2
The: Facu l ty Senate Research Committee was tne tir·st r; roup, ,) t ..,e··
tt·iar. requ l<:irory cornrn1ttees like the Inst i tutional Biosafety c ~rnrn ntee,
bri ::f~d by the participants of the Monsanto Biotechnol ')gy ProJect.
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Thi s '/ :- :.r - r,2 Cl~rnscr .'..-"'JffSity Research Foundation Faculty
,A.ov isory C1)1rnnn tP.e \CURFAC ), met for the first time. Ti1is faculty ~ir0up,
'11t1!cn includes tt,e cha1r of tt1e Faculty Senate Research Committee, 1s an
irnportant cornrn1ttee for keepin g an eye on the Clemson U;-i ivers1ty !=·i:se:Jrc-.
Foun,:Jation (CUPF) Tl,is is sornetriing wt'r1 c1·,, I belifve, uses Re:~2··,::·,
Fvt.!ndat !on does not have - and: am proud t o say that t he $SO,OOO· ;:;e, ·t~Y
sala,y supplements to the president of cur university are not cc;rnir,; ~rcrr-,
:1-i1 s re'3earct1 f oundation. \The Faculty 5t'nate Researc!1 CorrH'qi t te~ wa~
instrumental 1r1 getting tr,e faculty aware •;f CURF and implementing tl"!i S
Facuay A1Nisory Committee )
4
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arr: ~rop·osing to ~:---2 ~2neral c.on~=:~--·· tor of tr,e SRPL has merit and could
ben<?f 1t tr.e univ 2,·s 1ty We had anu exi::,ressea severe r-eservat1 ons
concerning any roie of the state's un 1vers1t1es in acting a·:. a ·3pov e·3oer·3:.1n
or aavocate of tt"'le nuc !ear or weapons industr ies.
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Tr1e Fac ul ty Ser.ate Researcr, Cornrnlttee 11as !dent Ir led, w,m t1e help
of Stan Nicholas, 5everal recent major committments or E,3'.G funds ·or
matching or other researcn purposes This came about because 0f cor'cern
for wl1ere tt1e money to lease the newly purcr1ased (by CURF) Perirjlet')n
property was c0rn ing from (E&G).
6
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nope that t he person who follows me as the next cr:::iir of ~~,e

racul ty Ser,t,:- Re:-:arch Comrrnttee will lY3'.c Uie sarne re lat10nsi'1iP vntr·
i.ne Off ,ce or ur.iver~ity Researc':-..
RespectfuI ly subrm t ted,

Glenn Bi r :-enkott Jr

Chair

Facultv Senate:
Scholastic Polic:es ComTI1tt2e
1987 - 88 Annual Report
The ma jor·
inc:lu,jr~d:

act i vi ti es ::if thEi co;nrr,i i:tee dur :i n~j th\? past EE·r ; a i::.;:;:· y(:;: a:··

::. • Spec i i::tl........t:,urn mer. Aclmi ::;sicm.1::,_,_PrA~--Thi "-; pi'"Ogr arr· , c ur · en: 1. -.1
r·ef erir- 2d ':: o as the STEP p t'"oc;w <3.m ~ a : l c1>;s. iH: ,::HJ c;:;m; c: ;,\l :. y WE'.• a k £. t: L., ·.h :n t :=: ,
'.Nhc ot l-.el'"t,Jisi? would not bf:? c,\d mi t.ted, tr.:; ent(?I'" sele.::ted cLwr.i(:L.:.l ·,, t.. '.
attending ·,,u.mmc.:.?1r' s c h oo l c.'Hi d p2,. r- tic ~.pating inc:"\ remedial E?c'u..:,'ii:': :.011
program.
The Committee studied t hi s iss ue in detail, and pressn t 2L
c:1. resol ut 1. cin to t he Senc:.\te fo r
ccmsi der· .;ti on.
Thf? rE;?s.; ol ut ion w, ;<;;
d8feat ed i n f avor of a substitut e mot i on whi ch was passed.

2. Ccn ti n u :i...r!.fl.._Enrol l ;nen t __F'c:il.i i;,y,----Tht=1 Cammi t tee d1"' aft ed a i:: 1"'c:ij:::. c.1-:;1=:(j
continui ng e nroll ment po1icy to replace the current cne
Th2
or ,::iposal Wd •,s uni1ni :nousl y endorsed b y the SEmc::;te and for~..;c:\1··ck·cl ·:: ...
~he Academ i c Council fo r f u r t her con sider ation.
: . • C l a.ss .. ?-';t tf:?:-idance Pol.i.c v . -....· T he Commit tee 1,w ote :::! l 2t te " t ,:., .r..;~.
F'r-o v cst i:'~.'~;ki,·ig for clar·i·fi;:::ation cf tt1e r.: la s:,<;: i.".J:te.1Jan:e ;:il::,J.j ;::\
Spec1 f i. c :::11 1 y, the Comm:i t tef.1 i i"1ter·p:--2tecl th ,2 po: icy to a 1 ....:, 1s1 ;,,
pro~essor to drop a stude~t fro m a c ourse at anv t1rrE fer axe es~ ·

v~

absenc~s.

The Pr ovost conc u rred with the Committee ' s
i nte1··p1'"E•tid:.i on .
4. Common _E ;·:a[f1 Sc:hedulinq---The Committee ::lr,:,.. fted a r2solutior, o n
common exam scheduling .
It was proposed that t he Frid ay and
Saturd ay ev~ning exam periods be used on a trial basis to test t ~a
feas ib ili t y of scheduling common e x ams .

5 . ?'.cac:!emic... (::dvic.:.io.g_--Th '.;:~ committee dr·afted Ei t··esoluti :m S:-'i:: c:,.:.:.j. 1-,,:..
t .h a.t eac: h C: c:sl l f.-?ge and/ or d f:!P a ir" t tn<2 1-: t sh OLll d b €:-) •r- e'::>P .::;r, S .._ t.. ~- E-! -~ ::: ,···
devel or•i nc;:J ti-;E·i r own aclvi sing p 1~ocedures .
T ~1i ~ .Jro~•c;sal i::; i.

cppcsition to a University l evel

sy5tem of studer t

dCadem .. c

,"l.dv i sing.
Im~or tant iss we s For the next Senate year i nc:Gd~ :he t ~ac ~ tnr c.f
!: he pr·oi:io'.5E•d c:oni:. i n ui ng <·:Cm,... CJ '!. l men t oo l 1 c. y, and the mon i ·.:cw i r :g cf
ai::lm : ·; ;;s.i. ons pol i i: :i. es esp EK i ;,;i.11 y w:i. th reg cl.rel t. .] :::iut -o f-st ,' ::\te -:i.;-1d
total fres hm an enroilment.
Committe e Members:
'3 u !..:; 2. n B n::; w 11

Al_ C·.~ Dr:-::·r.. .,..
LE, o G2~d ,.:I t ~;
Ro y ~&d den, Chair
B:- L'.Ce ,J<:cmny

1=:: ~1muel !·:::i. nq
r:::c..1:c.:l nsL:i.

Rob\-.:fft
t.\.2 y nE·

M":1cJi ~.son

J .

i"lr.:C:rx1 1·H?.l l

C.

'llle faculty senate \tt'elfare ccmnittee prepared the followin:J resolutions
which ~ passed by the Senators.

a) Professional nexi:>ership

suwart am

fun::li.rq for faculty

b) Increased annuity, payment of state retirement an:i tenn life insurance

for faculty
c) aril.d care facility ernorsement
d)

Merit pay disclosure rankin:Js

'!he ccmnittee also assisted with the salaz:y information disclosure.

'1he ccmnittee plans to continue focus.in:] on our overall frin:Je benefit
program.

Faculty Senate Welfare camnittee
Lima L. Gardner

William Baron
Victor A . ~
Janet B. l-lllhollan:i

o.c. Coston
Jerry R. Nedelman

~isA.~

R.Gordon Halfacre
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Df

s w
R H
A l
AJ

s c
p H
Hf

H R

R J
B O
DJ
A c

c c
E

J

HC

C H
D B

H J
CD

HC
f A
T M

HK
J A
A E

J c
J A

DH
C R

L R
B C
J
J

B

K R

c
E ti
O D
RH
H C

s
N
M H

A L

c

A

DL
J

c

)0-)4
.\sst professor
)0 - )4
Professor
)0 - 34
Ext agnt-sen l or
)0 ·· )4
Dept head
)0-)4
Athletic Coach
)0-)4
Ext agent-senior
)0-)4
Oprna 111gr 11
30- 34
Assoc profes•or
30-34
Agric 1cianca a11oc
30- 34
Sr Accountant
Asst Prof
30-34
Ext chrm-1nr aaaoc
h i t Prof
30-34
Asst Prof
Dept Hd
30- 34
Admstv •••t 111
30- 34
Asst professor
30-14
Ext asent - snr
30-]4
forest Dir·
30-; 4
Prod oprns supv
30- 34
Assoc professor
30-34
Instrument supv
Director
30- 34
Aerie science as•oc
Asst Proj Admstr
30-34
Dept head
)0-)4
Asst professor
Ext A&ent-Sr
)0-)4
Assoc professor
)0-)4
Anoe Profess or
30-34
Ant professor
Anoe Prof
30-34
Asst professor
30-34
Bus 111gr 111
Asst Prof
Class Shop Hgr
30-34
Sy, proamr l
30- 34
Entomologist 111
30-34
Agrlc science assoc
30-34
Area ext agent
A11oc Prof
Librarian
30-)4
Assoc profa11or
30-34
Sr sys anlyst
Stu Svcs Prg Coor 111 30- 31,
30- 3•,
Assoc professor
30-34
Ext ase.nt-senior
30-34
Ext chrm-snr assoc
30-34
Env quality 111gr 111
30-34
Ext •sent-senior
30- 34
Asst professor
Bus Hgr tl I
30- 34
Tech util anlH
30-)4
Are• ext agnt - snr

30-34
30- )4
)0- 34
)0-34
)0-)4
30- 14
)0 - 34
30-34
30- )4
)0-)4
30-34
30-34
30-)4
30-34
30-34
30- 34
30- 34
30-34
30- 34
30-34
30-3~
30-34
30- 34
30- )4
30-34
30-34
30-)4
)0-)4
30- 34
30-)4
30- )4
30-)4
30-34
30-34
30-34
30-34
30- 34
30-34
30- 34
30- 34
]0- 34
30-34
]0-34
)0 - )4
30- 34
30- 34
30-34
30- )4
)0- )4
)0- ) 4
)0-)4
)0- )4
)0-)4
)0 - )4

Park
Pal ten
Patterson
Poppers
Peter son
Phi 11 ips
Po tts
Pridmore
Reddy
Re i ghard
Richardson
Richardson
Robinson
Rudowski
Rushing
Sadler Jr
Sanyer
Saunder• Jr
Schmitt ou
Sc hreiner
Scott
Senn
Shonuon
Shifle t t
Shockley
Sinka
Skewes
Smith
Smith
Smith
Spadoni
Sparks
Stanley
Stockham
Strange
Strange
Sturkie
Suddu t h
Surver

Sweeney
Tog en
Tos o l owakl
Thompson
Thompson
To l u r

Tunkyn
Und e rwood
Vandijk
Vataloro
Walke r
Wanna maker
Wardlaw
Wee ks
We I ls J r

L I
f

c

S H
LC

K~
HH
T D
J

w

VR
CL
J

c

HE
C H

v "

J II

J .\
J l

RL
C O

s

p

T R
OJ
J J
R H
T H

HH
p A

AB
DK

s c
R A

EK
VB
J A
CH
S F

O K

T Q
II H
J ti

c

A

DC
R

S II
E
DW

J

s

J

HJ
H V
C L

p II
II W
O C
A

As1oc pro fes so r
) 0-)4
Instructo r
.\rea e xt agn t -snr
) 0- )4
.\uoc Pro f
.\ssoc pr o fessor
30-14
Ext Agent-Sr
,\sit professor
30- 34
Ext chrmn- snr as1 oc
) 0- ) 4
Vii as s t professo r
30-34
.\ss t profess or
)0-34
)0 - 34
Assoc professor
30-)4
Asst profess or
Assist Pro f
As1oc pro fessor
30- 34
) 0- )4
Asst pr o fess or
) 0- )4
Oprn1 mgr II
) 0- )4
Veterinarian l
30- ) 4
As1 oc pr o fess or
A1s t pr o fess or
)0- ) 4
Res 1ssoc-asst prof
30-34
Asat pro fess or
30- 34
)0-)4
As1oc pro fessor
Ext Agent-Sr Assoc
Veterinarian t
30-)4
Prod Dir Ill
30- 34
Assoc professor
30-34
Asst pro fess o r
30-)4
Alum / dev mgr I l l
30- 34
Sys Prosmr I
Hurse sup
30-34
Asst prof essor
30-34
.\sst prof e ss or
30-34
Assoc Prof
.\uoc Prof
Ext •&nt - leader
30-)4
30-)4
Ext agnt - sen1 or
Asst Prof
Area Co Ext Ag- Sr Asso
Aseoc pr ofessor
)0-)4
10- ) 4
Ext chrmn- snr assoc
Dlr of F i n i nf o & re 30- )1,
Ase oc pr o f e ss or
10- 14
10- )4
Asst pr of esso r
) 0 - )4
Asat pro fe sso r
)0-)4
Ins t ru c t or
Asst Pr of
Plann i ng & res coord )0-34
Area Co Ex t Ag-As s oc
Assoc pro f e ss or
)0- ) 4
Assoc pr of e s sor
30-)4
Assoc pr o f e sso r
) 0- ) 4
chf o f Pub Sft y III
30-] 4
.\gr lc comm spec
)0-14
Ex t aint -s en,or
10-1 .',

]\) - ) 4

10- ) 4
JC)- ) 4

)0-) 4
) 0-] 4
30 -]4
) 0-]4
30-)4
30-)4
30- ]4
) 0-]4
30- 34
) 0- ) 4
] 0 -34
)0- ) 4
)0- )4
)0- )4
) 0 -)4
) 0- )4
) 0- )4
) 0- )4
) 0- )4
) 0- 34
30- 34
J0 - 14
)0- )4
)0 -34
30-)4
)0- ) 4
30- )4
) 0- ]4
30- )4
) 0 -]4
) 0 -14
)0- 14
)0 -14
) 0- 34
) 0-)4
30-14
30- )4
) 0- 14
) fl- 14
)fl- 34
10 -14

1n- J4
)1)- ) 4

30- ) 4
)0- ) 4
) 0- ) 4
30-)4
) 0-]4
JO- 14
)0- J:.
) 1'\

) •

Jones Jr
Jones Jr
Josey
Kennedy
King
Kl 1ne
Kluepfel
Kumar
La forge
Larsen
Lee
Lee
Leich 111
Lickfield
Lippert
Lippy
Littlejohn
London
Harainko
Marullo
HcC la in
HcC I el lan
HcClunc
HcCutcheon
HcLamb
HcLeod
HcRee
Hitchell
Horris
Hos a
Hoyle
Hue Iler
lledelman
Hix
Nlx,Jr
lfocks
Ocale
Ol dal<er
Olson
Parks
Patterson
Patterson
Pellerin Jr
r.innincton , Jr
Pertu,t Jr
Pivoron
Poe
Pomeroy
Pridgen
Reichenbach
Rice
Ricketts
Ridley
Roof

J

s

WA
J L
J H

c c

J s
D A
R

HC
HF
AW
I 1

H D

c c
R H
C II

LS
J II

A

H p

E F
EC
J J

c s
HD
HF
J R
HL
H A

WF
DD

D
R
F H

J
J

HS
8 C
AA
S H
L W
DH

c w
RD
II A

WT
A J

E I
II V

R S
HC
H II

RW

RE
J D

H E

Ext agnt-leader
Ext chrm-snr assoc
Assoc professor
Asst professor
Assoc dir livst - pol
As~oc professor
Asst profeuor
Asst profe11or
Aut professor
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
Asst professor
Asst profeaaor
Asst profe1aor
Lecturer
Professor
Ext chrm-snr assoc
Via assoc prof
Assoc Profaaaor
Professor
Auoc Prof
Alum/Dev Hsr 111
Asst profeaaor
Aut Prof
Ext chrm-snr aaaoc
Elec enc II/assoc 11
Ext asent-snr
Ant Prof
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
Assoc Prof
Asst professor
Anoe Prof
A11oc dir univ conn
Veternarhn 11
Auoc Prof
Aslt professor
Asst prof eaaor
Asst professor
Asst profe..saor
Assoc profossor
Audits Supervisor
l.ecturer
.
l.ecturer
.
Assoc professor
Professor
Assoc profaaaor
Asst professor
Assoc dir, univ rels
Aut professor
Assoc Prof
Athletic coach
Assoc professor
Assoc profes_s_or
__

34-38
30-)4
)4-)8
34-38
34-38
34-)8
34-38
30-34
34-38
34-)8
34-38
34-'.':18
34-38
34-3,1
34-lll
34-38
34-38
30-34
34-38
34-38
'.J0-3-~
'.34-38
34-38
34- 38
34-38
30-34
34-38
34-38
30-34
34-38
34- 38
34-]8
34-38
]4-38
'.34-38
34-10
34-30
34-30
34-36
30- 34
34-38
30-34
34- 38
30-34
34- 38
34-)8
34-38
)4-38_

34- )8
)4 - 38
34-)8
)4 - )8
)4-)8
34- )8
34-38
34-38
)4-38
34- )8
34-38
34-)8
34-)8
34- 38
34-38
34-]8
34-311
14-]8
34-38
34-38
34-38
34-38
34-]8
34-38
34-38
34-)8
34-]!l
34-38
)4-)8
)4-38
34-)8
34- 38
34-38
34-38
)4-38
34-38
)4-)8
34-38
34-38
34-38
34-38
34- ]8
)4-]8
34- 38
34-38
34 - 38
34-38
34-38
34-38
34-38
)4-38
34-)8
34-)8
4-)8

Ruff
Schmeling
Schuette
Scl,ultz Jr
Schwartz
Senter
Sheppard
Sleverdes
Smith
Stafford
Stent on
Steirer Jr
Stine
Strand
Syme
Taylor
Thies
Trice
Turner
Underwood
Usrey
Von - Rosenbers
Wade
Wasner
Walker
Wang
Warner
Weiser
White Jr
Wigcinll
Wi 11 lams
Wi 11 lams
Wood Jr
Wright
Yonce
Zuncol l
Aldridge
Alverson
Bodr
Baird
Burkur
llcaaloy
Dennett

Bodine 11
Boleman Jr
Bowen
Br I dgea Jr
Brldgwood
Brii1coe
Burkett,Jr
Butler Jr
Carmichael

wJ
HH
S D

HR
J H

HF

EL
CH
J s
0 8

L A
WF
KE
H R

H
OS
HC
J

J

c

AE
RA
HO
J L
C A

OF

Ext Chrm- senior
Asst professor
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
Asst professor
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
Stu svcs prog mgr IV
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
Assoc profei1sor
Asst professor
Asst Prof
Lecturer
Lecturer
Asst professor
Sys progmr t1
Asst profeaso r
Professor
Assoc professor
Professor
Athletic Coach
Assoc professor

34-18
34-)8
)4-38
)0-)4
34- )8
34-)8
34-38
30-)4
)4-38
34-)8
)4-38
)0-)4
]4-38
]4-38
]4- 38
)0-34
34-)8
30-)4
34 - )8
30-34
30-)4
30- )4

)0-34
34-)8
34-)8
)4-)8
34-)8
34-)8
)0-)4
34-)8
30- )4
34-)8
)4 - )8
)4-38
38-42
)8 - 42
)4-18
34 - 10

)4-)8
)4-)8
)4-38
)4-)8
34-38
)4- 38
)4 - )8
) 4- )8
)4 - 38
)4-38
34- 38
)4 - 18
)8-42
10- 42
J!l - 42

34 - 111

1n 42
l0 -42
Jll - 42

0

AA

Ext chrmn-snr assoc
Asst professor
Assoc professor
Asst professor
Athletic coach
Assoc professor
Ext a&nt-senior
Area ext agent
Ext Ch Senior Assoc
Campus master ldr
Ext chrm-snr assoc
Asst professor
Althotic coach
Assoc professor
Vis asst professor

11· E

Ext chrm-scnr as s oc

E
DE
J E
AB

Ext ognt-leadcr
Asst professor
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
Dlr of proc SVCS II
Ext agnt - leader
Aa1t professor
Asst professor
Professor
Assoc Prof
Assoc professor
Stu svcs pro~r l

J T

T

R D

cc
J

R

E S
E S

HH
W8
H A
J E
p A

HH
D R

J

J H

c w
wc
H A

1 C
B

J K

HC

34-38

)4 - JO
30 -4 2
)8 -4 2
)8-42
38- 42

34-)8
J .. - 38
)4- )8

)4-38
)4-)8
)4 - )8
)4 - )8
J.:. - )8
)4-38
)4 - 38
)4-38
34-)8
34- 18
34- )8
)4 - 38
34- )8
34-18
34-18
34- )8
34- 38
)4 - 38
]4-)8
)4-38
]4-38

111 . ,. 2

38- 42
18- 42

)4 - 38

)8- 42
38- 42

)8- 42
)8-42

38 - 42
)8-42.

)8-42
-42
.. 2

38- 42
)8 - 42
.. 2

42

-

Wetsel
Wheeler
Whetstone
White
llhltley
Iii I ley
Iii 11 iams
WI 11 iams
Iii I Iiams
1111 Ii ams on
lllnchell
lllthincton
Wood
Woodard
Wo rrell
Wynn
Yardley
Yelton
Acker
Adler
Allen
Allen
Ambrose
Amirkhanian
Anand
Anderson Jr
Askew
Astle
Aziz
Baines
Ila Ida
Baref oot
Baron
aarrett
Ba y les
ailie
Ushop
Bonck
Borln1
Bra,hhav
BraJshaw
lc-~••uur
Brcwd r

Br ock
Ir o wn

Br own
Br o"n
Bryant
Buckner
Caldwell
Calhoun
Caver
Chastain
Cl ark

H A
AD
J 1-1
H F
H D
E p
C L
E
H H
p A
HR
H E
L R
J D
H A
H H
DC
A B
T II
p H
J L
K R
E H
S H
VB
L E
C R
DL
HH
EH
J
S F

w
R T
AE
f H
H a
H E
T H
DW
J f
J c
J l.
J A
B H

c s

R B
H ll
S L
J D
P L
J A
R II

LS

30-34
Ant professor
30-34
Instructor
30- 311
Asst professor
30-)4
Assoc professor
30-)4
Instructor
30-)4
Assoc professor
Asst Prof
30-34
Athletic coach
Stu Svcs Pro& Coord 111
Research Assoc
30-34
Assoc professor
30-34
Librarian
)0-)4
Dept head
Asst Prof
30-34
Asst professor
30-)4
Asst professor
Assoc Prof
30-)4
Ext agnt-senlor
30-)4
Co-ext
30-34
Asst professor
)4 -38
Assoc dlr univ info
34-)8
Asst professor
34-)8
Athlet le coach
Asst Prof
34-38
Assoc professor
34-38
Engr& assoc IV
AIIOC Prof
34-38
Dept head
34-38
Asst professor
34-38
Assoc professor
Vlsltin& Asst Prof
34-38
Ant profu!or
34-38
Assoc professor
)4-38
Asst professor
34-38
Ext chrmn-senior
Asst Prof
34-38
Professor
· lecturer
Lecturer
34-38
Assoc professor
Data lase Admstr l l
34-JU
A1at prof.,a•or
34 - 30
Ext chrmn-snr assoc
Co Ext Dir -S r l l
34-38
Ext asant-laaJor
Prof ess or
34-)8
Lecturer
34-38
Professor
34-)8
Assoc professor
30-34
Asst Prof
34-18
Sr sys anlst
Veterinarian Patholo 34- )8
14-)8
[Kt agent-leader
)4-)8
Au oc professor

---

cm

30-34
30-)4
)0-14
30-34
)0- 34
)0-34
)0-)4
30-)4
J0- )4
30-)4
30-34
)0- )4
30- 34
30-)4
)0-34
)0-)4
)0-)4
30-)4
34-)8
34-38
34-38
34-38
)4-38
)4-38
34-38
34-38
34-38
34-)8
34- 38
)4-)8
34- )8
34-38
)4-)8
14- 18
34-38
34-38
)4- 38
'.14-38
34-38
34-18
)4 - )8
)4 -)0
)4 -)0
)4 - )8
)4-10
)4 - 38
34-38
34- 38
34- )8
)4 - 38
34-18
34-)8
34-)8
)4 - )8

Colcolough Jr
Co llins
Coulter
Cox
Crader
Craig
Cul in
Curtis Jr
Davis
Day
Dla111ond Jr
Dickinson
DI 11
Dillard
Dimo nd
Doruk
Durham
Eaddy
Eargle
Eldridge
Ellison
Elrod
Eubanks
Fai~ey l l l
Farley
Fendley
Fitzsimons (11
Fluzat
Foltz
Forres ter Jr
Colden
Cough
Creshman
Griff In
Grove
Haislett
llomllton
llaselt on
llanlngd
llayasaka
Hay te r
llu1Hlrtx

lltlrci.ogh
lllldcrbrand
Ill lJormon
Iii pp .Jr
llowe I I
lloy l e
Hunter
Hupp
Jacobs
Jomes
Jara-Almonte
Jenkins

J
L
E
R

J
p
H

L
J
C
H
F
C
H

G
D
E
A
L
A

II
K II

II

K

S
T
T
L
S
J
T
H
A
F
J
K

A
II

K

C
T

c
H
S
C
H
E
J
T
L
A

T
F
A
J II
II R
R H
S L
C A
R p
II J
J E
HC
GH

c c
s s
E J
WI
BE
v p
R II
E C
R L
E H
J c
H D
R A
AE

cc
T C

Chemist IV
Sr sys anlst
Pr ofessor
Professor
Assoc professor
Ass oc professor
Asst professor
Asst professor
Assoc professor
Pr ofessor
Asst profes1,or
Sr sys anlst
Assoc professor
Engng ass oc III
Asst prof e sso r
Professor
Ext agent-senr
Ext agent-snr
Area ext agent-snr
Vis asst prof
As st profe ssor
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof
Professor
Asst Pr o f
Assoc pr ofes sor
Ext chrm-assoc
Asst professor
Assoc professor
Asst professor
Professor
Athletic coach
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
As soc professor
Stu svcs progmr l l l
Assoc professor
Professor
Asst profussor
Assoc professor
Asat profcssnr

)4-J8
)0 - 14
)4-18
34-J8
J4-J8
)4-J8
30-]4
34 -)8
30-34
)4 -)8
) 4-)8
)4 -)8
)4-)8
)4-)8
)4-18
)4-)8
)4-)8
30-)4
J0-)4
30-)4
)4-)8
)4-)8
)4-38
30-)4
34-)8
30-)4
)4-)8
34 - )8
34 - )8
)4-)8
3!.-38
34-38
30-)4
)4 - )8
) 4-)8
) 4- Jfl
)4 - )8
14-)6
14 - )8

J.. -J8
J.. - 38
34- J8
)4-]8
J4- J8
)4-}8
J:.-18
34-)8
) 4-)8
34-]8
)4-)8
)4-)8
)4-)8
)4-)8
)4- )8
)4-]8
)4 - ]8
)4-)8
)4-)8
)4-)8
)4-)8
)4-)8
)!.-)8
34-)8
)4-38
)4-38
)!.-)8
)4-38
)4- 38
)4 - ]8
3!.-)8
)4 - )8
)4-)8
)4-)8
) 4 -38
14 - )8
)4-)8
)4 - 18
) 4-18
14- lfl

Ext chrmn - ~1i11ic,~

11, - Ill
JI, - Ill

v, · lfl

CheMl~c [V
Athletic cna c h
Assoc profusuor
Ass oc prolussor
Assoc professor
Assoc professor
Ext ag nt - senr assoc
Assoc professor
Asst professor
Assoc professor
Asst pro fessor
Asst pr ofessor

30- )4
30- J4
30-)4
34-38
30- )4
)0-)4
)4-)8
)4-)8
30-14
)0- )4
)O- J:.

14 - lA
)I, - 18
)4 -)8
34 - )8
)4 - )8
) 4- )8
)4 - )8
)4 - )8
)!.- ]8
)4-)8
) 4- )8

) 1,

HI

)t, - 18

Ch Iles
Christenberry
Christenbury
Clary
Co l llns
Couchman
Courtney Ill
Cureton
D'Andrea
Davis
Davis
Day
Dick
Dodd
Downs
Drews
Drye
Dubose 111
Dufault
Ef l In
Elzerman
Eubanks
Felder
Fennel I
Ferreira
Fjeld
Foreman
Fortnum
Fraser Jr
Cardner
Ceer Jr
Celdard
Comes
Goo dine
Gorsuch
Cossett
Cray
Griffin
Crove
ll3m
H,rn
""'l"e
11.arJy
ll3rrls
Ha yeood
Hays
Heiotze
Henry
Herr
Hi II Jr
Hopkins
Howard
Huehey
. Hunt.er Sr
-

8 A

RE
J H
C H
AS
CH
WH
J c
wJ
J L
J s
H S
J w
R II
L F
AL
C E

wp
R
R
A
J
F
R
E
R

c

J
D
W
O
O
E
J
A

w

II A
DH
L L
WF
J F
R
C H

c s
HC
F R
II J
s J
R E
y J

I U
C L
H
R A
R L
H R
L L
DC
HS
J v
C E
H p
. o r_

Sr sys progmr
38-42
Alum/ dav mgr I II
38- 42
34 - )8
Assoc profeuor
Asst professor
34 - )8
)8- 42
Assoc professor
A11t professor
38- 42
)6-42
Assoc professor
38- 42
Bookstore ncr IV
)8-42
Athletic coach
Ath let le Col ch
Asst professor
34-38
Ext agnt-senr
38-42
Professor
38- 42
Asst professor
36-4 2
Vis instructor
34-36
38-42
Assoc professor
38- 42
A11oc profe11or
)4- )6
Co Ext Dir-Sr
34-)6
Assoc professor
A11oc profe11or
38-42
Assoc profe11or
38-42
Engr Auoc
34-38
Asst Dean
36-42
Professor
Assoc Professor
38-42
38-42
Assoc professor
Lecturer
38-42
Assoc professor
38-42
)8- 42
Sys software mgr
Assoc professor
)8- 42
Supv grnts & cntr 1v 38-42
Assoc professor
38- 42
Instructor
)6-42
Anoe Prof
36-42
Assoc professor
34-)8
Sys proemr 11
34-)6
Assoc profe1sor
Profe11or
36-42
Asal professor
38-42
38-42
Assoc professor
Asst professor
38-42
)4 - )8
Asst professor
)8 - 42
he Jes en1 11
Dept lld
Asst professor
36- 42
Professor
36-42
Stu SVCS proe mer II 34- 16
36- 42
Assoc professor
Encn& A11oc IV
Assoc professor
34-38
38- 42
Data prod mgr II
)6- 42
Professor
Dir of agncy Int adu 38- 42
~/,- )6
~c..cr.....o r o f , •cn r.._

)8 - 42
)8- 42
)8-4 2
)8-4 2
18-4 2
38- 42
)6- 42
38- 42
)8-42
)8-42
38-42
38-42
38-42
38 - 42
38-42
36-42
36- 42
)8 - 42
)6-42
36-42
38-42
38- 42
38-42
)8-42
38- 42
38-42
38-42
)8-42
38-42
)8-4 2
)8-42
38- 42
38-42
)8- 42
36-42
38-42
)6- 42
)8-42
36- 42
38-42
38- 42
38-42
38 - 42
18- 42
)8 - 42
36- 42
36-42
36- 42
36-42
36- 42
38- 42
)8-42
)8 - 42
'lj-4 2

- --

-

Ruppert
Russe 11
Sc hleife r
Shannon
Sltlpe
Sias Jr
Simons
Skaar
Slann
Smith
Smith
Smotherman
Snipes
Sridharan
Stanley Jr
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

4 / 2 / 1988

1. At the last meeting of the Council of Academic Deans a Proposal
for Children's Center (see attached) was approved i n principle .
The Deans were less than enthiusiastic because of the apparent
large amount of money that would be involved in providing salaries
for the personnel listed in the proposal. There was also concern
expressed for the space requirements .
2. Most of you should have received a copy of the Policy on Racial
Harassment. I attended a national videoconference on Racism on
Campus on March 22 . Although a number of problems were discussed,
I did not see any good solutions being presented. Most of the
concern seems now to be with lack of sensitivity as compared to
physical harassment. I am asking Lew Bryan and the Policy
Committee to review the present statements in the Faculty Manual
and consider the need for any change.

I

I
I

3. I have enclosed a copy of a Facult y Senate Committee Assignment
Preference Questionnaire. Please make sure that you bring this to
the April 12 meeting filled out . It is important that you give
some thought to this. During the past year the importance of some
of the positions has increased considerably. Some of the
committees require considerable work, while others meet only rarely
and do not require a lot of time . There are two new bodies that
require members. The Administrative Disciplinary Hearing Board
hears cases involving students which are not allowed to be heard by
the student's judicial system . Currently serving on this board are
George Carter, Jeuel Latorre, and Bill Steirer . The Book Store
Committee was recently approved by the Academic Counc i l .
4. A copy of the Oklahoma Study of University salaries is enclosed
for your benefit in addition to a copy of the under 50000 salaries
(by range) at Clemson. The Provost has appointed the new
membership to the Salaries and Fringe Benefits Committee. In
addition to the ex-officio members, Harold Albert(ch ), Herman
Senter, Gary Wells, Fred Sias , and John Newton were appointed.
David Larson has agreed to provide the committee with salary data
for all Clemson employees and to help in any reasonable way for the
committee to make recommendations on policy for salary
distributions. I have also asked Harold to examine the size of the
supplements being paid to Alumni Professors. These have not been
increased for a long time .

Uji \\

I
I
April 12, . 1988
President's Update
1. First let me apologize for the typog r aphical error on the party
notice. The party is tonight at Kresge with a reception at 6:30 and
dinner at 7:00 . lhe President, the Provost, and their wives are
planning to attend.
2. Yesterday I met with the President and the committee which is
i nteracting with the Savannah River Project. Jay Gogue and the
President have both agreed to keep the faculty informed in any way to
make certain that we have no concerns. At this point there is not any
change in the status except that the President is meeting today with
the presidents of MUSC and USC to attempt to work out some of the
details of how a consortium would function with the prime contractor.
The identity of the prime contractor should be known late in May
unless the time is extended.
3. I have just been interrupted by a call requesting for a volunteer
faculty member to serve on the Administrative Discplinary Board. Do we
have a volunteer for Friday morning! You can test the waters before
being elected.
4. The number of admissions accepted is greater than last year at this
time. At this point out-of-state students are only being admitted if
their SA T is greater than 1200 with a predicted GPR of close to 3. 0 .
Qual i fied in-state students are still being accepted.

I

5 . MUSC has been developing an early retirement plan. I have
di scussed the plan with Ed Kaylor of MUSC, and he is going to send me a
copy when it is approved. - The proposed plan will be for targeted areas
onl y .

March 22·, 1988
Dr. Rohen E. Alexander
Chancellor
USC-Aiken
Dear Bob:

We wish to express our appreciation for your participation.in the initial infomiational forum. The reports
and comments made by the members of the University's liaison team served to provide needed information
on the current staws of negotiations and helped to identify major areas of faculty concern. As Vice
President Savory-indicared. however, the faculty have little time or opportunity to make thcil' concerns felL
Consequently, we have decided to write you in order to indicate what we believe arc some problems that
deserve further serious consideration. A number of these were raised at the meeting, others have been
expressed to us in conversations or in leuers, while still others reflect our own reactions to some of the
information that has come to our attention. We recognize that the process is ongoing and that the proposal
will continue to evolve. We believe, though, some significant redirection should be considered before the
University commits to any association with the Savannah River PlanL

.

.

.

Underlying our own response to the information and faculty reactions we have received is a growing belief ,
that the University's ambitions in the consortium are far too modesL Some clements of the relationship
being discussed seem more driven by the desire to be first in line for what research funds the contractor/DOE
decide to make available rather than by what type of relationship would be best for the University, best for
the scientific research community, and best in tcmlS of the public interesL We fear, moreover, that what .
has been tentatively described raises questions of propriety. .
. . .
. . , ; : ... .. . .·
Spccili~ally~w~ are conccmed that the •first refusal" research m~u is an inappropriate rmlch allocation
procedure in that it bypasses the established peer review process. We wonder why any contractor would
embCICC such an idea except out of purely political calculations. and we question what would motivate this
contractor to spin off serious and potentially sensitive research programs into such an arrangcmenL If the
menu is defined by the contractor, therefore, there is little guarantee that the public interests of the state and
region would be 5Cr'\'.ed by this agenda. Moreover, unless there is an explicit prohibition on classified
research. we are conccrne.d that this procedure will place the University in the position of cnco_uragi.ng the
.
.
:.. . .. ... · · '
faculty to conduct such .rcscarch.
..
..
.
~

O n e ~ response to the problem of who defines the research agenda·is to have consortium . . ··. .. : . ..
representatives sit on various advisory and management boards of SRP.. This suggestion, too, needs further
examination. On what boards are consortium representatives contemplating serving? What impact can they
realistically expect to have? We fear that such a relation will be at least as likely to lead to the co-optation
of the consortium as the renaissance of SRP. We further believe that the implications of such links
between the University and a weapons plant need to be critically examined.
We also think that the potential impact on the internal relations of the university community need to be
seriously addressed. We believe that the anthropology controversy may foreshadow potential conflicts
involving faculty arising out of the relation with SRP. Although we arc willing to consider assuran~s that
no pressure will be brought to bear upon faculty, we sec that in the Green case these types of pressures
~ . in fact, deyeloped. We find it hard to accept that analogous pressures could not occur in a relationship
with SRP involving far gre:iter sums of money. Even if overt pressures of the type being placed on
Professor Green and his colleagues do not emerge, we think there is a serious issue as to whether the
university should open itself to influen~s from the nalional security sector to the extent contemplated by
the current proposal.
We do not believe that the motivations for DOE/ contractor interest in making an arrangement with the
consortium have been fully explicated. Some concerns have been expressed that part of their interest is less
than benign. University involvement provides beneficial window dressing for an operation that has come
under increasingly critical sautiny. Moreover, the type of participation envisioned by the current proposal
may lead to the state universities being incorporated into the support structure of SRP.
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One assertion that has not been substantiated is that the relationship as proposed would significantly
enhance the prestige of the University. We think that this may not be the case. The national reputation of
SRP does not appear to be especially good. Moreover, the type of relation being contemplated seems to
run the risk of being perceived as a "sweetheart" arrangement undertaken to shore up local support for a
conaovcrsial f.acility rather than to ensure a competent research environmenL
Finally, the announ~ purpose of the university's pursuit of this relationship, apanfrom the obvious desire
for another source of research support. is to serve the interests of citizens of the state in the safe operation
of SRP and the effective management of its many problems. If we are serious about this goal, then we
need to examine whether the arrangcmencs contemplated are the most effective way of achieving iL The
likelihood that the comortiwn would have liaJc conaol over the research agenda hardly bodes well for the
realization of this objective. Indeed, we might expect that the contractor is unlikely to place on the
research menu much ~t would promise to be potentially embarrassing. Moreover, the notion that being
an insider is the best way of exercising responsible oversight and influence is belied by the consequences of
thiny five years of SRP self-regulation. On the contrary, it would appear that the most successful efforts to
raise the standards of operation in SRP have come from the ouiside. We need to ask why the consortium
would be immune from the strong tendency for insiders to become membeIS of a self-protecting "family.~
We believe that there may indeed be a major opponWlity for the University and the state, if we arc willing
not to settle for a potentially compromised relationship. We think the alternative of an autonomous
laboratory devoted to research arc3S related to the operational impact of SRP holds much greater promise for
fulfilling the stated objectives of serving the public interest and enhancing the resources and reputation of
the university. In addition, we feel that such a facility would be more compatible with an open research
community. This facility would be off site, would be committed to only uncl.assified research, and would
seek diverse sources of suppon beyond DOE and the contractor. Possible areas of research could include the
environment, nuclear waste management, nuclear health issues, reactor decommissioning. and economic
conversion. We recognize that this type institutional arrangement would be significantly more difficult to
extract out of DOE and the prime contractor precisely because it promises to be a substantial participant and
potential adversary rather than a compliant cli.cnL Yet with vision and determination perhaps this project
could be accomplished.
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Our efforts to bring these and other issues to the forefront and to provide some significant faculty ·
contribution to this decision run counter to the forced pace of tbe schedule. Obviously, the de~tes raised
by these issues could take months to settle, if then. Since we lack the luxury of an adequate period of
deliberation, we are constrained to conccnttate our e.(forts on a second forum to be held March 30 at 3:30 pm
in Gambrell Auditorium. We have concluded that to facilitate discussion we will have to focus critically on
the types of issues raised in this !cu.er. We invite you to participate in these discussions, and we will invite
the other members of the liaison committee as well. We think that this meeting will be more substantive
that our first information session, and we strongly encourage your attendance.
Cordially,
Faculty SRP Committee
James M. Knight, chair
John M. Dean
Ferdinand Schoeman
Elmer G. Schwanz
Pt!tcr C. Sedcrbcrg
Copies: USC Negotiating Team(Durig,
Humphries, Savory, Vernberg)
Holdcnmm
Bain

· Schwab
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Proposed Resolution on Co111DOn Final Exam Times
Whereas, several departments of the University have expressed a desire to
administer co111Don final examinations to their students in multisection
courses, but have been prevented from doing so by our final exam scheduling
system; and
Whereas, simulations by the Scheduling Office show that providing common final
exam times to nine large courses would be possible, but would require
increasing the number of final exam periods from three to fQur per day; and
Whereas, having four exam periods per day would require starting the first exam
of the day earlier, ending the last exam later, and having a shorter break
between exams, changes which would inconvenience the approximately 2,600
courses which would n~t be giving common final exams each semester; and
Whereas, common final exam times should be tested in a limited manner which does
not disturb the final examination schedules of other courses; and
Whereas, the faculty of Chemistry 101/102 and Accounting 201/202 have consented
to be participants in the trial program described below;
Therefore, be it resolved that the Scheduling Office should assign Chemistry
101/102 and Accounting 201/202, which have requested common final exam
times, to the two final exam time slots which are unused in the current
final exam schedule: Friday (6:30 - 9:30 p.m.) and Saturday (6:30 - 9:30
p.m.); and
Be it further resolved that every attempt should be made to assure that no
department will be assigned the Saturday exam time two semesters in a row;
and
Be it further resolved that the smaller off-semester courses (such as Acct. 202
in the Fall and Ch. 101 in the Spring) should not be assigned these late
Friday and Saturday final exam times, but should be assigned other final
exam times by the procedure in use now ••
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FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION ON STUDENT ADVISING
Whereas, the University administration is considering the
establishment of a centralized University advising program
staffed by non-faculty; and
Whereas, the Carnegie Foundation report on undergraduate education
has stressed the increasing lack of interaction between faculty
and students; and
Whereas, some accrediting agencies require student advising by
faculty and view the present system of student advising as a
positive aspect of the educational experience at this University;
and
Whereas, student advising is a unique form of teaching where the
primary purpose is to assist students in pursuit of their
educational and career goals; and
Whereas, the faculty in a specific discipline are the most
qualified to provide academic advice ~bout a program of study in
that discipline; and
Therefore, bait resolved, the academic advising of all students
should remain primarily the duty of the faculty of a college or
department with responsibility for the curriculum; and
Be it further resolved, the Faculty Senate does support the
efforts of the Administration to improve non-academic guidance
and counselling.
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RESOLUTION
IN APPRECIATION OF
DR. JOSEPH CHESTER MULLINS

WHEREAS, Dr. Joseph C. Mullins, Professor of Chemical Engineering, was
elected President of the Clemson University Faculty Senate on April 7, 1987, and
has served in this capacity in an exceptional manner for the past year; and
WHEREAS, during his tenure as President, he provided outstanding
leadership which created an environment in which much could be accomplished
through the work of the four standing committees of the Faculty Senate; and
WHEREAS, in the area of policy, grievance procedures have been
streamlined and the Academic Council was developed to succeed the defunct
President's Council, important contributions which have significantly improved
communications between the University President and the academic area of the
University; and
·
WHEREAS, in the area of scholastic poli~y, a new enrollment policy has
been recommended to replace the current policy; and
WHEREAS, in the area of research, a Senate committee helped to develop
by-laws and operating procedures for the Clemson University Research Foundation,
including appointment of a Faculty Advisory Committee with an elected Faculty
representative from. each college; and
WHEREAS, in the area of welfare, a number of resolutions were developed
to improve salary and fringe benefits of the Faculty and information concerning
salaries was distributed to encourage the Administration to become more
sensitive to the distribution of salaries throughout the University; and
WHEREAS, as Faculty Senate President, Dr. Mullins has worked co de~~lop
a greater sense of teamwork bet•...,een the Faculty and the Administration,
believing that, in order to make Clemson a first-rate University, there must
exist a sense of trust between the Faculty and the Administration.
NOW, BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT, the Clemson University Board of
Trustees wishes to express its sincere appreciation and best wishes to Dr.
Mullins for his dedicated service and distinguished leadership.

/

MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
TUESDAY, MAY 3, 1988
1.

Call to Order.

President Nowaczyk called the meeting to order at 3:35 p.m.

I

2.
Special Order of the Day. President Nowaczyk announced
that Mr. Brian O'Rourke, Director of Field Services - Alumni
Relations, had been called out of town. Mr. O'Rourke will make a
presentation to the Faculty Senate later this year.
3.

Approval of Minutes.

The minutes were approved as distrjibuted.
~- Election of Senate/Faculty Representatives to University
Commissions and Committees.

I

Senator Halfacre moved that the election of faculty to the
various Committees and Commissions by the Faculty Senate be by
the highest number of votes received, with each member of the
Faculty Senate being allowed to cast one vote for each position
to be filled. No one will be allowed to cast more than one vote
for the same person for a single position. For those Committees
or Commissions
with more than one vacancy, the candidate
receiving the highest number of votes will fill the first vacant
position, the candidate receiving the next highest number of
votes the second position, etc .. , until the positions are filled.
Senator Reichenbach seconded the motion, which passed.

I

President Nowaczyk presented the nominees for University
Commissions and Committees as listed on the Faculty Senate ballot
(Attachment A).
He called for additional nominations. The
fo~lowi~g nominations were received from the floor:
Cooperative Education: P. Rosson, A. Dunn
Fine Arts: J. L.Gaddis
Patent and Copyright: Max Sherrill
Student Insurance Committee: A. Dunn
The following persons were elected to serve on Commissions:
Undergraduate Studies: D. Graham
Graduate Studies & Research: D. C. Coston
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The
following
Committees :

Senators

were

elected

to

University

Scholarship & Awards: J. C. McConnell
Cooperative Education: P. Rosson
Traffic & Parking: J. Luedeman
Honors : D. Graham
Admissions & Continuing Enrollment : A. Derr
Master Plan : J . LeBlanc
Safety & Environmental Health : E . Zehr
Computer Advisory: S . King
Fine Arts : J . Ryan
Handicapped : K . Murr
Academic Advising: D. Blair
The following Senators were elected to Senate Committees:
Grievance Board : L. Bryan, J . Luedeman , M. Reichenbach
Alternates : E. Coulter, D. Graham
Open Forum: G. Haselton, E. Zehr
The following faculty were elected to University committees:
Recreation Advisory: J. LeBlanc
Alcohol & Drug Awareness: A. Wetsel, J . Williams
Greek Affairs : R . Nowack
Financial Aid, Student Employment & Placement:
J. Edwards
Patent & Copyright : M. Sherrill
Faculty Manual : K. Murr
University Union Board: G. Birrenkott
Media Advising Board : E. Zehr
Facilities Planning : M. Davis
Student Insurance: A . Dunn
Administrative Disciplinary :
3-year term : G. Carter
2-year term : W. Steirer
1-year term : J. Latorre
Bookstore:
3-year term : W. Baron
2-year term: D. Graham
1-year term : S. Johnson

I
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President Nowaczyk named the members to
Committees (1988-89) (Attachment B).
5.

the Senate Standing

Committee Reports .

Parking. Senator Derr stated the Parking Committee has
been asked to find parking for 2 , 000 more students in the next
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five years.
lt is planned that next year the R-4 lot will be
reassigned from a residential lot to a commuting lot. A van will
make round trips from that lot to the center of campus . Long
term plans are still on the drawing board .
The committee has
approved three possibilities which will be presented to the
Facilities Planning Committee, including additional parking lots
and a parking garage off Perimeter Road .
6 . President's Report (Attachment C) and Update
CAttachment D) .
Graduate assistants and fellows in doctoral programs and
thesis-option masters programs will be required to enroll in a
minimum of 12 semester hours with implementation in August 1988.
There followed a discussion on Full-Time Faculty Equivalents
(FTE's) for advising and adequate remuneration for advising
graduate students, particularly during the summer sessions.
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In answer to the Senate Resolution CFS 2-88-1 amended)
requesting $200 for annual professional association dues, Provost
Maxwell requested President Nowaczyk to ask the Senate to
consider $50 this year.
That amount can be implemented now.
President Nowaczyk will confer with Provost Maxwell to discuss
the source of funds and the tax liability .
The Council of Deans recommended the appointment next year
of an ad hoc committee of Faculty Senators and Student Senators
to report on academic cheating and establishing an honor code at
Clemson.
There will likely be two Faculty Senators on the
committee. Those interested in serving may contact President
Nowaczyk .
Provost Maxwell has asked for Senate input on a proposal to
use the title of "Lecturer" for individuals who do not teach in a
formal setting. There followed discussion on the use of the term
"Lecturer" by county extension agents, technicians, and persons
who teach short computer courses, etc.
Senator Stillwell suggested that we find another title for
those individuals teaching in non-traditional settings .
President Nowaczyk asked for a show of hands of those who
would be opposed to using the title of "Lecturer" other than as
described in the Faculty Manual . There were 22 against the use
of the title, 2 in favor.
Senator Birrenkott suggested that the Policy Committee
should additionally consider this issue . Nowaczyk will report to
the Provost the consensus of the Senate, and the issue will be
referred to the Policy Committee.

Nowaczyk stated that President Lennon had met with nine
former Faculty Senate Presidents and the current Faculty Senate
President to discuss general impressions of University matters on
campus.
Considered were teaching and its role; research;
necessary steps to increase our ability to attract more top
quality graduate students, and concerns of the faculty about the
size of the administration.
7.

New Business.

Senator Halfacre presented a resolution on faculty salaries
(Attachment E). Senator Reichenbach seconded. Resolution 88-5-1
passed without dissent.
President Nowaczyk called attention to the Symposium on
University Governance, May~ & 5. Faculty Senators are urged to
participate in the Symposium.
The meeting was adjourned at ~:~5 p.m.

k Brannock, Secretary

et Cannon, Staff Secretary

Members Absent : R . Young, R. Hogan, J . LeBlanc, L . Bryan,
M. Drews, R. Meiners , D. Blair, W. Baron (P. Sparks attended),
F. McGuire (R. Conover attended), E. Coulter, J . Ryan,
G. Haselton, A. Madison, J. Luedeman .

A+ta~h rnenf A

Faculty Senate Ballot
1988-89

FACULTY SENATE REPRESENIAJIQN
A

University Commissions
Undergraduate Studies (elect one):
L. Bryan
D. Graham
R. Young

Graduate Studies and Research (elect one):
·
D. C. Coston
H. Pate
E. Pivorun
R. Schalkoff
E. Zehr
B.

University Committees
Scholarship and Awards (elect one):
D. C. Coston
D. Graham
J. C. McConnell
Cooperative Education (elect one) :
W. Baron

Traffic·and Parking (elect one):
D. Graham
J. Luedeman
Honors (elect one):

I

D. Graham
J. Luedeman
J. Ryan

Admissions and Continuing Enrollment (one from Sch. Pol. comm.):
A. Derr
S. King

2.

Master Plan Committee (elect one):
G. Haselton
J. LeBlanc
R. Young
E. Zehr

Safety and Environmental Health (elect one):
E. Zehr

Computer Advisory (elect one):
D. Graham
S. King
E. Pivorun
R. Schalkoff

Fine Arts (elect one) :

J. LeBlanc
J. Ryan
Committee on the Handicapped (elect one) :
K.Murr

Academic Advising (elect one):
0. Blair
0. Graham

I
c.
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Senate Committees
Grievance Board (3 members + 2 alternates all from different colleges) :
L. Bryan (C & I}
E. Coulter (l.Jb Arts)
D. Graham (Ag. Sci)
J. Luedeman (Sci.)
K. Murr (Library}
M. Reichenbach (Nursing)

Open Forum (elect two):

I

G. Haselton
E. Zehr

FACULTY REPRESENTATION SELECTED BY SENATE <OPEN TO ALL FACULTY}

I

Recreation Advisory (elect one· 3 yr term) :
L. Bryan (C & I)
D. Graham (Ag. Sci.)
J. LeBlanc (Arch.)

Alcohol and Drug Awareness (elect two) :
J . LeBlanc (Arch.)
A. Wetsel (Nursing)
J . Williams (Lib. Arts)

Greek Affairs (elect one · 2 yr term) :
R. Nowack {Eng.)

Financial Aid, Student Employment and Placement {elect one) :
J . Edwards (Nursing)
J. Luedeman {Sci.)

Patent and Copyright {elect one):

R. Meiners {C & I)
R. Youn9 {Ag. Sci.)

Faculty Manual {elect one· 3 yr term) : .
D. Graham {Ag. Sci.)
K. Murr {Library)

University Union Board {elect one):
·
G. Birrenkott {Ag. Sci.)

Media Advising Board {elect one):
E. Zehr (Ag. Sci.)

Facilities Planning Committee {elect one):
·
M. Davis {Arch.)
J. LeBlanc {Arch.)

I

Student Insurance Committee {elect one):
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Administrative Disciplinary Committee (elect 3 • 3-yr; 2-yr; & 1-yr terms):
G. Carter (Ag. Sci.)
D. Graham (Ag. Sci.)
G. Haselton (Sci.)
J. LaTorre (Sci.)
W. Steirer (Lib. Arts)

Bookstore Committee (elect three - 3-yr; 2-yr; & 1-yr terms):
W. Baron (Eng.)
D. Graham (A. Sci.)
S. Johnson (Library)

I

A+tae,h~e.nt B
Senate Committee Memberships (1988-89)
Research Committee
J . Hammond - Eng. (Chair)
E. Zehr -Ag. Sci.
D. Graham - Ag. Sci.
A. Dunn - Forestry
M. Drews - C & I
J . Ryan - Lib. Arts
E. Pivorun - Sci.
G. Haselton - Sci.
Scholastic Policies Committee
R. Kosinski - Sci. (Chair)
R. Young - Ag. Sci.
G. Birrenkott - Ag. Sci.
A. Derr - Educ.
L. Bryan - C & I
L. Gaddis - Eng.
R. Hogan - Arch.
S. King - Lib. Arts

Policy Committee
M. Reichenbach - Nursing (Chair)
D. C Coston - Ag. Sci.
R. Meiners - C & I
R. Schalkoff - Eng.
E. Coulter - Lib. Arts
K. Murr - Library
W. Madison - Sci.
E. P. Stillwell - Sci.
Welfare Committee
W. Baron - Eng. (Chair)
J . C. McConnell - Ag. Sci.
P. Rosson - Ag . Sci.
J . LeBlanc - Arch.
0. Blair- C & I
H. Pate - Educ.
F. McGuire - Forestry
J . Zanes - Lib. Arts
J . Luedeman - Sci .

President's Report
May 1988
1.

The Athletic Council heard a report from Director Robinson concerning the drug testing
program. The type of drugs tested was discussed. Because of the expense involved, use of
steroids is not often included in the normal drug tests. Dr. Mullins also reported that the
site selection committee for the Academic Leaming Center was to meet with Mark Wright,
the Campus Master Planner.

2.

I met with Vice Provost Reel to discuss the orientation program for new faculty and staff.
Some changes may be made to· shorten the program on campus and to give new faculty and
staff the option of selecting a number of different presentations to attend during
orientation.

3.

The Faculty Senate Advisory/Executive Committees are in the process of meeting with the
candidates for the Vice President for Research. There are four candidates who will be
interviewed between April 26 and May 5.

4.

I participated in a panel discussion on the Clemson Student Evaluation of Instruction
(CUSEI) form. It was clear from the discussion that there is confusion over the required
use of the form by faculty next year. I have written Provost M~xwell outlining my
perspective and interpretation on the use of the form. The main points included:
1) the President's Council approved a plan requiring departments to have a set of
guidelines for evaluating teaching in place by the beginning of the next academic year.
2) the guidelines must include use of a student evaluation form, but the selection of the
form was left to the department.
3) the nature of the information selected from the evaluations and to whom the
information was to to be provided must be addressed by the department in developing its
guidelines.
4) if the department guidelines call for use of CUSEI then the required use of CUSEI does
not violate the Faculty Manual (111.7 - 111.8).
5) if department guidelines have not been developed or require the use of a different
evaluation form, then a policy of required use of CUSEI with summary information being
provided to the department head is in conflict with the Faculty Manual.

Af-ta c.h VY\ &n t" D
President's Report Update
May 1988

1.

The Academic Council endorsed the following statement from the Commission on Graduate Studies &
Research:
Graduate assistants and fellows in doctoral programs and thesis-option masters programs will be
required to enroll in a minimum of 12 semester hours with implementation in August 1988.

2.

The Academic Council also discussed the following issues:
- the precedent of a new course being proposed by a group other than a Collegiate Faculty.
- the possibility of an orientation program around the state for new faculty members. The
program would be several days in length. A committee is studying similar programs in Georgia and
Wisconsin.

3.

During the Academic Council meeting, President Lennon reported that the University is developing
its own admissions policy relative to in-state and out-of-state admissions. President Lennon has
assigned this task to Vice President Lomax and Provost Maxwell. Faculty input will be provided
through the Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee. It is hoped that the policy will be
developed in time to be presented to the Board of Trustees for their consideration at the August
meeting of the Board.

4.

The proposed statement on changing the composition of the Grievance Board will be voted upon at
the General Faculty Meeting on May 5th. The change would increase the number of grievance board
members to 7 with no more than one senator from any one college. The terms would be two years
in length with elections occurring in January.

5.

The Council of Academic Deans discussed four items which are particularly relevant to faculty:
• Because of a change in the state retirement system's calculation of retirement benefits,
individuals planning to retire this calendar year need to contact the Personnel Office to discuss the
timing of their retirement. Because of the inclusion of a one-time bonus, some faculty may find it
beneficial to retire by June 23rd rather than later this calendar year. The Personnel Office will be
providing a flyer to all faculty on this issue within the next week.
- The Senate resolution calling for a $200. addition to faculty salaries to be used for professional
association dues was discussed by the Deans. They asked the faculty to consider a $50. addition
for this upcoming year. If these funds are provided they will more than likely come from salary
adjustment monies.
• The Council of Deans also recommended the appointment of an ad hoc Committee to examine
academic cheating and the honor system at Clemson. The Committee would include both Faculty and
Student Senators.
- A proposal has been made to use the tile of "Lecturer" for individuals who do not teach in a
formal setting and/or who do not teach our traditional clientele, students. These individuals who
are employed by the University currently hold classified staff. positions but have instructional or
teaching responsibilities, whether it be other employees or state citizens (such as in extension).
Provost Maxwell has asked for Senate input for the next Council of Deans meeting.

Resolution on Faculty Salaries
88-5-1

Whereas,

the Faculty Senate is opposed to adding new positions at Clemson University at the
expense of faculty salary increases;

Whereas,

minimal funds were allocated by the Administration for faculty salary increases
in 1987;

Whereas,

the Faculty at Clemson University have not been rewarded appropriately for
accomplishments;

And, whereas, a comparison of Clemson faculty salaries with peer institutions indicates that the
average Full Professor salary is 11 % lower than that for peer institutions, the
Associate Professor average salary is 7% below average and the the Assistant
Professor average salary is So/o lower than average;
Be it Resolved, that the Faculty be given the highest priority by the Administration for salary
increases in 1988.

TO: BETTY MOORE
FROM: MARGARET CANNON
DATE: AUGUST 23 , 1988
RE:

MINUTES, GENERAL FACULTY, MAY 5, 1988
MINUTES, FACULTY SENATE, JUNE 14, 1988

Both sets of minutes were approved as distributed .
You only need
tc, remc,ve the wc,rd "di-aft " frc,m eac h cc,py in yc,ur file"!.
me

MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
TUESDAY, JUNE 1~. 1988
1.
Call to Order .
The meeting was called to order by
President Nowaczyk at 3 : 38 p.m .
2 . Approval of Minutes.
approved as corrected .
3.

The minutes

of May

3, 1988, were

Committee Reports.

Welfare .
Senator Baron stated the corrunittee has set a
tentative agenda for next year . Long-term objectives and special
rules for faculty salaries will be studied. A position paper and
a resolution on summer school salaries will be presented to the
Faculty Senate in the fall. Fringe benefits will be investi· gate4 . The Committee wi ll study increases in administrative costs
compare'd to increases in salaries for the teaching and research
faculty .
·
Scholastic Policies . In the absence of the chairman of
the committee, Senator Kosinski, a report was presented by
Senator Gaddis (Attachment A).
Policy .
Research .

There was no formal report.

(See Attachment D)

There was no report .

University Commissions

and Committees.

There were no

reports .
~- President's Report (Attachment B) and President's Update
(Attachment C).
President Nowaczyk called special attention to several items
from his Report .
The Department Heads opposed the resolution from the Faculty
Senate calling for department heads to provide information to
faculty members as to individual ranking for salary increases.
The Council of Deans tabled the resolution until President
Nowaczyk could meet with the Organization of Department Heads.
Nowaczyk has met with the department heads, and they are drafting
a response to Provost Maxwell stating that department heads
should be willing to discuss salary increases with individual
faculty.
1

2

The "Cutting Edge Bill" passed by the Legislature requires
that each university in the state set its policy on the ratio of
out-of-state students to in-state students.
Provost Maxwell and Vice President Lomax are drafting a
policy statement for consideration by the Board of Trustees in
August. The statement proposes that Clemson have a cap of 33%
for out-of-state students in the undergraduate population. There
are no specific limitations on freshmen, sophomore, junior, or
senior classes.
Currently 3~% of Clemson's students are from
out-of-state. It is anticipated that less than ~0% of the
freshman class next academic year will come from outside South
Carolina. The issue of out-of-state enrollment came up when the
freshman class last year had over ~0% enrolled from out of state.
The Commission on Undergraduate Studies submitted a proposal
for teaching awards by colleges to mirror the Provost's Research
Awards. The proposal was tabled by the Council of Academic Deans
in favor of having a committee to look at the Faculty Senate's
resolution of a year ago along with the proposal of the
Commission on Undergraduate Studies. The issue will come forward
again to the Council of Academic Deans this summer.
Referring to his Update (Attachment C), President Nowaczyk
stated that the Council of Deans recommended the "buy - out" plan
be tabled.
There were many formulas being proposed and not
enough time for a sound decision.
Most of the suggested
alternatives deal with the age of the individual and the years of
service at Clemson University.
The "buy-out" plan will be
considered again next year.
5.

Old Business.
There was no old business.

6.

New Business.

Discussion of
Salarv Adjustment
Report
Committee on Faculty Salaries and Fringe Benefits.

from

the

President Nowaczyk stated the Faculty Committee on Salary
and Fringe Benefits was reactivitated to formulate a plan for
equitable distribution of salary adjustment monies for faculty
this year.
The final plan was considered by the Council of
Academic Deans, which made several minor modifications. The plan
is now in the office of Provost Maxwell.
The committee studied salaries at 21 peer institutions. The
salaries of full professors at Clemson are approximately 89% of
those of full professors at the peer institutions. Associate
professors earn approximately 93%; assistant professors earn
approximately 95%.
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Across the departments at Clemson the deviation in average
salary for peers was calculated at each rank . Based on its
study, the committee recommended that the funds be distributed
proportionately to departments at those ranks for which the
deviations were the largest .

.

In addition to deviations in salaries , the average years in
rank for the departments was a factor included in the formula.
Adjustments were
made for 9-month and 12-month employees.
Administrators were not included.
The committee recommended that each department be given
a specific number of dollars and that the department heads be
given 95% of that money to distribute at the appropriate ranks in
the department for this year . The committee recommended that 5%
be used by the Deans for adjustments within the colleges.
The Council of Deans recommended that the Deans hold back
10% instead of 5% of the money for adjustments .
That change was
in the final recommendations to the Provost .
Although the
committee gave the exact amounts to be
distributed in the colleges , the Deans recommended to the Provost
that they be given some latitude in the distribution . They
recommended that if the Deans want to deviate from the formula
that they negotiate with the Provost .
The committee recommended that t h e information sent to the
departments be provided back to the committee so the committee
may evaluate the effectiveness of the plan .
There followed full discussion of concerns that the money be
distributed to
professors who
are below
the average of
professors in peer institutions.
Senator Blair asked about earlier committee plans for
Senator Halfacre responded
distributing the adjustment money.
the
final plan was the most
that the committee agreed that
equitable.
Senator Baron reminded the Senate that the purpose of this
money is to provide adjustments and that faculty members who feel
they have not received proper adjustments have the privilege of
filing grievances.
President Nowaczyk
pointed out
that the faculty was
involved in developing recommendations for allocation of the one
million dollars and that the responsibility for determining how
the money should be spent within the department is given to the

department heads. The committee is working for long-term goals to
place Clemson above the average of peer institutions not only
with regard to salary, but also to benefits.
Nowaczyk has stated to the Deans and the Provost that morale
among the faculty is a concern and that if the one million
dollars set aside for teaching and research faculty should
shrink , the morale problem could worsen .
President Nowaczyk welcomed President Lennon.
President Lennon expressed appreciation for input by the
Faculty Senate in making recommendations for distributing funds
for faculty salaries. Faculty involvement in decision making is
being moved step by step into the system . The University is
developing a long-range strategy, and i t wi l l take several years
to bring faculty salaries to the level desired.
President Lennon expressed appreciation for the ways in
which the faculty is addressing the issues related to the
Savannah River Project . It is helpful to express opinions within
the institution rather than in the press .
During the next
academic year the key decisions will be made with regard to the
SRP.
Lennon added,
"We must be prepared to decide what we want
to do in terms of our involvement."
Senator Baron asked for the response to the Faculty Senate's
resolution on summer school salaries. President Nowaczyk replied
that the resolution had been based on incomplete information, and
that he and Senator Baron should meet with Vice Provost Reel at
the earliest opportunity to discuss the issue.
Senator Baron requested President Nowaczyk to call a special
meeting of the Faculty Senate if there is a significant change in
the salary adjustment plan.
The meeting adjourned at

a,~~ecretary
M.
J .
J.
E.

Members absent: J .
Drews, R. Meiners, H.
Hammond, R. Shalkoff,
Ryan, M. Reichenbach,
Stillwell.

Daniels, R . Hogan , J. LeBlanc, L. Bryan,
Pate (D. Tesolowski attended),
A. Dunn, F . McGuire , E . Coulter,
G. Haselton, R. Kosinski , E . Pivorun,
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Scholastic Policies Committee

June 1988

The Scholastic Policies Committee had its initial meeting on May 31, 1988.
The purpose of the meeting was to consider the issues which the Committee might
address during the 1988-89 Senate year. The following issues were proposed:
1. Continuing to monitor the progress of the continuing enrollment policy which the
Senate endorsed unaminously last year;
2. Continuing to monitor the progress of the common final exam times policy, which
was also unaminously supported by the Senate last year;
3. Examining the manner in which "University 101," a course with no sponsoring
college or department, was proposed and approved;
4. Discussing methods for rewarding innovative and effective teaching and advising;
5. Discussing the academic impact of a cap on the enrollment of out-of-state
students. This may be taken up by the Admissions and Continuing Enrollment
Cotm1ittee instead;
6. Recommending ways in which the noisy, ·chaotic conditions in Johnstone can be
controlled so students can study there in the evening;
7. A possible recommendation that departments adopt teaching evaluation programs
that include classroom visitation, student interviews, and other evaluation
methods in addition to student evaluation forms.
The Committee members were asked to poll their colleagues on the priority of
these and other possible issues and report back to the Committee at its July
meeting. We will then choose the problems to work on and will assign subcommittees
to each task.
Robert Kosinski
Chairman

•

President's Report
June 1988

1.

In response to a recent Faculty Senate Resolution calling for Department Heads to provide a
faculty member with his or her ranking within a department in terms of percent of salary
increase, the Executive Committee of the Organization of Department Heads endorsed the
position that Department Heads should answer a faculty member's inquiries with regard to
that individual's salary increment within the department. However, they were concerned
that providing a rank in terms of percent of salary increase might be misleading given the
fact that other ranking schemes are available including one based on total dollars awarded
to an individual. The matter will be discussed further in the Council of Deans.

2.

Provost Maxwell and Vice President Lomax have been instructed by President Lennon to
prepare a policy statement for the Board of Trustees to consider with regard to the
proportion of out-of-state students acceptable at Clemson University. I have asked that
the Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee be consulted for faculty input on this
matter.

3.

The Faculty approved the Senate's proposal to increase the size of the Grievance Board (for
Grievance II) from three to five members. Election of additional members will take place
in January as dictated by the new policy.

4.

The Council of Academic Deans has appointed a committee of three (Dean Matthews,
Director Boykin, and myself) to review a proposal from the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies and a resolution from the Faculty Senate calling for the establishment of Faculty
Teaching Awards.

5.

Each department's operating budget for next year includes an additional $50. per faculty
member to be used for faculty development. Faculty within the departments should discuss
the use of these funds with their department head.

6.

I'd like to thank those individuals who participated in the Symposium on University
Governance. The feedback from Trustees, Administrators, and Faculty was quite favorable.
We need to consider additional steps to maintain and expand the channels of communication
across the various constituencies at Clemson University.

7.

The Faculty Salary and Fringe Benefits Committee forwarded its report to the Provost with
regard to Salary Adjustments for the upcoming year. This report and any further
developments will be discussed under New Business.

Status of Faculty Resolutions

88-4-1

RESOLUTION ON COMMON FINAL EXAM TIMES
The Provost forwarded this resolution to Vice President Lomax. I have received a
reply from Mr. Stan Smith indicating that the Registrar's Office is aware of the
interest in common exam times. The Scheduling Office will take our request and run
a simulation based on this past Spring Semester's exam period to determine the
effects of such a change.

President's Report (June 88) - 2

88-4-2

RESOLUTION ON ACADEMIC ADVISING
The Provost agreed that academic advising could best be accomplished by faculty
members who teach within the student's particular discipline. He mentioned that a
frequent complaint from parents and students is inadequate academic advising. He
recommended that concerned Senators meet with Vice-Provost Reel to discuss the
matter further.

88 - 5-1

RESOLUTION ON FACULTY SALARIES
The Provost responded to this resolution by making some observations of his own
with regard to the first "whereas," by indicating some uncertainty to what was
meant by "minimal" in the second "whereas," and by agreeing with the last two
"whereas" statements. He reminded us of the University's commitment of $1 million
for salary adjustments. After discussing his response with the Advisory Committee,
I have responded to the Provost by placing "minimal" in the context of last year's
percent salary increase for general faculty relative to that for Vice Presidents and
Deans. I also strongly expressed the Senate's concern that the entire $1 million
dollars by used for salary adjustments for teaching and research faculty and not
faculty holding administrative responsibilities.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT UPDATE
june 1988
1. The Council of Deans recommended that the "buy-out" plan for
Faculty at Clemson be tabled for this upcoming year (FY 1988-89).
The council recommended that it be studied again this next
academic year.
2.
It is possible for Faculty and Staff to contribute to the
Reward Fund established with regard to the recent fires and death
of a Clemson student.
Individuals wishing to do so may contact
either Chief Wardlaw (Clemson Univ. Police) or the Faculty Senate
President for further information and the bank account number.
3.
Information with regard to the proposals from Martin-Marietta
and Westinghouse on the operation of SRP has been provided from
Vice President Gogue's office. This information has been
forwarded to the Senate Research Committee.

.

.

.
POLICY COMMITTEE REPORT
June, 1988
The policy committee met to formulate a list of policy
concerns and to establish initial priorities. The concerns
follow, priority was established only for the first two items.
Review existing policies and practices regarding the faculty ' s
rights and responsibilities i n o r iginat i o n and con t r ol o f
academic courses and/ or p r ograms .
Study t h e recomme n dation fro m the Governance Symposium tha t t h e
Fa culty Manual be separated i n to three components; con tractua l ,
po l icy, and informational.
Review the practice of employing people with essentially
administrative functions into faculty lines and rank.
Review the policies on harassment and academic freedom for
possible areas o f confusi o n or c onflict.
Monitor any legislative action regarding policies on dua:
employment.
Obtain data regarding University use of part-time and visiting
positions. Consider the impact of the existing practices on
tenure.
Review the policy and p:ocess of obtaining faculty input in
review of administrators.
~eview all existing policies (and the interpretations of
policies) affecting the evaluation of teaching.
Review policies and practice regarding nine-month faculty's
responsibilities to the University and the students during the
summer.

MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17 , 1988
1.
Call to Order.
The meeting was called to order by
President Nowaczyk at 3:3~ p.m.
2. Approval of Faculty Senate Minutes.
June 1~, 1988, were approved as distributed.

The minutes of

3. Approval of Minutes of General Faculty.
May 5, 1988, were approved as distributed.
~.

The

minutes of

Committee Reports
a ) Senate Committees

Research.
Senator Dunn, serving as Acting Chair
for the summer in the absence of Senator Hanmond, stated that the
Research
Conmittee
lists
the following items for Senate
consideration this year: Proposal for Savannah River Plant
Research
and
Educational
Corporation,
Indirect
Cost
Rates/Detennination, the Position of Research Associate, Fund
Allocation from
Increased Graduate
Enrollment, and Patent
Regulations.
Scholastic Policies Committee.
Senator Kosinski
reported that Vice Provost Reel had met with the committee on the
issues of
the University
101 course
and the additional
administrative position in the Undergraduate Studies Office.
Dr. Reel ha$ no objection to resubmitting University 101 through
the traditional channels, with the usual collegiate and perhaps
departmental sponsorship.
Dr. Reel stated the new position in the Undergraduate
Studies office would be titled "Assistant to the Dean."
The
committee felt that the job description for this position
reflected diverse responsibilities and should be reconsidered.
The committee requests President Nowaczyk to convey its concerns
with regard to University 101 and the new position to Provost
Maxwell.
President Nowaczyk asked if there were objections to the
positions taken by the Scholastic Policies Committee.
There
being none, President Nowaczyk will proceed as requested.

1
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b)

University Conmittees and Conmissions

Senator Dunn, reporting from the Conmittee on Student
Insurance, stated that health insurance premiums have increased
significantly this year because all students must now take the
maternity benefit . This became mandatory with the restoration of
the Civil Rights Act of 1987, under which all programs of the
University are liable in any aspects
dealing with sexual
discrimination .
5. President's Report. President Nowaczyk called attention
to two actions of the Advisory Committee.
An ad hoc committee
(Senator Gaddis, Chair; Senator Murr and Senator Reichenbach)
will study the growth patterns of various components of the
University (faculty, administration, student body) over the past
several years.
Another ad hoc committee (Senator Dunn, Chair; Senator Pate,
Senator LeBlanc and George Alexander,Director of Administrative
Program Services) will study the proposed
development and
organization of an Office of Institutional Research .
Nowaczyk referred to President Lennon's statement at the
General Faculty meeting that, through the Cutting Edge Plan of
the Commission on Higher Education, monies will be provided to
Clemson for research and an endowed professorship . The Research
Committee will
meet with Vice President Gogue to discuss
guidelines for the research funds.
The Advisory Committee will
prepare guidelines to be forwarded to the Deans with regard to
the selection process for the endowed professorship.
6.

New Business

a) The Resolution Supporting Proposal to Honor Early
Clemson Professors is deferred until the next meeting at the
request of the Chair of the Class of 1939, sponsor of the
proposal.
b)
The Resolution on Savannah River Research and
Educational Corporation (SRREC) was introduced by Senator Dunn.
(Attachment A)
President Nowaczyk recognized Jay Gogue, Vice
Research .

President for

In outlining the events that led to the proposed SRREC, Vice
President
Gogue
stated
that
initially
there
had been
approximately 103 companies interested in the project. The field
has narrowed to two prospective contractors, Martin Marietta and
Westinghouse.
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Gogue reviewed "The Universities' 10 Propositions" prepared
by Clemson, USC, and MUSC.
(Attachment B)
In describing management of the SRREC, Gogue stated there
would be a chief operating officer hired jointly by the three
universities. The presidents of the universities would fonn a
presidents' council with an advisory board made up of state
leaders.
There has been some controversy at the other universities
centered around 1) the ethical issue of whether or not there
should be a Savannah River Plant and whether or not any
institution of higher education should be part of that; and
2)
the
possibility
that
tight
security may limit the
participation of faculty and graduate students.
Following his presentation, Vice President Gogue responded
to questions from Faculty Senators and members of the Faculty
attending as visitors.
A faculty
member
visiting
the
Senate
stated that
nuclear/non-nuclear issues aside, the Savannah River Project is a
production facility. We have as our goal creating educated
citizens. How do these two goals mesh?
Gogue replied that much of the research work that Clemson
has been involved in is not directly related to production
aspects; for example, waste management, robotics, heat transfer,
ecology. There are activities other than the production of
nuclear materials that are important as part of the facility.

I

Vice President Gogue expressed his feeling that it is the
individual faculty member's decision as to whether or not to
become involved in the work of nuclear production at SRP. He
stated that the University would not be involved in any way in
the management of the Savannah River Plant or the Laboratory.
Gogue pointed out that the real success will not be the
early negotiations. If we are ultimately successful, it will be
because the faculty takes the time to find out who is doing what
at Savannah River and develops a relationship there.
President Nowaczyk asked where faculty involvement would
occur in the decision-making process of the Corporation.
be two advisory groups,
Gogue
replied
there
would
educational and research, made up of faculty from the three
universities.
A Senator asked if the
comfortable with safety issues.

Consorti\llll

of

universities

is
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Gogue responded that those issues have been reviewed. There
is a six-month period after the contractor is named in which
those questions and the liability questions are sorted out. We
would not sign an agreement in which any liability to the
University might occur.
President Nowaczyk asked if
involvement in the six-month period.

there

would

be

faculty

Gogue replied that the faculty would be involved during that
period. "We would ask for your advice on the best way to involve
faculty."
Following Vice President Gogue's presentation, Senator Ryan
commented it appears that the University is trading its prestige
to whatever company wins this contract in return for special
access to research facilities.
"I think that is a dangerous
trend."
He cited a similar agreement with Monsanto in which the
University was asked to do research the corporation could have
done, but the company wanted the prestige of Clemson University
in order to eliminate some negative public reaction.
Ryan pointed out that Monsanto was turned down by LSU and
then sought a university where there would be the least political
resistance for their research. Clemson University turned out to
be that university.
Ryan added that in his opinion it is not really true that
individual faculty members have a right not to get involved.
If
an individual is a part of an organization that is involving its
reputation with a certain project, then the individual is
involved as a part of that organization.
Senator Zanes
agreed.
Further, he asked if it is
appropriate for the University (which is not going to be
identified as individuals with varied points of view) to be part
of a public relations operation for the company when all that the
company will receive is goodwill.
Senator Young stated that he had been involved in the
Monsanto project and his interpretation was different. "I think
that was a situation where the regulatory agency and the industry
realized they were at a stalemate and needed a third party to be
involved so that objective decisions could be made out of that
research."
LeRoy Doar (Visiting Assistant Professor, Food Science)
stated he had just completed a year's contract through his own
packaging consulting business with the SRP having to do with
He stated he had
reduction of non-hazardous solid waste .
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declined to participate at
Savannah
River
again because
antagonism between the prime contractor and the DOE is constantly
being used as the reason things cannot be done.
Doar wondered how much freedom the prime contractor will
have in working with the proposed Consortium if the DOE decides
this is not desirable . The fact is that, even though most of the
work at Savannah River is not classified, it is impossible to go
into the facility with any tool (recording device, typewriter,
etc.) that one might wish to use. It is an environment that is
not conducive to independent consulting work
nor academic
research.
Given the lack of further discussion and conments, President
Nowaczyk asked for a show of hands for the vote on the Resolution
on the Savannah River Research and Education Corporation. The
Resolution (FS88-8-1) was approved with 19 in favor,
7 opposed,
and 4 abstentions.
Other New Business
Senator Murr called attention to severe problems in the air
conditioning system in Cooper Library that the Physical Plant has
been unable to solve.
Murr stated the conditions have existed
for approximately ten years.
He exhibited several volumes
damaged by mold. President Nowaczyk will bring this problem to
the attention of the President's Cabinet.
Senator Stillwell suggested that future meetings of the
Faculty Senate be held in Room 200, Hardin Hall, rather than in
the Student Union. The request is referred to the Advisory
Committee.
The meeting adjourned at ~:40 p.m.
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D. C. Coston, E. Zehr, J. LeBlanc (T. Dimond
attended), M. Drews , R. Meiners, W. Baron, G. Haselton
(J . Nedelman attended).

RESOLUT,I ON ON SAVANNAH RIVER RESEARCH AND EDUCATI ONAL CORPORATION

FS88-8-1
Whereas, Clemson
University is
a nationally
institution of scholarship and research innovation;

renowned

Whereas, Clemson's position is enhanced by its involvement
in cooperative endeavors which strengthen its relationship with
business enterprises and other universities;
Whereas, Clemson's faculty benefit lrom programs which
provide educational and research opportunities, interaction with
distinguished
scientists,
and
state-of - the-art
laboratory
facilities; and
Whereas,
Modernization
of
undergraduate
teaching
laboratories, and graduate interaction with professionals and
involvement in priority research strengthen Clemson's education
programs;
Resolved, That the Faculty Senate support the concept of the
creation
of
the
Savannah River Research and Educational
Corporation whtch will manage the interests of a consortium
composed of Clemson, the Medical University of South Carolina,
and the University of South Carolina;
.. Resolved, That the faculty participate in a decisive and
visible manner in the decision-making process of the Corporation;
•)

..

;•

· Resolved, That the administration insµre current University
progiams and faculty are not adversely affected by its consortium
involvement; and
Resolved, That
Corporation partner.

Clemson's

participation

be

as

an

equal

-

.=-:ct
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ia, S.C., ·Wednesday, June 8, 1988
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Here' s a condensed version of the 10 negotiating points developed by Clemson,· MUSC, and USC regarding the Savannah River
Plant.
·
1) Creation of the Savannah River Research and Educat_ional Corpo
ration (SRREC), a non-profit entity, to manage the consort ium's inter
ests at the Savannah River: Laboratory.
2) Exclusive, non-competitive rights for the SRREC to conduct, man
age , or facilitate research-. and educational activities.
3) Establishment of a distinguished scientist program with the cost
split by the contractor and the consortium. The goal is to bring 'world
class talent to this region .'

4) Creation of a 'world class' international center to study 'some ·
facet of mutual interest and need at Savannah River.' The area of
study will most likely be haz.ardous waste management, and the
consortium envisions a new building to house
the center.
.

.

5) The development of programs to increase interaction between
consortium student~· anq faculty' and Savannah River professionals .
.
.. .
. ~) On-campus facility and equipment enhancement for undergradu·
ates . Cost of this ~as yet to be determined and will result from
negotiation.
7) Establishment of a 'leverage pool' of funds that SRREC could use
to match fund ing from other sources. Amount of the fund ~as yet to be
determined.
·
·
8) Establishment of a corporate partners program. For an appropriate
annual fee,· each. campus will provide 'a b~oad spectrum oJ services'
to the prime contractor.
·· ·
9) Establishment of an ·off-site graduate education. center. The prime
contractor' and I or DOE would fund the construction of a graduate·
education center offering c~·urse~ ·to Savannah . River Plant
e~ployees.
. .--:·::: · .. ..
..
. . . ·. ' . . : .
.10) Establ ishment of a technology transfer center.: :
·.·. Source:

.._. .

A committee ..r.epresenting

the three univers iti_es. __ ._.. ~ :: . ·!

I
A

·. C . ··;\.\ ·\·:· :~: : ::-;.).·!·.:. -::/ {f.,..: !. \~:_-_.::. ·~"< ~~o~u---~i-~ard: The_s~~~e-. _1
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MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
NOVEMBER 15, 1988
1.
Call_to_Order.
order at 3:30 p.m.

President Nowaczyk called the meeting to

2.
Approval_of_Minutes.
were approved as distributed.
3.

The minutes of October 11, 1988,

Committee_ReEorts.

Polic~_Committee.
Senator Reichenbach reported the
Committee recommends that a parenthetical statement be added to
existing statements in the Facult~_Manual_(II:9) so that the
statement would read, "Consequently, while appointments to such
chairs and professorships (with the exception of the Centennial
Professorship) shall be for an indefinite period ... "
The Policy Committee requests that the "Recommended
Procedures for the Evaluation of Department Heads" (Attachment A)
be forwarded to the Deans and the Department Heads for
consideration and input.
Senator Reichenbach called attention to "Report on
Dissolution of Card Catalog." Senator Murr stated the decision
was made by the Library Advisory Committee on November 19, 1984,
to convert the library holdings to the LUIS system and to
dismantle the card catalog when the process was complete.
The
Senate accepted the report of the Policy Committee.
Senator Zanes presented "A Petition to the Clemson
University Faculty Senate" (Attachment B).
The petition
(regarding textbook buyers) is referred to the Policy Committee.
Research_Committee.
Senator Hammond reported receiving
210 recommendations for 20 reviewers of Cutting Edge proposals.
President Nowaczyk added that for the $486,000 available through
Cutting Edge, 127 proposals were submitted totaling $4.9 million.
The Research Committee has met with Associate Vice President
Alden McCracken for information regarding a study on Research
Indirect Costs.
There appears to be no uniformity on the campus
in the use of incentive funds.
President Nowaczyk has asked the
Deans for information on allocation of incentive funds.
A report
will be made at the January meeting.

§QhQl~~iiQ_~QliQig~. Senator Kosinski called attention
to a memorandum dated October 17, 1988, to Vice Provost Reel from
1

2
Registrar Stan Smith regarding continuing enrollment
(Attachment C).
The committee felt the recommended changes in
the step function for suspending a student made the process
unnecessarily lenient.
The committee is in agreement with
Recommendations 3, 4, & 5, but rejected Recommendation 6.
Scholastic Policies Committee has proposed to the Admissions
and Continuing Enrollment Committee that they postpone action on
the Smith memorandum until the following studies are performed:
1) determination of the distribution of GPR's which students who
eventually graduate have maintained at the various stages of
their careers, and 2) determination of the degree of success of
the current appeals policy in allowing deficient students to
graduate.
Senator Blair requested that the Scholastic Policies
Committee consider a shortened time period for withdrawal from
classes.
Some students register for classes that they do not
expect to complete, subsequently drop them and thereby deny those
spa c es to students who may need them.
Welfare_Committee.
Senator LeBlanc reported that the
committee is preparing a survey to determine the faculty's
preference regarding retirement options; survey results will be
presented to the Faculty Senate.
Ad_ Hoc_ Committee_ on_Universit~_Growth.
Senator Gaddis
called attention to the committee's final report.
Senator Zehr
moved to forward the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on University
Growth to the President's Cabinet and request that the Cabinet
respond.
The motion was seconded.
Senator Gaddis pointed out that the second paragraph of the
report states the committee would encourage a study of the size
of Clemson's administration with that of comparable institutions.
Senator Stillwell asked that the President's Cabinet be
asked to define what advantages have accrued to the University as
a result of the increase in the size of the administration.
President Nowaczyk stated it had been moved and seconded
that the Faculty Senate forward the Report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Administrative Growth to the President's Cabinet for
study and response, including comparative administrative size at
peer institutions and also advantages accruing to Clemson
University as a result of increased administrative growth. The
motion passed unanimously .
Ad_ Hoc_ Committee_on_ Institutional_Research.
Senator
Dunn reported that a mission statement on institutional research
has been received. As soon as organizational chart and self study
information are received, the committee will report.
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Universit~_Committees_and_Commissions.
Senator Murr, Chair of the Faculty Manual Committee,
reported that the committee is considering transferring
informational sections from the Manual to DORIS. The committee
expects to present a resolution in January to the Faculty Senate
for submission to the Board of Trustees.
Senator Kosinski reported that the Commission on
Undergraduate Studies met November 11 and discussed a request to
develop a policy about students missing class in order to attend
required field trips. The sub-committee studying this issue felt
a policy statement was unnecessary. A memorandum is being
developed, however , asking faculty to cooperate so a student will
not be penalized for missing a class period in one class or for
missing a required field trip in another class.
Senator Kosinski further reported that the Teaching Resource
and Effectiveness Committee (TREC) unanimously passed three
resolutions. 1) The committee will study storage and maintenance
of audio-visual equipment at other institutions. TREC is
interested in asking the departments to contribute AV equipment
to a centralized depot in each building, with the equipment to be
maintained by the Communications Center.
2) The Office of
Undergraduate Studies is asked to generate a memorandum to all
departments stating the person(s) responsible for classroom
maintenance.
3)
The Bookstore representative to TREC will no
longer serve on the committee .
4 . President's _Report . President Nowaczyk called attention
to "Clemson University Five - Year Permanent Improvements Plan."
The Facilities Planning Commission has discussed a preliminary
priority list for new academic buildings after the new
Engineering Innovation Center is completed . Recommendations of
Provost Maxwell's office from the E & G budget are a classroom
and office building for the College of Commerce and Industry, a
computer resources building, and an additions to Lee Hall and to
the Plant and Animal Science Building . From the PSA budget the
academic priority is a building for biotechnology.
With regard to Resolution on Provision of a Stipend for the
University Marshal (FS88 - 10-2 P), President Nowaczyk reported the
Provost recommended there be no stipend as the position should be
honorary. After full discussion, he referred the matter to the
Policy Committee.
President Nowaczyk announced that in January the Senate will
elect seven Grievance Board members from the different colleges
for staggered terms; four members for two years, three for one
year . Currently three members and two alternates serve on the
Board. Present members who wish to serve for one year will be
considered a s serving one-year terms; present members who wish to
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serve a two - year term will be asked to resign the one-year
position and run for a two-year term. The Advisory Committee will
prepare a slate of nominees from the Senate for the Board.
5.

New_ Business .

Report_on_Centennial _ Professorship_Funding_ Effort.
President Nowaczyk reported that pledges to the Centennial
Professorship total in exc e ss of $10,000, most from the Vice
Presidents. Nowaczyk urged Senators to send in pledge cards as
soon as possible. When pledges reach $100,000, the Clemson
University Foundation will loan money so that the $100,000 can be
secured from CHE and the selection process started.
Criteria_for_Selecting_Centennial _Professor.
Provost
Maxwell, Vice President Larson, and Faculty Senate President
Nowaczyk have drafted an endowment instrument to send to CHE .
The document proposes a 30-day period for nominees to submit
information, and a two - week period for the committee to make a
decision.
A draft regarding the nomination process will be
presented at the January meeting of Faculty Senate.
Senators
wishing to serve on an ad hoc committee are requested to contact
P r esident Nowaczyk.
Senator Reichenbach presented the Policy Committee's
Re solution on Intellectual Property Rights. Discussion followed
on intellectual properties not covered by patent and copyright
poli c ie s .
Resolution on Intellectual Property Rights
(FS88-ll-1 P) (Attachment D) was approved.
Presid e nt Nowaczyk read into the minutes President Lennon ' s
newsletter dated October 13, 1988, to the Commission on Higher
Education (Attachment E).
Nowac z yk announced that Commissioner of Higher Education
Fred Sheheen will meet with the Faculty Senate on Tuesday,
December 6, at 3 : 00 p.m . in Student Senate Chambers.
All
interested faculty are invited .
The meeting was

adjourn~~~J

~ ~ ~ ~Secretary
Members absent:
R. Young (L . Blanton attended), D. Graham,
P. Rosson, L . Bryan, R. Meiners , W. Baron , R. Shalkoff,
G . Haselton, A. Madison, J. Luedeman.

Attachment A

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES FOR THE EVALUATION
OF DEPARTMENT HEADS
1.
Each department head shall be formally evaluated by th e Dean
every five years, beginning with the fifth year of his or her
service to the university, and continuing every fifth year
thereafter.
2.
During the evaluation, the Dean shall personall y condu c t a
review of the department head's performance in the following
areas of concern:
a.
Quality of administration
b.
Faculty relationships
c.
Scholarly activities
d.
Professional visibility
e.
Teaching and curricular development
f.
Progress of the department
g.
Faculty development
The department head shall be asked to prepare and submit to
the Dean a written report on his or her performance in these
areas of concern. The Dean shall issue a report on his or her
findings and distribute the report to the department head and to
the department faculty.
3.
During the evaluation process, the Dean shall solicit the
opinions of all tenured and tenure-track faculty in the
department regarding the areas of concern and any other criteria
defined by the Dean. The Dean shall summar ize these views in
separate reports to the department head, the Provost, and the
departmental faculty.
4.
These evaluations shall be conducted in a positive s pirit
wherein the primary goal is to improve the performanc e of
department heads and to give credit for their achievements.
However, extremely negative responses can and should raise
serious questions about the continuation of the person in the
headship.
5.
New department heads should receive a prel i minary evaluation
within the first two years of service. This eval uat ion, by the
Dean, should be informal and involve a smaller sampling of
opinion at the discretion of the Dean. The results of this
evaluation should be made available to the department head and
the departmental advisory committe e in a single report by the
Dean.

•

Attachment B

•

A l?ETITION TO THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE
WHEREAS, the selling of textbooks sent for faculty
examination in the long run results in unfairly reduced revenues
for faculty authors and in higher prices for the majority of __ _· .-·
student textbook purchasers;
- ·· · ·
· ·. : ";.
7 . i.,. -... _;.
AND WHEREAS the professional buyers of examin.a tion copies · · apparently have the University's permission to enter University
buildings, invade faculty offices, and interrupt the business of
the faculty;
AND WHEREAS the selling of such textbooks must cast faculty
in an unfavorable light in the eyes of some students;
AND WHEREAS it is possible to find charitable outlets for
faculty to divest themselves of the accumulation of unwanted books
(or simply to give them away to interested students);
AND WHEREAS some colleges and universities and some states
(e.g., Alabama) have policies or laws prohibiting textbook buyers
from using institutional buildings to ply their trade;
BE IT RESOLVED that the undersigned members of the University
Faculty respectfully request the Clemson University Faculty Senate
to develop a University policy that would prohibit individuals
from entering University premises for the purpose of soliciting
t he purchase of textbooks .
.........

--

(Signed)
Date

--
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Attachme nt C

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
CENTENNIAL
18891989
October 17, 1988

MEMORANDUM TO:

J. V. Reel, Chairman
Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee

FROM:

Stan Smith, Subc01lllllittee Chairman

Lamar Brown
Luther Baxter
Lorraine Fisher
Leo Gaddis
SUBJECT:

Report From Subc01llllli~tee to Study Faculty Senate
Rac011111endation on Continuing Enrollment Policy

The following m1n1lllUlll grade-point table was recommended in March 1988 and
accepted as a substitute for the current table in the policy which shows
minimwa levels for continuing enrollment. It is shown below for information.
Credit Level
1-15
16-30
31-45
46-60
61-7S
76-90
91 and above

GPR

CT

1.s

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

-

t'he following new recommendations
are submitted•
..
..
Recommendation 1. In the current policy, replace the sentence beginning
with line 28 and ending with line 3i3 with the following sentence:
However, no student will be suspended following a spring semester in
which he/she passes 9 or more credit hours and earns a 2.2 grade-point ratio
on all hours attempted during that spring semester even though the student's
cumulative grade-point ratio is below the standard given above.
Reco1D111endation 2.
at line 49.

In the current policy, insert the following sentence

However, no student will be dismissed following a spring semester in
which he/she passes 9 or more credit hours and earns a 2.2 grade-point ratio
on all hours attempted during that spring semester aven though the student's
cumulative grade-point ratio is below the standard given above.
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Recommendation 3. The members who presently serve on the Appeals
Co11111ittee should develop a form to be given to students who wish to make an
appeal to the committee. The fonn should structure the submission of data
considered to be important in considering an appeal.
Recommendation 4. The members who presently serve on the Appeals
Committee should submit for approval to the Admissions and Continuing
Enrollment Committee a working definition of what constitutes "most
exceptional cases" as referred to in line 44 of the policy.
Recommendation 5. The members who presently serve on the Appeals
Committee should submit for approval to the Admissi~ns and Continuing
Enrollment Co1111Dittee a brief but definitive set of operating procedures for
the committee. This information would inc'tude but not be limited to
describing the time frame in which appeals are to be submitted and when the
committee will consider a~peals, defining what constitutes a quorum , and
indicating what actions should be taken when a quorum does not exist.
Recommendation 6. The subcommittee does not recommend the implementation
of a mid-year (December) check of the contin~ing enrollment requirements.
Recommendation 7. Approved changes in the continuing enrollment
requirements should be published in the next catalog, i.e . , Announcements
1989-90, in May 1989 and should be effective for all students in May 1990.
The subcommittee makes the following observation that may be a point for
discussion when our report is considered.
If recommendation 2 is accepted, the Appeals Committee's current pract i ce
of placing deficient students on special probation of "12. hours and 2.3 GPR"
in place of suspension or-dismissal may need to be amended inasmuch as
recommendation 2 says "9 hours and 2. 2 GPR" are sufficient to avoid suspension
or dismissal. While the Appeals Committee may technically have the authority
to set the conditions at• "12 hol!rs and 2.3 GPll," we believe considerable
confusion could result and honest misinterpretations occur.
SBS:dck

Attachment D

RESOLUTION ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
FS88-ll-l P
Whereas , a faculty member may create a property, whi ch is not
eligible for patent or copyright, while using University tim e or
property, and that property may produce an income;
Resolved , that the Universit y should recognize the existence of
certain intellectual properties not covered by the paten t a n d
copyright po licies. Rights to these properties shou ld be
esta blished by the University and assigned on an individual basis
b y t he Patent Committee and the party involved .

Attachment E

PRESIDENT'S LETTER'~"
October 13, 1988

I

TO:

FROM:

Members of the S.C. Commission on Higher Education
I

Hax Lennon, President of Clemson University

A preliminary report from the University's Office of Grants and Contracts
shows that Clemson researchers were awarded nearly $2.2 million more in competi
tive grants and contracts in 1987-BU than in 1986-87. The total for 1987-88 vas
$20,813,219. The '86-87 total was $18,634,151.
These figures de not include money alloc3ted through the annucl federal nnd
state budgetary process. The figures represent the amount awarded . to Clemson
researchers who competed for the funds by submitting written proposals.
The value of all research and sponsored programs at Clemson in 1987-88,
including state and federal funding, is still being tallied. Ve expect the
total to be more than $56 million.

******

I
I

I

As I mentioned in my Sept. 29 letter to you, Clemson's volunteer fund-rais
ing leaders will announce tomorrow, Oct. 14, their goal for the 1908-89 Loyalty
Fund, which consists of all gifts from individuals for academic and support pro
grams. Now I can tell you that the goal is going to be more than $6 million
$6,012,272, to be exact,
This is 14.5 percent above the $5.2 million that individuals gave to the
Loyalty Fund last year and reflects the increasing commitment and enthusiasm
that Clemson supporters have for their University. Ve are grateful to the vol
unteers ~ho .are leading this growing momentum of support.

******
Action on Tuesday of this week by the Clemson Faculty Senate indicates our
faculty's strong commitment to providing leadership in the state's Cutting Edge
program for enhancing the quality of higher education in South Carolina.
As part of the Cutting Edge program, the state will provide $100,000 to
endow a professorship at Clemson if the University can match that amount with
private contributions. The Faculty Senate voted Tuesday to seek $100,000 in
contributions from faculty, staff and friends of the University to match the
Cutting Edge money. The resulting "Centennial Professorship" will be used to
reward and l1onor outstanding Clemson faculty members nominated by their peers.
This bold and exciting plan is a prime example of the initiative and vision
of the Clemson faculty. The plan also shows how increased state support and
incentives, such as those in the Cutting Edge program, serve as a catalyst for
innovation and excellence within South Carolina's higher education institutions.

******
Congratulations are in order for the new members and officers of the Clemson
University Board of Visitors. The 1988-89 officers, elected during the Board's
visit to campus last week, are Hr. Frank Landgraff of Greenville, chairman; Hr.
(continued on back)
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I
MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
OCTOBER 11, 1988

I
I

1.
Call_to_Order.
order at 3:32 p.m.

President Nowaczyk called the meeting to

2.
Approval_of_Minutes.
were approved as corrected.
were approved as distributed.
3.

The minutes of September 13, 1988,
The minutes of September 27, 1988,

Committee_Reports
A.

Senate_Comm ittees

Polic~__Co mmi ttee.
Senator Reichenbach requested
that concerns relating to evaluation of academic administrators
be sent to her in writing before October 17.
The co mmittee will develop a list of the variety of tasks
being asked of nine-month faculty during the unsalaried months
and request an interpretation from
the Provost.
The committee
then will determine whether or not the Senate needs to respond.

I
I
I

process of
Senator Reichenbach called attention to the
tracking resolutions as outlined in the written Report of the
Policy Committee.
There were no objections, and the procedure
was accepted with the Report.

Rg 2 g~~Qh.
Senator Hammond reported the Research Committee
will meet October 14 to select four reviewers for Cutting Edge
Research Grants in each of the following areas:
Agricult u re and
Food,
Engineering and Basic Science, Marketing and Management,
Quality of Life, and Textiles.
The faculty at large has an
opportunity to nominate reviewers using a questionnaire recently
mailed.
Other items on the agenda for
this
semester
include
reviewing the incentive policy for
research,
issues of non
tenured-track personnel and issues regarding the supervision of
graduate students.
Senators having input concerning these issues
are requested to contact Senator Hammond.
Scholastic __Policies __Committee.
Senator Kosinski
reported that
the Resolution on Continuing Enrollment Policy
(FS87-12-3)
is under consideration
by
the
Commission on
1

2
Undergraduate Studies.
It appears the Faculty Senate's plan to
provide a new continuing enrollment policy will fail
in its
proposed form.

I

The Resolution on Common Final Exam Times (FS88-4-1) has
been implemented. Chemistry 101/102 will have common final exam
times this fall; Accounting 201/202 has opted out of the process.

~glf~~g.
Senator Baron reported the committee would
like input regarding (1) the agenda for fringe benefits and
(2) payment for faculty thesis advisors during the summer.

I

Senator
Ad_hoc_Cornmittee_on__ Institutional __ Research.
Dunn reported the committee is awaiting an organizational chart
and a mission statement from Mr. David Fleming.
As soon as those
materials are received, the committee will complete its report.
Ad_hoc __Committee_on_Universit~_Growth.
Senator Gaddis
made an in-depth interim report, including a visual presentation,
on relative growth of administration, staff, faculty and students
at Clemson. The periods covered are 1979, 1983, and 1987. For the
nine-year period,
the largest growth has occurred in the
administration since 1985.
A final
written report will be
submitted at the next regular meeting of Faculty Senate.

B.

I

Universit~_Committees_and_Commissions.

There were

no reports.
4.
President's __ Report.
On
the
status
of Faculty
Resolutions,
President
Nowaczyk
called
attention to the
Resolution on Information
Concerning
Allocation
of Merit
Increases (FS88-1-2).
The resolution, sent to the Provost, was
referred to the Council
of Deans
and forwarded
to the
Organization of Academic Department Heads (OADH).
The resolution
was tabled by the Deans' Council.
The Departments Heads agree that information regarding merit
ratings and
salary increases should be made available to
individual faculty members on request. If,
however, information
is not
forthcoming,
the faculty member may file a Grievance
Procedure.
President Nowaczyk asked if Faculty Senators were
satisfied with the response.
There being no comments, the
response of OADH is accepted.

I

Updating his report, President Nowaczyk said the advising
period for
pre-registration this semester will be October 26
through November 4.
Students will see advisors and fill out
registration cards.
These will be the official records and will
be left with the academic advisor to be turned in to the
Registrar.
Students will
then register their schedules on the
mainframe from terminals at various sites.
Faculty should urge
students to see advisors early in the advising period.

3

Nowaczyk reported that Gus Metz, class of 1927 and former
faculty member, has offered the Faculty Senate funds this year to
study
the
feasibility
of
a
faculty club and to make
recommendation to the President and/or Board of Trustees.
Senator Baron pointed out
that a
faculty club had been
considered previously by the Senate,
and there was little
enthusiasm to spend money for this purpose.
Senator Reichenbach
understood there may some money from the old faculty club.
President Nowaczyk will check with the administration and report
to the Faculty Senate .
Senators
were
asked
to
(1)
give President Nowaczyk
suggestions for nominees for honorary degrees,
(2) encourage
colleagues to use the Open Forum, and (3) give President Nowaczyk
suggestions for items to be included in the time capsule.
5.
Old_Business.
Senator Ryan moved to remove from the
table his Resolution on Savannah River Plant and Savannah River
Research and Education Corporation,
tabled at the meeting of
Faculty Senate on September 13. There was no second.
6.
New_Business.
Senator Reichenbach, Chair of the Policy
Committee,
introduced the Resolution
on Selection
of the
University Marshal
(FS88-10-l) (Attachment A) and moved that the
resolution be accepted.

I

Senator LeBlanc asked how the committee defined "senior
faculty."
Senator Reichenbach replied the definition decided
upon was continuous service to the University.
The motion was approved unanimously.
Senator Reichenbach introduced the Resolution on Provision
of a Stipend for the University Marshal (FS88-10-2) (Attachment B). The motion was approved with one vote in opposition.

I

Senator
Halfacre
introduced the Resolution Con c erning
Centennial Professorship with the following changes:
The second
Resolved shall read, "That the_reciEient_of this professorship be
;~titl;d ' Centennial Professor;' and." In the third fig~Qlygg,
omit "will" in the first line.
President Nowaczyk expressed optimism that the goal of
$100,000 can be reached. The Vice Presidents and Deans have been
contacted, and the Development Office has received a number of
responses.
The first contribution came from Dr.
Joe Mullins,
immediate Past President of Faculty Senate.

4

There followed full discussion regarding attitudes among the
faculty in regards to the choice of recipient .
Senator Kosinski
said it
is up to the faculty to fight the issues of popularity
contests, lottery, etc.
He added, "If the faculty chooses to do
it well, it could have quite a good outcome."
President Nowaczyk
stated the endowed professorship could
be the most prestigious professorship in the University,
and one
that would honor "the people who are doing the job that we should
all be doing. " The Faculty Senate will determine the criteria in
selecting the individual for the Centennial Professorship.
Questions were raised regarding disposition of funds in the
event the financial
campaign were not successful.
Nowaczyk
responded that individual faculty who had contributed would be
contacted to reassign funds.
Senator Stillwell stated he will support
the resolution
despite the fact that his faculty is not particularly supporti v e.
He added, "We are not asking them to do anything they do not wa nt
to do . "
The question was call ed.
The
Centennial
Profes s orship
(FS88-10 - 3)
unanimously.

Re solution
(Attachment

C oncerning
C)
pas s ed

President Nowaczyk reported that members of
the Steering
Committee,
composed of former Faculty Senate Presidents, are
contacting department heads for contributions .
The Steering
Committee requests input from
the Faculty Senate in identifying
Emeriti Faculty.
Within the next month,
the general
faculty will receive
letters asking
for
contributions.
Members of the Advisory
Committee are requested to coordinate the efforts within the
colleges, and Nowaczyk is available to make presentations. It is
expected that by November 4 an interim report will be available.
Senator Pivorun read into the minutes the following news
clipping from U.S.A._Toda;y:
"University of Missouri President
C. Peter Magrath donated $12,500 to library -- his 10.26% raise.
He says he supports faculty, which got average 2.5% raises."
President Nowaczyk introduced "Proposed Information for
Endowment
Instrument"
(Attachment D) and asked for suggestions
regarding the provisions
listed in the
instrument.
Senator
Hammond suggested
changing "selected"
to "nominated" under
Selection Committee to read: "(Faculty Members to be nominated by
Faculty Senate
Advisory Committee and approved by Faculty
Senate) . "

5

Other_New_Business.
President Nowaczyk will make a report
to the Board of Trustees on Friday, October 14.
Concerns of the
faculty will deal with teaching, scholarship and welfare.
Additional concerns should be forwarded immediately to President
Nowaczyk .
At the undergraduate level,
Nowaczyk will report that last
year's influx of money helped in the area of equipment.
Space
still seems to be a
problem.
Competence of graduate students
teaching in the classroom continues to be a concern .
Senator Coulter said graduate student teaching is a major
Several other
problem due to lack of communication in English.
Senators concurred.
In teaching at the graduate level, President Nowaczyk would
list insufficient f unding for master's and Ph.D. candidates as a
major concern.
More fellowships and scholarships for graduate
students are needed.
Senator Gaddis urged caution in speaking of lack of funding
for graduate students as
the State of South Carolina is quite
generous in supporting the graduate program.
President Nowaczyk added he will express appreciation for
the administration's attention to scholarship, but over-emphasis
on the relationship with industry is a concern.
Senator Baron said, "I would be a little careful with that
statement.
I have a number of colleagues who are very actively
involved ... They are training graduate students in a variety of
ways,
and they see nothing wrong with working with local
industry."
Under welfare, President Nowaczyk will
list the need to
improve fringe benefits. There were no opinions to the contrary.
Senator Coulter stated that when he came to the faculty in
1971, pre-registration was done with pencil and paper and took
three days for 10,000 students .
By 1980, the University was
using scan sheets, and pre-registration took a week for 12,000
students .
Currently there are 14,000 st u dents at Clemson, and
pre-registration will take 8 or 9 days. "Now we are going to have
to sit
in our offices for 8 or 9 days while we have yet another
improvement. . .. I'm just wondering how these decisions get made."
President Nowaczyk replied there is a
faculty registration
committee with a representative from each college.
He will give
Senator Coulter the name of the
representative from the College
of Liberal Arts.

6

Senator Coulter expressed concern regarding the Library's
destruction of the card catalogue with LUIS as the only means for
accessing the library.
Coulter added , "It seems to me this is a
grievous mistake.
It is apparently a
decision made with no
consultation by faculty ... "
Senator Reichenbach said the Library Committee was told
last year the decision (to destroy the card catalogue) had been
made, and that at some point in the future this would be done.
President Nowaczyk referred the issue of the card catalogue
to the Policy Committee.
7.

Adjournment. The meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Members Absent:
J. McConnell, W. Stringer (L. Blanton attended),
P. Rosson , L. Bryan,
M. Drews, R . Meiners, R. Marion (R. Hefley
attended), K. Murr (D . Taylor attended).

RESOLUTION ON SELECTION OF THE UNIVERSITY MARSHAL
FS88-10-1 P
Whereas,

The restructuring of the organization of Clemson
University has caused elimination of the committee
charged with selection of the Marshal;

Whereas ,

There is an existing need to select a Marshal;

Whereas,

The position of Marshal customarily is a means of
honoring senior faculty;

Whereas,

There is a need for a
stable process
reasonable length of term;

and for a

Be it Resolved, that the position of University Marshal be filled
by a senior faculty member from a rotation of the Colleges. The
rotation will occur by alphabetical
order; ensuring that all
existing Colleges be represented before the insertion of any new
Colleges
into the rotation.
The most senior member of the
College, by virtue of continuous service to the University, will
be extended the honor of serving a three-year term as University
Marshal. Should that person be unable to accept,
the honor will
be extended to succeeding faculty members by seniority. A vacancy
which occurs due to an unexpired term will be completed by
another member of that College.
The rotation will begin with the
College
of
Commerce
and
Industry,
the
first
College,
alphabetically, which has not had a University Marshal selected
from its constituency.

RESOLUTION ON PROVISION OF A STIPEND FOR THE
UNIVERSITY MARSHAL
FS88-10-2 P
Whereas,

The honor of being University Marshal is extended
of the
senior
faculty members
to the most
University;

Whereas,

The
University
Marshal
participates in the
coordination of,
and attends,
the graduations,
commencement, and other formal ceremonies ;

Be it Resolved, That the Senate recommend to the Provost that the
University Marshal receive an annual stipend of $1000, adjusted
per.iodi cal ly.

RESOLUTION CONCERNING CENTENNIAL PROFESSORSHIP
FS88-10-J P

Whereas, the Faculty Senate of Clemson University applauds the
dec1s1on by the representatives of the people of the State of south
Carolina to prov1de matching funds for the establ1shment of an endowed
professorsh1p at Clemson un1vers1ty;
Whereas, the Faculty recognlze the 1mportance or thls proressorshtp
to Clemson Univers1ty; and
Whereas, the Faculty wish to be actively 1nvolved in promoting th1s
pos1t1on and 1dent1fy1ng the best 1nd1vldual for thls endowed
professorsh1p;

Resolved, That the Faculty Senate of Clemson University pledges to
ln1tiate a campaign among the faculty, staff, and fr1ends of the University
to ra1se the S100,000 matching money for the endowed professorship;
Resolved, That the recipient of this professorship be named
"Centennial Professor;" and
Resolved, That the 1nd1vidual holding this professorship be selected
t>y a committee of peers and must demonstrate excellence 1n the areas of
teach1ng at Clemson University and scholarly pursu1ts w1th1n hls or her
d1sc1pllne.

PROPOSED INFORMATION FOR ENDOWMENT INSTRUMENT

Name:

Centennial Professor

Length:

2 years and non-renewable

Eligibility:

All individuals holding regular faculty rank
at Clemson University

Selection Committee:

Most Recent Faculty Senate President
4 current faculty members (one of
whom is a named professor and one
faculty member with administrative
responsibilities
(Faculty members to be selected by
Faculty Senate Advisory Committee and
approved by Faculty Senate.)

Selection Process:
30-day nomination process open to all individuals at Clemson
45-day period for nominees to provide curriculum vitae and
supporting materials.
3-week period for committee to make selection and forward
name to Provost.
Selection Criteria:
Individual must demonstrate excellence in meeting responsibilities
as a faculty member at Clemson University.
Areas for consideration:
teaching (undergraduate and graduate, if applicable)
scholarship
extension (if applicable)

MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1988
Call _ _ to _Order.
President Nowaczyk called the meeting
1.
at
3:35
p.m.
He
introduced the following new Faculty
to order
Ann
James,
Alternate,
College of Forestry and
Senators:
Recreational Resources;
Lloyd Blanton,
Alternate,
College of
Agricultural Sciences; and Eurico Ferreira, Alternate, College of
Commerce and Industry.
2.
AEproval_of_Minutes_of_Facult~_Senate.
August 17, 1988, were approved as distributed.
3.
ApErQval_of_Minutes_of_General_Facult~.
August 17, 1988, were approved as distributed.
4.

The

minutes of

The minutes of

Committee_ReEorts
A.

Senate_Committees

R~~~~~9h·
Senator Hammond reported that the
Research Committee is
(1)
reviewing the University Research
Incentive Policy,
especially
questions
regarding research
indirect costs ,
and
(2)
considering policies dealing with
nontenured-track personnel
and
issues
concerning graduate
students and programs.

Scholastic __Policies.
Senator Kosinski reported
(1) the Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee will meet
on September 15 to consider the Faculty Senate's recommendation
on continuing enrollment, (2) the request for Accounting 201/202
co mmon final
exam times has been withdrawn,
leaving only
Chemistry 101/102
common final
exam times,
and
(3)
the
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee has reconsidered University 101
(colleges using University 101 may resubmit the course
through the normal channels so that it would then bear a college
and
department
designation,
thus removing the University
designation), and (4) the committee is studying the possibility
of a
resolution endorsing the Program for Engineering Enrichment
and Enhancement (PEER).

W~lf~~~· Senator Baron reported (1) the salary
schedule of administrators and faculty making $50,000 or more
(now received) will soon be available to the Senators, (2) the
study of summer school salaries continues, and the committee will
submit a resolution for increases
(Vice Provost Reel has been
most helpful in making information available regarding income and
expenses for the summer school),
(3)
the committee will study
summer
pay
for
thesis
advisors,
(4)
the committee is
1

2
investigating why customary medical fees (as per Blue
confidential.

Cross) are

As Chairman
of
the
Welfare Committee,
Senator Baron
represents the Faculty Senate on the Faculty Salaries and Fringe
Benefits Committee which will make proposals to the administra
tion regarding distribution of the next wage adjustment monies.
Ideas are welcome in writing from Faculty Senators .
Senator Baron called attention to "Proposal for Improved
Fringe Benefits"
submitted last year
(Attachment A).
Vice
President Larson has requested an agenda from the Faculty Senate
regarding fringe benefits. The agenda will be used this year as
well in the future.
The Welfare Committee will propose the three
items listed in Attachment A.
Other items of interest to Faculty
Senators and colleagues should be forwarded to Senator Baron.

fQli9~·
Senator Reichenbach reported that the
committee is considering
(1)
a
procedure for
selecting the
University Marshal with a
policy statement expected in October,
(2)
a policy statement about performance review of academic
administrators and (3) the need for a policy statement regarding
the responsibilities of faculty to attend meetings,
advise
graduate students, etc., during unsalaried (summer) months.
B.

Universit~_Commissions_and_Committees

Senator Graham, reporting for
the Honors Committee, stated
that Honors courses in Architecture and Sociology have been
approved.
There are problems with the size of classes in some of
the Honors courses.
A number of courses have 40 to 50 students,
while it is felt the ideal enrollment for an Honors class is 20
students.
Senator Luedeman reported that the Traffic and Parking
Committee will decrease the number of guest passes and institute
parking fees for vendors.
5.
President's _ Report.
President Nowaczyk called attention
to the Report on Academically Deficient Students.
The Committee
on Continuing Enrollment granted 194 appeals
(70% of those who
appealed).
In addition,
57 students within one grade point of
continuing gained eligibility.
Moving to his Update
(Attachment B). President Nowaczyk
reported that the Cutting Edge Bill of the Commission on Higher
Education provided $960,000 to Clemson for research.
The DLA
textile manufacturing project was allocated $500,000, leaving
approximately $460,000 available for
research.
The original
guidelines suggested by Vice President Gogue called for three
pools of money: 70% for grants of approximately $100,000, 20% for
grants up to $40,000, and 10% for risk capital.
The Research
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Committee
capital.

recommended

eliminating

the

allocation

for

risk

Vice President Gogue indicated that input by the Research
Committee was helpful.
Most of the committee's suggestions will
be incorporated into the distribution plan.
President Nowaczyk has discussed with Vice President Gogue
the faculty's participation in a "visible and decisive manner" in
the Savannah River Research and Educational Corporation (SRREC).
Nowaczyk recommended a faculty committee to consult with the Vice
President for Research and to deal with educational aspects of
the Corporation.
Nowaczyk suggested that the administration recommend areas
from which they would like to see faculty on the proposed
committee,
and the Senate would select the individuals. Gogue
recommended
representatives
from
engineering,
sciences,
agricultural
sciences,
and
graduate education.
Nowaczyk
suggested that the committee include a
representative with
background in ethics. Comments regarding the committee should be
directed to President Nowaczyk.
Referring to the endowed professorship provided this year
under the Cutting Edge Program (item 4 in the Update), President
Nowaczyk stated that the endowed professorship for $100,000 from
the CHE must be matched by $100,000 from within the University.
The Council of Deans recommended that
this year's professorship
be given to the current faculty; therefore, the commitment to
raise $100,000 would come from the faculty.
The Vice President
for Institutional Advancement and his
staff are available to
assist with plans for a financial campaign.
The selection process for the endowed professorship has not
yet been established. Criteria under consideration are excellence
in teaching and scholarly activity. Nowaczyk has suggested to the
Council of Deans a selection committee of five:
a former Faculty
Senate President,
two faculty members to be named by the Faculty
Senate, a dean and a department head to be selected by the
Faculty Senate.
Senator Gaddis moved that the President of the Faculty
Senate be encouraged to borrow as soon as possible the money from
the Clemson University Foundation or whatever agency makes it
available to secure the requisite $100,000 and to proceed
immediately with drawing up guidelines for the establishment of
the Centennial Professorship.
The motion was seconded by Senator
Reichenbach.
Senator Baron,
opposing the motion, said that the President
of the Faculty Senate and the Advisory Committee's support make
the motion unnecessary.
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Rising to a point of order, Senator Murr called attention to
the fact that the President was still in the process of making
his report . The Parliamentarian, Senator Halfacre, overruled .
Senator Kosinski
spoke in opposition to the motion, saying
that such action should be deferred u ntil the President of the
Faculty Senate has determined if it is possible to bor r ow money
in the event the campaign fails.
The motion failed . President Nowaczyk alerted Senators to
the possibility of a
special meeting to consider plans for the
endowed professorship.
6 . Old_ Business.
President Nowaczyk read into the minute s
letter received by President Max Lennon from U. S. Senator
a
Strom Thurmond regarding the SRREC (Attachment C ) .
7.

New_ Business.

A . President Nowaczyk turned
to
the
Report on
Re s olutions (Attachment D) , pointing out resolutions still under
consideration.
FS87 - 12-3i__Resolution_ _ on__ Continuing_ Enrollment
rQli9~ is being considered by the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies. Faculty Senators are urged to contact Admissions and
Continuing Enrollment Committee representatives
to make them
aware of this issue.
FS88 - 2 - li __ Resolution_ _ on__MembershiE__Dues__ in_ Professional
Societies.
President Nowaczyk asked Senators to check with
colleagues to determine if the allotment is being used as called
for in the resolution.
FS88 - 3 - li _ Resolution_on_lmEroved _Fringe
~~~~fi!~ is under consideration by the administration.
E~~~=i=li
Resolution __on__Common __Final __Exam _ _Times is still under debate .
Portions _of_FS88-8-li _ Resolution __ on_the _ _Savannah_River _ Research
and _Educational _CorEoration are currently being considered by the
Administration and the Faculty Senate.
B . Other_New_ Business.
Senator Ryan i ntroduced and moved
adoption of a
resolution on Savannah River Plant and Savannah
River Research and Educational Corporation (SRREC)
(Attachment E).
Senator Zanes seconded.
Senator Blair spoke in
favor of a public forum but against a referendum .
Senator Baron spoke in opposition to the resolution, stating
that questions should have been raised before the original
resolution on SRREC (FS88 - 8 - 1) was passed and that a retraction
would be stupid.
Senator Hammond pointed out
that
the Research Committee
presented the original resolution on SRREC because the existence
of the Savannah River Plant is a given.
The original resolution
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asked that
faculty representation be
involved in some of the
decisions at the SRP. Senator Hammond noted, "It
is up to us to
see what good can come in having Clemson University involved."
In response to Senator Baron, Senator Ryan stated he tried
to word the resolution so that
it is not a
retraction of the
original resolution.
"Now that we have endorsed the concept of
the Corporation, let us look beyond the Corporation to what it
gives you in its broader context ... We are simply asking to
provide the University community with information regarding the
plant .
We
are
not
saying,
'Don't participate in the
Corporation.'"
Speaking
against
the
resol ution,
Senator Bi rrenkott
suggested that any symposium should be organized by the College
of Liberal Arts, which has an excellent record in having well
known international symposia on risk assessment,
and the Strom
Thurmond Institute. Senator Ryan stated he would accept as a
friendly amendment
to the first Resolved that instead of the
Faculty Senate organizing a symposium, this be given over to the
College of Liberal Arts and the Strom Thurmond Institute. The
seconder, Senator Zanes, accepted the change.
Senator Blair moved to strike the last Resolved.
LeBlanc seconded . The motion passed unanimously.

Senator

Senator LeBlanc moved to restore in the first Resolved the
phrase , "and that this forum be funded by the administration;"
The motion, seconded by Senator Zanes, passed unanimously.
Senator Luedeman said that at
this point the Senate is
taking no stand except that it would like a forum showing both
sides, and that the third Whereas seems to be taking a stand.
He
suggested stating that the Faculty Senate would like to see both
sides of the issue, rather than pointing out the hazards. Senator
Birrenkott moved to strike the third Whereas.
The motion was
seconded .
Senator Ryan said the third Whereas is essential. It does
not take a stand on the issues, but points out that these issues
have been raised by legitimate scientific bodies and that the
Faculty Senate would like to hear both sides of the issues.
After full
discussion on the motion,
the question was
called.
The motion to delete the third Whereas passed.
Senator
Gaddis
stated
it seems reasonable that the
resolution could be modified to say that,
wherein the Faculty
wants to act in a decisive and visible manner, the Faculty would
seek information in order to better act objectively.
A resolu
tion for a forum could respond to the original resolution
(FS88 - 8 - 1) and thereby
accomplish
the
purposes
of both
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resolutions.
Senator LeBlanc moved to table the resolution so
that it may be revised and resubmitted at the next meeting of the
Faculty Senate.
The motion was seconded and passed.
8.

Adjournment.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Members absent:
P. Rosson (L. Blanton attended), L. Bryan
(E. Ferreira attended), M. Drews, R. Meiners, R. Hefley, A. Dunn
(A. James attended), E. Stillwell.
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MINUTES OF FACULTY SENATE
DECEMBER 6, 1988
I . Call_to_Order.
The meeting was called to order by
President Nowaczyk at 3:02 p.m.
II . SEecial_Order_of_the_Da~.
President Nowaczyk
introduced Mr. Fred Sheheen, South Carolina Commissioner of
Higher Education , who responded to questions provided him prior
to the meeting .
1 . How do you perceive the proposed assessment
procedures improving education in South Carolina and specifically
at Clemson? What other states have similar assessment programs?
Mr. Shaheen called attention to "Guidelines for
Institutional Effectiveness," contained in the £l~nning
ProsEectus of The Cutting Edge legislation.
The Guidelines
address 18 institutional characteristics that the Commission
believes deserve attention (Attachment A).
Defining this
information in an orderly way is useful to the institution in
self - improvement and also to the Commission on Higher Education
in making many programmatic and financial decisions.
The question of programs for institutional effectiveness is
not an optional issue.
Act 629 requires the Commission to assure
that systems for institutional effectiveness are in place at
institutions of higher learning in South Carolina and commits the
Commission to issue rules, procedures, and guidelines for the
content of those institutional effectiveness plans .

I

The Cutting Edge legislation provides additional money to
the formula for endowed professorships and scholarships,
research, and improvement of instruction.
In exchange for those
funds to public institutions, the Commission requires assessment .
Thirty - one other states currently have similar assessment
programs.
Senator Reichenbach questioned the cost of assessment.
Mr. Sheheen replied that the question of cost came up in the
Advisory Council on Planning, composed of the presidents of the
institutions and the members of the Commission on Higher
Education . The Advisory Council favored improving the level of
formula funding and permitting the institutions to take the cost
of assessment out of the formula.
Senator Kosinski pointed out that some department heads feel
assessment would take the faculty's time from other activities
per c eived to be more valuable, such as teaching and public
service.

2.

Mr. Sheheen replied that, while no one likes to take out
time for assessment, the day of accountability is here in
publicly funded activities.
There is no way to escape it.
Regarding the Guidelines, Faculty Senate President Nowaczyk
said a concern is that the Commission wants similar reports from
all the institutions; yet at the same time the assessment would
vary as it would be left to each institution.
Referring to USC's
Usurpation Resolution (Attachment B), Nowaczyk pointed out the
view expressed is that the Commission is taking away power that
resides in the institution.
Mr. Sheheen replied that the issue has been hotly debated,
and that the language finally agreed upon is as follows:
"Each
institution of higher learning is responsible for maintaining a
system to measure institutional effectiveness in accord with
provisions, procedures, and requirements developed by the
Commission on Higher Education."
In the Usurpation Resolution,
which did not pass, USC raised the legal question as to whether
the Commission was moving beyond the authority of the
legislation.
From the legal standpoint, Mr. Sheheen does not
feel the Commission is at fault.
2.
Will the Centers of Excellence idea be continued?
Related to this issue, do you see the policy of non-duplication
of academic programs continuing in the state?
The Centers of Excellence, which have been extremely
successful, are funded under grants from the Educational
Improvement Act and will be continued.
With regard to non-duplication of academic programs,
Mr. Sheheen said, "We don't have a great problem with academic
program duplication in this state.
We have been strict about it
at the Ph.D. level and the Master's degree level.
At the
baccalaureate level, there are certain programs you have to have
in all institutions to have an institution."
Senator Luedeman asked if funding a third center would cut
down on the appropriation for the centers at Clemson and
Winthrop.
Mr. Sheheen replied that additional appropriation has been
requested to fund the third center.
3.
Are you satisfied with the increased emphasis that
Clemson has placed on graduate education and research as compared
with the past emphasis on undergraduate education?
Mr. Sheheen replied, "Yes.
I hope the former has not
occurred at the expense of the later.
I do not think you can
build a strong graduate institution without a strong
undergraduate base."

3.

4.
Does the Commission on Higher Education regard
Clemson University as being well funded, poorly funded, or
marginally funded? What do you perceive the state of Clemson
University to be ?
Mr. Sheheen pointed out that last year there was 88% formula
funding; this year 93.5%.
He added, "I don't consider any
funding to be adequate except 100% of formula funding . . . . I think
that ultimately, if not in the very near future, we have to move
our barometers for measuring funding from regional averages to
national averages . ... When we substitute those national averages
for regional averages, it will automatically escalate the funding
required for higher education . You may look for that development
to o cc ur over the next several years."
Mr. Shaheen perceives Clemson to be in the lead of public
institutions in South Carolina, but feels the University could be
better.
He added , "I think South Carolina ought to be (in a
leadership position) in something in this world . .. "
If you consider 100% formula funding to be optimal,
5.
what do you need to help you attain that level of funding from
the Legislature? What more can be done and what kind of help can
we provide?
Mr. Sheheen said higher education is at a disadvantage in
legislative e fforts.
The elementary and secondary schools always
re c eive full funding because almost everyone has a child in the
public school system.
Higher education is more selective.
Parents, alumni, faculty members, and students are not involved
in legislative efforts for funding higher education.
These
c onstituents are urged to make the needs of higher education
known to the legislature .
6 . The current formula for funding does not address
re s earch expenditures in terms of funding the libraries. What is
necessary to increase the state allotment for library
expenditures at the research universities?
Mr. Sheheen replied that the formula funds library support
for a graduate student in a different manner than it funds
library support for an undergraduate student.
For a doctoral
student the formula generates approximately $1,000 for the
library ; for an undergraduate student, $300.
Even though it is
the same formula, the formula varies according to the mix of
students . Because Clemson is a graduate institution with a large
number of Ph . D. programs, the library resources are magnified
accordingly .
In 1987-88 the formula generated $3,238,789 for the library.
Clemson spent $4,050,439 for the library.
If Clemson had had
100% of formula funding, as the Commission had requested, there
would have been an additional 12% for the library.

4.

Mr. Sheheen said, "It is not a lack of recognition of the
need; it's an inability to get the dollars from the State
Treasury.
That goes to a larger question in South Carolina,
which is the priorities in the allocations of the resources ..
7.
Do you think The Cutting Edge Research Funds were
well spent by the three universities this year? What is your
evaluation of the different procedures used in allocating these
funds?
Mr. Sheheen replied, "I don't know.
One of the large
problems in putting together The Cutting Edge legislation ... was
how to distribute the research monies to the colleges and
universities.
The three universities ... wanted no prior approval
on the projects for which funds were provided because it was too
much oversight by the Commision on Higher Education.
We agreed
to distribute that money to the universities on a formula basis
unrestricted.
The law says that at the end of the fiscal year
the three universities must report to us on the expenditures of
funds and the results obtained from the expenditure of the
money."
Money for the second fiscal year must be appropriated before
the reports are in for the first fiscal year.
At the end of the
second fiscal year the Commission is required to report to the
General Assembly on whether that research money has been
prudently spent.
In evaluating the results, the Commission will look at
contribution to economic development and cultural welfare in
South Carolina, and the ability to magnify the dollars by outside
matching money .
8.
Please address the state of education in the State
of South Carolina.
What is your belief not only about this
institutions' role, but also the Commission's role? What are the
future directions of the Commission on Higher Education? How are
we to assess the Commission's performance?
Mr. Sheheen replied that at the secondary level, the state
of education in South Carolina was extremely poor.
The Education
Improvement Act helped and also earned South Carolina national
recognition.
The Higher Education Act (The Cutting Edge) was similar
legislation for higher education.
A major problem is that the
elementary & secondary systems received $250 million dollars for
reform, while higher education received only $5 million.
Mr. Sheheen feels that South Carolina has one of the best
pieces of legislation in the United States for funding education.
The problem is the state is not funding the legislation.

5.

"I think Clemson University is in a leadership position and
will continue to be in a leadership position.
And I would hope
that Clemson would agree to limit the size of its undergraduate
student body and gradually, as you do, improve its admission
standards and become more selective."
As to the Commission's role, Mr. Sheheen replied,
"The
Commission's statutory responsibility is pretty well fixed.
We
have a very comfortable allocation of coordinating powers from
the General Assembly.
What is left is the exercise of those
powers in an energetic and prudent fashion.
"I intend for the Commission to be a positive influence for
higher education in the state insofar as it can exerci s e by
statutory powers . ... I don't intend to seek additional statutory
authority and I will suggest none to the commission, but I do
expect to exercise the responsibility (given) to us under the
law . "
The Commission on Higher Education was assessed in 1986 by
Angenblich, Van de Water & Associates and received a mixed
review.
The Commission proceeded to make corrections . When
Commissioner Shaheen took office, the CHE underwent another
analysis by the State Budget and Control Board's Human Resources
and Development Commission.
That review was partly flattering
and partly unflattering .
Again, the Commission is working with
the negative aspects.
There is no regular process for assessment of the
Commission.
Mr . Sheheen feels a mechanis m should be constructed
for systematic assessment, but he wants some time for The Cutting
Edge measures to take effect before bringing in an outside group
for assessment.
He added, "I think it is always good to have
outside input."
Mr. Sheheen expressed appreciation for an intellectually
exciting and stimulating day.
He noted, " I believe I will search
for a way to get ongoing comments and inquiry and input from the
facult y of the colleges and universities if I can manage that
without ruffling the presidential feathers."
3.

Adjournment.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:09 p . m.
Br~
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Secretary

Members absent:
G. Birrenkott. J. Daniels, R. Hogan, J. LeBlanc,
M. Drews, R. Meiners, W. Baron, J . Hammond, R . Shalkoff,
E . Coulter, J . Ry an, J. Zanes, G. Haselton, E. Pivorun.
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PLANNING PROSPECTUS
The Cuttin~ Edge, signed into law in June 1988 as Act 629 * , directs
the Commission on Higher Education through Article VII to " .•• ensure
that each public institution of higher learning in this State maintains
its individual planning process" (Section 59-104-630).

This prospectus

describes what institutional planning informaticn and components are
necessary for effective higher education planning to occur in South
Carolina.

The planning components described below are not unique to

South Carolina or the Commission but are consistent with the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools' expectations for institutional
planning and evaluation.
South Carolina's state-wide planning system for higher education is
intended 1) to identify future directions for South Carolina higher
education and to recommend appropriate methods for meeting the resultant
challenges; 2) to review major goals identified by each institution and
to ascertain their relationship to higher education in South Carolina; 3)
to assure the maintenance and continued development of the quality of
higher education in South Carolina, and 4) to assure the maintenance and
continued provision of access to and equality of educational opportunity
in higher education in South Carolina.

To accomplish these planning

goals it is necessary to collect appropriate data from each institution
and from state, regional, and national sources to determine the educational
needs of the State's changing constituency. Once studied and organized,
the information will be disseminated among colleges and universities to
facilitate institutional planning that is responsive to emerging trends
and issues.

Well informed planning will contribute also to the review

and improvement of institutional missions, goals, and objectives.

*

Act 629 is found in its entirety in Appendix!.
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Each institution will submit by April 15, 1989 , and annually
thereafter, a brief (one or two ?age) desc= ip t~on of its ? l anning
process. At the same time, it will submi t an i~stitu t ional prorila that
acdresses components of planning. *

The prof:.:a should provicie a

"snapsho t" of the s tate of planning; it should not be a large collecticn
of statistics or other data that are already collected through the
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data Syste~ ( I PEDS ) , CHE ~eports . or
separate submissions to the Cotmniss i on.

Because of its cent=al

importance to all planning, information that is being requested f or the
"Institutional Mission" and "Institutional Effectiveness" components is
clearly specifi ed. Information f or each of the ot her cc~pcnents shculd
tie directly to a carefully constructed three to five year agenda of
i ssues, needs, or opportunities to be addressed by the institution.

It

shou ld i nclude a brief analysis of institutional strengths and weaknesses
as they relate to these is sues.

Finally, i t should include specific

goals and strategies, when they have been deter=ined, to address such
issues.
The components of planning that must be addressed are describec
below:
1.

Institut ional Mission

Each institution must provide its most recent statement of
purpose or institutional mission , and must indicate t he date
on which it was approved by the i nstitutional governing beard.
Since these statements often are quite general, the institution
must further define i ts goals or role and scope i n te!"l:ls of t he
following characteristics:
a.

institutional type ( liberal arts, technical, research,

comprehensive, land-grant, two-year, four-year, primarily
undergraduate, specialized)

*

The technical colleges will submit their r eports to the State Board for

Technical and Comprehensive Educat ion, which will forward their reports
along with a system summary to th e Commission b:, J une 15 of each year .

I
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student body ( optimum f ull-time, fu ll-time-~quivalent,

and headcount enrollments--undergraduate, total, i n-state.
out-of-state; open access; selective aci~issions; =~~riitionai:
non-traditional)
c.

primary service area ( local, regional, state, national )

While the goal or role and scope statements must be s pecifi c, the
Commission will show appropriate flexibility when reviews demonstrate
that such statements need modification .
2.

Institutional Effectiveness

All institutions will place a major emphasis on pl anning and
implementing their programs of "Institutional Effectiveness,"
since both the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools and the "Cutting Edge" legislation mandate
activity in this area .

Each institution is asked to indicate where

it is in this process and to describe particular issues, needs, or
opportunities that will receive attention during the 1989-90
academic year.
3.

Instruction

Each college or university must describe the major issues, needs, or
opportunities in instruction that will be addressed by the institution
over the next three to five years.

What are the institutional

strengths and/or weaknesses as they relate to these issues?

What

goals and strategies (if determined) will be used to address these
issues ? (e.g., The institution has determined that it will plan to
emphasize growth in the fine arts by greatly expanding i ts offering
in art history and musicology and developing an academic major in
musical composition.

The following data briefly illustrate how the

number of majors and graduates in the fine arts have increased, the
demand for additional offerings, and the increasing strength and
prominence of our institution in this field • •.•• )
4.

Staffing

Academic and Administrative

Each college or university must describe the· major issues, needs, or
opportunities in staffing that will be addressed by the institution
over the next three to five years.

What institutional strengths

and / or weaknesses relate to these issues?

..lhat goals and strategies

1

--.I

(if determined ) will be used to address these issues. ?

( e.g., The

institution has identified the recruit~ent of minority ~aculcy and
administrators as an issue to be addr es sed.

Ei gh t een ?ercent of t he

student body consists of minority students, while the f acul t y i s only
four percent minority, thus providing few role models .

A s pecific

strategy has been formulated to address this plan; it can be found
en page 8 of the institution's "1989 Plan for Access and Equity ." ) *
5.

Sunuort Services

( library, institutional, administrative, etc . )

Each college or university must describe the major issues, needs, or
opportunities in support services that will be addressed by the
institution over the next three to five years.

What institutional

strengths and/or weaknesses relate to these issues ?

What goal s and

strategies (if determined) will be used to address these i ssues ?
6.

Student Services

Each college or university must describe the major issues , needs, or
opportunities in student services that will be addressed by the
institution over the next three to five years.

What institutional

strengths and / or weaknesses relate to these issues ?

What goals and

strategies ( if determined) will be used to address these issues ?
7.

Finance/Budget

Each college or university must describe the major issues, needs, or
opportunities in finance that will be addressed by the institution
over the next three to five years.

What institutional strengths

and / or weaknesses relate to these issues?

What goals and strategies

(if determined) will be used to address these issues?
8.

I

Facilities

Each college or university must describe the major issues, needs, or
opportunities in facilities that will be addressed by the institution
over the next three to five years.

What institutional strengths

and / or weaknesses relate to these issues?

What goals and strategies

(if detern:ined) will be used to address these issues ?

*

Please note that there is no need to repeat detailed information chat

has been submitted to the Commission in another report.

I
I
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Research (where appropriate)

Each college or university must describe the ma jor issues, needs, or
opportunities in re~earch that will be addressea by t he inst~tutior.
over the next three to five years.

What institutional strengths

and/or weaknesses relate to these issues?

What goals and strategies

(if determined) will be used to address these issues ?
10. Public Service
Each college or university must describe the major issues, needs, or
opportunities in public service that will be addressed by the
institution over the next three to five years. What institutional
strengths and / or weaknesses relate to these issues?

What goals

and strategies (if determined) will be used to address these issues ?
Upon approval of this Planning Prospectus, the Advisory Council on
Planning will begin to develop a state-wide planning document.
Institutional information will be fed into this process when it is
received in April.

The State Plan will be ready for submission to

the Commission's Cot!IIIlittee on Planning and Assessment in September.

The

document will contain a statement on the scope of higher educat~on in
South Carolina, a description of the mission of each public senio r
college and university as well as a mission statement on technical higher
education, a statement of South Carolina higher education goals, a
description of major issues and opportunities facing the State ' s system
of higher education over the next three to five years,* an outline of
major programmatic goals of South Carolina higher education institutions,
financial and demographic information affecting planning, recommendations
on means to be used in addressing issues identified, and an outline of
the method(s ) to be used in evaluating the effectiveness of state-wide
planning.

*

Note that the new planning process requires the .Commission to ident i:y

state-wide issues and opportunities that require institutional
action.

Conversely, colleges and universities will ident ify

institutional issues and opportunities that require sta te-wide
attention.

-6In subsequent years, and on an annual basis, the Advisory Council
on Planning will update the planning document through strategic planning
studies of key issues that will be conducted in consultation wit r.
affected institutions, and will submit State Plan revisions to the
Committee on Planning and Assessment for consideration.

The State Plan

is not intended to be static or inviolate but rather a guide that
reflects accurately national, state, and local environmental conditions
and changes of import to South Carolina higher education.

The entire

document will be reviewed every five years.
The development and implementation of an effective higher education
State Plan rests heavily upon commitment within the Commission on Higher
Education and South Carolina's colleges and universities to share
information.

Communication between the Commission and institutions will

generate informati on for analysis and appli cation in the continued
strengthening of a coordinated plan to improve further South Carolina
higher education.

Planning cooperatively, the institutions and the

Commission can move South Carolina toward "The Cutting Edge of Higher
Education."

I
I

Appendix II

PLANNI NG SCHEDULE
November 1988:

Draft Pljnning Prospectus submitted to Advisory Council on**
Planning and to the Executive Committee of t he Commission.

December 1988:

Draft Prospectus submitted to the CoIITll!ission :or approval.
Upon approval, Prospectus is distributed to institutions.

January 1989:

Work on State Plan by staff and Advisory Counc il on
Planning commences. Early emphasis on identifying Statewide
issues.

April 15, 1989:

Institutions submit descriptions of planning process and
an institutional profile describing planning issues, needs,
and opportunities. This process will be repeate d annua lly to
determine progress and to address new and continuing issues,
needs, and opportunities identified by the institutions .

June 15, 1989:

SBTCE submits above material and summary for technical
institutions to CHE.

September 1989:

Advisory Council on Planning will approve a state-wide
planning document. This draft planning document will be
submitted to the Commission ' s Committee on Planning and
Assessment. After the initial year and annually , the
Advisory Council will prepare revisions of the planning
document for consideration by the Committee on Planning
and Assessment .

December 1989:

Righer Education State Plan approved by Commission and
distributed.

January 1990:

Public ir.stitutions have implemented plans that address
institutional mission, institutional effectiveness,
instruction, staffing, support services , student se~vices ,
financial operations, facilities, research (where appro
priate), and public service .

Different components of the State Plan will be reviewed and revised annually.
The entire State Plan will be reviewed every five years.

*

Comprised of Presidents and Chancellors of South Carolina public senior
institutions, three private college presidents, the Director of the State
Board for Techical and Comprehensive Education, and the Commissioner of
Higher Education.

**

After the first year, the Commission's Committee on Planning an d Ass essment
will receive the draft pro spcctcc. .
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GUIDELINES FOR INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Section 59-104-650 (B)(l) of The Cutc~ng Edge legislation, * signed
into law in J une 1988, states that "each i nst i tution of higher l earning
is responsible for maintaining a s ys tem to measure institutiona l
effectiv eness in accord with provisions, procedures, and requirements
developed by the Commission on Higher Educat i on."

The following

guidelines for institutional effectiveness descr i be those provisions,
procedures, and requirements and include a schedule ** indicating the
latest period during which specific assessment areas are to be ic? lemented.
The assessment of institutional effectiveness in South Carolina
is intended to strengthen the quality of higher educat i on and to produce
a conti nuous cycle of improvement in public colleges and univers i ties.
While assessment of student achievement is a critical measure of
inst i tutional effectiveness, there are other important factors and
indicators of quality in higher education.

For examp l e, institutional

effectiveness should be assessed also through an examination of phys ical
plant utilization, academic support programs, student services,
administrative services, and other components that contribute to and
influence the educational process.

This form of effectiveness assessment

is entirely consistent with the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools Criteria for Accreditation (5 th edition, 1988), and is i n ?lace
already in many South Carolina institutions .

Wherever possible, Stat e

colleges and universities are encouraged to use existing institutional
information to prevent duplication of effort in generating assessment data.
The Commission on Higher Education will remain sensitive to establi shed
institutional reporting schedules so that the state-wide effectiveness
program is complementary to local planning and review processes.
The Commission appreciates the unique histories and goals of
individual institutions and recognizes that such diversity will be

*
**

The full text of The Cutting Edee legislation is found i n Appendix III.
Append ix I.

I

-2reflected in a broad assortment of assessment methodologies.

However,

without dictating ~r endorsing any methodological s trategy, the Commission
does require that :he following institutional effectiveness components
appear in the assessment plans and processes of public institutions
(parallel references within the SACS Criteria and the Cuttin2 Edge are
noted with specif~c citations found at the end of the Guidelines):
l.

General Educationl --General Education provides students with
basic skills as well as a breadth of understanding of the
humar.ities, sciences, and social sciences -- the under?inning
and context for specialized knowledge.

Each institution will

assess core requirements or distribution requirements that ~use
be completed satisfactorily by all undergraduate students pr~or
to graduation.

This assessment may include -- but is not l~mited

to -- student command of that body of knowledge defined as

2.

general education by the institution .
2
Majors or Concentrations --Majors provide students with
spec~alized knowledge and skills .

Each institution will assess

spec~=ic discipline-based programs l eading to undergraduate
degree majors or concentrations.

This may include -- but is

not limited to -- student command of the basic knowledge of
the discipline.

Assessment of majors should also include

professional review of course contents and requirements
to ensure that they are reflective of current practices
within the discipline or professional field.
3.

Performance of Professional Program Graduates on Licens i n2
3
and Certification Exams
Student achievement in profes sional
programs may be assessed in part through an examination of
performance on licensure and certification exams in areas such
as teaching, nursing and accounting.

Licensure and certification

exams match collegiate achievement with professional standards
and norms.

Each institution will provide professional examination

scores and an interpretation of how they affect the curriculum .
4.

*Renor~s

of Program Changes that have occurred as a Result nf
4
External Program Evaluations
-- The Commission has
an ongoing eY.ternal program evaluation process that is expected

*

Program currently being developed or administ ered by the Commiss ion.

-3to produce change that enhances student achievement.

Change

that takes place as a result of external program evaluations
should be reported to the Co11II:1ission.
S.

Alumni Follow-Un StudiPs

5

-- Graduates provide an

excellent source of informat ion on an institution's
progr~ms and activities.

Each institution will conduct

studies of institutional and program graduates providing
6.

infor::iation germane to ef f ectiveness assessment .
6
Entrr- Level Skills Necessarv for ColleS?e Work -- Entering
undergraduate students mus t possess certain skills to
perform satisfactorily in the college or univers ity .

Each

institution will define and assess those skills for i ts
entering freshmen.
7.

*Success

of Entering Students in Meeting College or
7
University Admissions Prereouisites -- The academic
preparation of high school graduates entering college
affects directly the scope of remediation programs
ar.d underscores the need for

conti nuous revi ew and

strengthening of admissions criteria to enhance
the quality of entering students.

The assessment of

stucent success in meeting admissions prerequisites
also is a v aluable information source to public and
private secondary schools whose students are interested
i n attending South Carolina's colleges and universities.
Each institution will determine the success of its
entering students i n meeting the college or university
admissions prerequisites.

8.

*Remedial

and Developmental Pro2rams 8 -- Remedi al and

developmental programs assist underprepared students
i n achieving basic skill levels.

Each institution will

describe and assess its programs designed to assist
students i n achieving skill levels in mathematics, writing,
and reading necessary f or successful performance in post
secondary course work.

*

Program curr ently being developec or adminis tered by the Co~~ issior. .

-4*Achieve~ent of Student s Transferrin~ from Two to Four
9.
9
Yea r I nstitu tions -- Assessment information can strengthen
the qua:ity of college transf er courses and be tt er prepare
students for the d~mands of upper division undergraduate studies.
Two-year colleges will assess the succ ess of their students
after trans fe rring to fo ur-year institutions.

The Commission

encourages institutions to proceed with i ndividual s tudi es, but
will assist in the development of a state-wide process.

10.

Analvsis of Undergraduate Retention and Attrition --
Success in retaining undergradua te students admitted to
public colleges and universiti es is one way of evalua t ing
an institution's admissions criteria, academic programs,
and student services.

Conversely , analysis of why students

leave may provide specific information concerning
weaknesses in any or all of these areas.

Each i nstitution

will analyze and report on its undergraduate retent ion and
attrition.

11.

**

Minorit~ Student and Facultv Access and Eouitv -Ensuring chat minority students and faculty have equal
access to South Carolina's higher education institutions
and their respective programs will remain a high state-wide
priority.

Institutions must comply with the requirements

of the State program for Access and Equity to be certain that
minority members are allowed equal access to and equity in
the academic community.

*

Program currently being developed or administered by the Commission.

** Program currently being developed or administered by t he Commission .
See "South Carolina ~igher Education Program for Access and Equi t y

FY 1989-90.

-S12.

,

Academic ?erformance o f S tu d enc At h ~etes

10

The maintenance of admission standards, satisf2ctory academic
performance, and program completion rates among t hose
participating in inter-collegiate athletics while receiving
scholarshi? support i s essential for the integrity of South
Carolina's public institutions.

Each institution will

submit data indicating the number of scholarship athletes
categorized by sport, race, and gender who fail to satisfy the
published ~inimum admissions criteria of the insti tut ion.
It will also submit data on the graduation rate for students
on athletic scholarships categorized by sport, race, gencer,
field of study, and degree earned. Comparative data must include
the gradcation rate for all students at the institution, broken
down by race, gender, fi el d of study, and degree earned.

Also

required is information on the average number of years needed to
earn a degree by students on athletic scholarships, organized by
sport, race , and gender and parallel data on all students.
Institutions will provide some analysis of how these data are
being usec.

13.

Assessment Procedures for Student Develoument 11
Measuring student growth and development throughout the college
or uni vers i t y experience requires the application of multiple
measures and assessment procedures .

Each publi c institution ~use

have a plan to assess student development in a manner that is
meaningful and applicable to the services and curriculum of
the institution.

All i nstitutions will evaluate student services

and are urged to conduct pilot studies of student development in
such areas as values, attitudes and civic responsibility .
14.

Assessment of Librarv Usage and Collection Develooment
Procedures

12

-- Access to and usage of library materials is a

critical part of the l earning process.

Student inquiry fo sters

i ntellectual growth and the excitement of discovery.

Eac~ insti t

will ensure that students have access to necessary library materi a ~
through the regular assessment of library collections and usage .

I

-615.

Assessment of Admini s trative and Financia l Processes
13
and Per f ormance
-- Interest in s tudent achievement
must not eclipse the need to assess administrative and
financial processes and performance . For examp l e, budget
strategies and techniques should be examined regularly
in light of changing departmental, school and institutional
goals and objectives.

Similarly , administrative processes

( reporting, coordination, data management / computing, etc. ),
must be reviewed carefully to ascertain whether they support
the college or university's mission and current needs .
16.

Each

institution will report on its assessment of these areas.
14
Assessment of Facil i ties
-- Physical resources af:ect
instruction, student services, campus-based activities, anci
the general fulfillment of the institutional mission. Each
institution will examine its facilities, with an emphasis
upon strengthening space utilization, assessing maintenance
priorities and practices, and evaluating critically whether
physical resources support instructional requirements ( c l assroom,
libraries, laboratories, etc.), administrative needs ( office
and computing space ) , student services, and recreational
activities.

17 .

Assessment of Public Servicel5 -- Institutions that have pub l ic
service as part of their mission will have an assessment proce s s

18.

to evaluate the effectiveness of such service.
16
Assessment of Research
If
h
---------- --researc is part of the institutional mission, an assessment process will be in place to
gauge research effectiveness.

Implementation of the assessment components enumerated above will
vary depending on the character and emphases of each State institution.
It is unlikely that any of the colleges and universities will approach
the analysis of institutional effectiveness the same way.

However, each

institution is required to submit, by September, 1989, a "Plan for
Assessing Institutional Effectiveness." *

*

This plan must list each of the

Att~ched as Appendix II is an excerpt from the Cuttin~ Edge describ i ng

the goals for quality assess~ent, the µrecess for ~tt a ining those goal s ,
and the component s that s houl d be present in t he procedures and ~ro gr~ms
used in measuring student achievement.

effectiveness components, i~~icace what method(s) is (a re ) being or will
be used to assess the compo~=nt, with what f requency, a nd the date of
initial reporting (which mu~= be no la cer than the ye ar shown on the
attached "Assessment Schedu.:.=", Appendix I).

The pl an should be

accompanied by a report oi :~ndings fo r those assessment efforts that
have already been implement =~ and evaluated.
To be meaningful, the assessment of institutional effectiveness
must be continuous and a sha=ed responsibility among administrators and
faculty.

The college or un~7ersity community must take ownership in the

process and be committed co :earning and improving collectively through
the careful analysis of assessmer.t data.

Information generated by

assessment should become an ~ntegral part of the ins t itution's planning
process .

Effectiveness infc=mation also will benefit the Commission as

it develops an ongoing Stace Plan to meet higher education challenges and
opportunities in South Caro:~na.
Reuorting
All institutions will s~bmit an annual report on the assessment of
institutional effectiveness ? rior to July l of each year , beginni~g in
1990.

The technical colleges will submit their reports to the State

Board for Technical and Comp=ehensive Education, which will forward their
reports along with a system avaluati on to the Commission by October l
of each year .

Each institut~on's report should be a single document

listing each i nst i tuti onal e=fectiveness component assessed and
incorporating all findings f=om the previous year .

Reporting on all

or portions of some effectivaness components may appropriately occur
biennially or over longer pe=i ods (e.g., results of longitud i nal studies ).
The Commission on Highe= Education views each assessment of
institutional effectiveness a s a posit ive learning experience aimed
primarily at improvement, wi=h accountability as a secondary benefit.
Thus, as institutions report their findings to the Commission and as the
Commis sion makes those find:.::gs available to interested constituencies,
the fo rms such reports take =ecome increasingly important. Institut ions
are urged to develop report:.:: g fo rmats that compare their own data over
time and that i nclude narrat~7 e explanations of how finding s are being
fed back into the planning p=ocess to bring a bout positive change or
continued achievement.

Effec=iveness reports may reference o t her existing

s tudies or analyses if they

~=e

di=~ccly ap plicabl~ to a s pe cific assessment

-8area.

The Commission does not plan to use assessment data to compare

South Carolina institutions, and discourages the institutions from doing
so.

If comparisons are made, they should be made with state, regional,

or national norms.
After an institutional ef:ectiveness report is received, the

Commission staff will review it to see whether each institutional
effectiveness component is being assessed adequately on an appropriate
schedule.

If an institution demonstrates that the method(s) by which it

assesses each institutional effectiveness component provide(s)
information which is appropriately being used to verify or improve
quality in the relevant aspect of the institution's programs or
activities, the method(s) shall be deemed adequate.

If an institution

does not demonstrate that its method(s) of assessment provide(s) such
information, the Commission staff will meet with institutional
representatives to discuss alternate assessment methodologies.
The Commission staff will provide an annual report to the
Commission's Standing Committee on Planning and Assessment describing
how well each institution is evaluating each institutional effectiveness
component, whether that evaluation is on schedule, and whether the
institution is using the findings of the evaluation appropriately.
Institutions will be provided an opportunity to respond to the report
both verbally and in writing.

The Committee will forward the report

along with a summary of institutional responses and its recommendations
to the Commission.
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Appendix I
ASSESS~!E~T SCHEDULE*

Assessment Area Imolemented

~c~

Later Than: **

Performance of Professional Program Graduates
on Licensing and Certification Exams ...•.•• . •••.•.•. • ••• 1988- 89
General Educat ion ..••••.•••••••••..•••• •• • •• .•••• •• ••••• • 1989-90
Alumni Follow-Up Studies . • ••..•• ••... • • ••••••••••••••••..• 1989-90
Student Athletes ..• • ••• •• • •• • •• .•••••• • •••••.•• • •• • ••.••• • 1989-90
Undergraduate Retention • •.•.•.••...•••••..••• •.••• ••.•• ••• 1990-91
Public Service and Research (where part of the
institutional mission) • • . . ••••.••. • • • ••.•.••••. • ••• . .• • • 1990-91
Maj ors . ... . ....... ..... ............ ..... .. ..... ......... .. 19 91-9 2

De finition of Entry Level Skill s Necessary for
College Work ••••••••••..••• .•• .•• .• • •••••.•••.•••••... . • 1991-92
Library Usage and Collection Development Procedures •••.. .• 1991-92
Performance Procedures for Student Development •• ••• • •••••• 1991-92
Student Development •• ••••• •• • ••••••• •••••• •••••••• ••••• • .. 1991-92

*

Does not include effectiveness components that are being developed

or administered by the Commission.

**

It is strongly urged that institutions begin prepar i ng early

to implement assessment areas that are listed in the second and third
year. For examp le, experience would indicate that colleges and
universities cannot plan for and assess all academic majors ~£fectiv ely
in one year.

C.

Svstem f or ~easurtn2 I ~stttut i onal Ef:ecttveness
: o ~.emote ht~h standards of accountabt l itv . ~he Coc:~ss ion en

~t2her E~ucat t on vt ll reaut=e that a svstem for ~•asurtn2 ~~stttut: onal
ef : ecctveness ts tn ol ace at everv oublic col!e2e and unt~erstcv ; l t wt!l
c oll ect and di sseminate data resu l tin2 from t he ceasures c: :ns titut i o~al
e f: ec t : v eness and it vt ll use th ese data i n ~l anntn3.
The Commission recognizes the importance of maintain!~g quality
academic programs, services, and facilities vtthtn all institutions of
higher educa~on in South Carolina .

!t believes that exist~ng met hods c :

State-wide qual i t y assessment, such as its evaluations oi ?rograms and
studies of the condition of facil ities, serve a useful pur~ose and ~l an s
to cont i nue chem .

!n addition, t h• Commission real i zes cha: every

col lege and univers ity is accountabl e to tts const i tuents

~~ d

should

report to its constituents conc erning the effectiveness of its prog:3~s
and se:~tces.

!his :esponsibility is clearly recognized by the ccl:eg es

and unt~ ersities in South Carolica, and eac h of c~ese :~sctr~cions ~as o r
t s deve l oping a ~uali:y assurance program.
~igher education in South Carolina has been scruc:~red in a mar.~e~
t hat assures access by all qualified citizens and prov~1es a vari ety o:
educational opportunities to those who wish to cake advantage of the~.
The diversity within higher educat i on in South Carolina is rec osntzec
the Commission and individual governing boards.

~~

The civerse st~uctur e

o=

higher education in South Carolina magnifies the respocsibilicy thac aac~
institution has for ~aintaining an effective system of quality assess;.ier.c.
Because of the st~ucture of higher education in South Carolina anc the
fo cus that has been placed upon the development of institutions .tch
unique characteristics and diversified programs, the Cc=mission be li eve s
chat the goals for quality assessment in South Caroli~a shou~J be:

t.

!o assure that a system for ceasuring instit~tionai
effectiveness is in effect on every pub l ic college and univers:!::'.'
campus in the State of South Carolina;

..... .

To provide a vehicle for disseminating the results of oucco~e

measurementa to the constituents within the State; and
3.

To provide data relative to the effectiveness of each
in~titution that can be used to initiate cur=iculum, progralt!:a:: :
or policy changes within the institution.

The process by which these goals wil l be attained is as follo~s :
l.

Each institution of higher education will be respons ible for
maintaining a system to measure institutional effectiven es s ar.~
will provide the Coc::ission on Higher Education with a~ out:~~c

of the system t~at ls imp l emented for revtew and ap;::va l .
The system :or :easu::r.~ i nstitut i or.al iifec:tveness ~use
include:
a.

A statement of c:iteria by whtch th e institutto~ ar.c / or

prog:ams are ~eing assessed;
b.

A means of ?roviding quantitative results of the ~nstitut:cr.a l

or ?rogram:iat:c assessment activities;
c.

A means of deter:ining student achievement (see:, p.

d.

A report on changes made in ?:og:ams as a result ~f

)J ) ;

evaluations dor.e by the Commission.
2.

As a part of Sout h Carolina's State-wide planning process, each
institution will ?rovide the COT111:1ission on Higher Educ ation
with an annual report on the results of its institutic~al
effectiveness prograi:1.

3.

The Cocmi ssion will prepare a report that will inc~cc e resu l:s
of institutional effectiveness, including student 3ssess~ent
prog~ams.

The report will also include other actions :hat the

institutions have t aken co strengthen educational qual::y and
will contain data from previous years on the bas i s of . htch
each institution can measure its progress.

Infonnacioc fro~

private colleges and universities will be incluced for :~ose
in~itutions that voluntarily provide the infoniation :~ the
Commission.
4.

The Commission on Higher Education wi ll provide techni~~l
assistance in the development of a system for measuring ir.sc : c~
tional ef:ectiveness f or any institution requesting sue~
ass:stance.

I

D.

Procedures to ~easure Student Achievement
Because student acr.teve~enc is t~e =est ~ital asoec: of a~7 ~nsc~: ~::c~

ef:ecti~er.ess. che Co:=issicr. eir:nhasizes thac all St3te-5ucoor:eci : ~sc:c uc::~
wtll establish their

Ow"tl

~rocedures and ~roqrams co ~easure

5U=~

ac~ieve~e~t .

The procedures and programs will be subcitted co the Commissic~ as part
of the plan for measuring institutional effectiveness.
1.

They sr.oulc:

Derive from institutional initiatives, recognizing c~e
diversity of South Carolina public colleges and universities,
the tradition of institutional autonomy, anci the capacity or
faculty and administrators to identify their ow-n proc:ems ar.c
solve them creatively;

2.

Be consistent with each institution's mission and ed~cationai
objectives;

3.

Bear a direct relationship to teaching and learnin2 :~ the
classroom, enabling faculty to use the results to accress
student deficiencies, evaluate and improve the curr:c~lum. and
develop better teaching techniques;

,.

.

Involve faculty in setting the standards of achteveme~: •
selecting the measurement instruments, and analyzir.g :~e resulcs:

S.

Consider the relative importance of assessment to deter::iine
student attain~ent as measured by an absolute standar: as we l :
as~ssessment of student grovth in learning attributao:e to che
inf!uence of the institution;

6.

Follov student ?regress through the curriculum, as ap=~o?riate,
wtth consideration of achievement measures (a) at trar.sit:cr.
points to ensure student readiness to proceed, (b) u~c~ comp l ec:on
ot the ma j or, and ( c) at graduation or on leaving t~e :~s c:: ~: :=~ : -

rnclude :c llow-u?

~= g~lduates

through emp loyer studies of

partic:pat:on rates:~ :urther education and a luoni reports -
career progress.
As part o: chei= repor: on tnst:tu t ional e£ f 2ct tv er.ess, all St ace
supported col:eges and universit~es will be expected to descr:be progr~~s
in deve loping their assessment programs and co submi t concrete, nor.
anecdotal, and quant~:iable info :-:at~on on student ac ~ievecent to the
Coa:cission on ~igher Educac:on.

7he report should i nclude inior~attor.

about the achievement of trar.sier students from the two-year colleges
enrolled in four- ~ear colleges ar.d universit!as and about che per:or-:.a~:e
of professional program graduates on licensing and certi:ication exam:~at ::r.s .

I
I

SENATE HINUTES - DEC . 1988
ATTACHlfENT B

Resolution in Protest to CHE
Usurpation of University Autonomy
WHEREAS: the General Assembly of South Carolina
chartered the University of South Carolina as a body
corporate and politic in the traditions of independence of
higher education in America and the concept of academic
freedom; and
WHEREAS: the General Assembly of South Carolina vested
the governance and control of the University of south
Carolina in its Board of Trustees and Faculty; and
WHEREAS: -the -~nterpre.tation· affe.:r.ed by the Commission
on Higher Education of Article VII of Act 629 of the General
Assembly (1988) has the effect of superimposing an entity
seeking._to_.govern ·.and ~c::.c;:m_t%:ol t;.lJ~ .U.n,i.ye:c:_~i~y ;__a~.d ·.._ ..
~ -·~·:·.. ··: ~-:..: :· -·.-.:. . .:~i:::; : ·~- : ··..-·-:· -::- -··.-·-·.. - -~·· ·
. . . . . . WHEREAS; the Coµun,i~-~i9n_'_~ . in:te;-p_r etaticin is an
unwarranted attempt to impair the autonomy of the University
of South Carolina and to remove governance and control of
the University and its activities from its Board of Trustees
and the Faculty; and
WHEREAS: the Faculty of the University of South
Carolina deplores this further intrusion of the Commission
into areas traditionally among its own prerogatives; and
WHEREAS: the purpose of the Commission regarding
accountability through planning and assessment is already
being accomplished by the Board of Trustees and the Faculty
of the University through the traditional process of
re-affirmation of institutional accreditation by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools; and
WHEREAS: the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools respects the prerogatives of each member institution
to define its criteria for institutional effectiveness
consistent with its educational purposes; and
WHEREAS : the Commission's interpr etation as appl i ed to
the University of South Carolina is disruptive and
unnecessari ly duplicative of its decennial re-accreditation
process scheduled for completion in 1990- 91;
;,-:.·-..·-·; ;· TH~~Wf.W~·~, -.aE.. lT RES~t,.YEP.:_ .t~at the Faculty o~ ~he
· ·: :un1vers1~_- o·f" ·south · carolina -expresses strong opposition to
·· -·the · impiem·e ntation requirements proposed by the Commission
in its plan for improving accountability through planning
and assessment because it impairs the traditional autonomy
of the University of South Carolina and removes governance
and control of the University and its activities from the
Board of Trustees and the Faculty; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: that the General Assembly of
South Carolina be requested to re-affirm the continuing
autonomy of the University of South Carolina and to confirm
that the governance and control of the University are l~dged
solely in its Board of Trustees and its Faculty, where it
properly belongs.

